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TaDmadge Youth

Owner Escapes

Two Downtown

Assistant for

Admits Shooting

From Apartment

Streets Scheduled

Pire Inspection

HudsonvileMan Itrough Window
A handsome 16-year-oldfarm A morning blaze Wednesday
youth has confessed he shot and leveled the Big Top restaurant
critically wounded a motorist on Ottawa Beach Rd., near Holwho gave him a ride Monday night land state park.
near Allendale.
Owner Roy Young, who was
John Roderick Neahr, who will
asleep in an apartment to the
be 17 Friday, was arrested early
rear of the spacious building,esTuesday afternoon by state police
caped by removing a screen from
and sheriff's officersat the home
a window in his bedroom after he
of a friend,a mile from his own
was awakened by smoke. He fled
home in Tsllmadge township. He
wearing trousers and shoes.
gave an oral confession there In
Young punched in a glass on a
the presence of Sheriff Jerry Vanside door and another on a front
derbeek, and Lt. Verne C Dagen
door to re-enter the flaming
and Sgt. Leroy Hunt of the state
structure to rescue the family
police, and then was taken to
Holland for further questioning cat. He, along with Fred and Donald Vaas, quickly drove power
by Prosecutor Wendell A Miles.
boats that were tied to a nearby
Miles said he would petition
probate court to waive jurisdic- dock out of range of the leaping
flames.
tion over the youth. Charges will
Firemen were called It 4fl0
be withheld, pending the outcome
a.m.
and the building waa a
of the condition of the motorist,
smoulderingheap of ruins at 6
Alvin Kraker, 26, rout# 1, Hudsonville, who remained In critical a.m. when the firefightersbegan

C and 0 Sidetrack for

Brewer Co. Approved;
Steam

Roller

Purchased

Common Council Wednesday
night approved a recommendation
of the public safety commiasion
to hire a man to fill In for vacation time and Kelly days lor the
fire department and to provide
house-to-house fire inspection under the direction of the present
building and heating inspector.

The recommendation was introduced by Aid. Robert Notier,
chairman of the safety commis-

who said the present inspector at the current rate of con-

sion

struction and heating installations
could devote but one day a week

to house

Inspection.

Considerable discussionfollowed

on

previous procedure in house

inspections,and Aid. Notier said
he understood the previous building Inspector did all the houseto-house inspectionas well as
working for the fire department
on Kelly days in which full-time
firemen are allowed a day off
about each 15 days.

Aid. Lloyd Maatman asked if
the previous Inspector was paid
extra for his Kelly day service,
and, informedhe was not, Maatman said, “It seems like the previous inspector got a raw deal.”
Notier seemed inclined to agree.
Aid. Robert Visscher cast the
only dissenting vote.
A recommendationof the street
committee approvingan application of Brewer Coal Co. for the
C and O railway to construct a
sidetrack from River Ave. to its
place of business was approved
with the stipulationthat all ex-

For Resurfacing

mm
Rotary vice president Ken De Free, who presided at the meetlna,
leada the applause after a talk by H. J. Heinz II, left, before Holland
Rotarlans Wednesday noon at the Castle. The Heinz company
president outlinedchanges apparent In; business during the last 50
years. At right is Mayor Harry Harrington, who along with the
members of Common Council and city officials,were special guests
at the luncheon meeting. Other guests Included members of the
board of directorsof the Chamber of Commerce. Henry Maentz,
acting for the chamber, presented Heinz with a pair of decorated
wooden
(Sentinelphoto)

shoes.

Young Heinz President
Talks at Rotary Club

rolling up their hoses.
condition at Butterworthhospital
Firemen made a return trip at
in Grand Rapids. A .38 caliber bul8:30
a. m. when debris blazed
let was removed from his abdoagain.
men early Tuesday.
William Doust, who got up to
In his confession,Neahr said he
shot Kraker “because I wanted check his minnow nets at the
his car.” He gave no reasonable nearby Macatawa Bay boat livery,
saw the flames and heard a winexplanation why he shot the modow break. He summoned Earl
torist without warning or struck
Mrs. Kraker on the head with the Vasser from Earl’s Soda Bar,
who in turn called firemen.
barrel end of the pistol.
Shortly after firemen arrived,
“I didn't particularlylike the
flames
were leaping high into the
idea of killing a man, but 1 wantair and gave off Intense heat that
ed the car,” he said.
The shooting occurred about kept the quickly assembledcrowd
tfcree miles from the youth's at a distance.
Many persons from nearby
home. Officers learned that after
he escaped Into the woods, he homes and cottages were on the
walked through fields and woods, scene in nightclothes,house coats
doubling back and forth, and and other apparel to watch the
when he came to Grand river he fire. Others witnessedthe blaze
got into a rowboat and paddled from the south shore of Lake

Program

It

Enlarged

To Take Advantage
Of Conditional Bid

Two

atreets In

the downtown

section are slated tar 'Improvements, according to action taken

Wednesday night

by Common

Council

The street committee recommended that council take advantage of a low bid of $1.30 per
square yard by Michigan Colprovia Co. to resurface parts of Ninth
St. besides the stretch on Seventh
St. from Pine to Columbia previously under consideration.
The committee recommended
that Ninth St. be resurfaced from
Lincoln to Columbia Aves. and

from

The youngetere had a field day at the annual ^8^#^ plcnle ...
Zeeland Wedneeday,iponaored by the Chamber of Commeree. And
cotton candy waa a big treat for two-year-old Marianne Klenbaae
and her aieter, Judy, 4 (at right). They are daughters of Mr. and
Mri. Orrin Elenbaaa, 542 East Main 8t., Zoeland. Th# Chamber
eetlmatea 10,000 pereona turned out for the all-day ovent. Highlights
of the ovonlng program In tho park bowl wort selectionsby the
Antlera of Flint and a musical dialogue by Bonard Sharpe and
Harold De Koster. A total of 6,450 cupi of lemonade and a correspondingamount of coffee were distributedwith complimentsof
the
(Sentinelphoto)

Chamber.

College to Pine, and that
17th St. be resurfaced from Central to River Aves. The $1.30 bid
was offered on condition the Job
take in more than 11,000 yank.
The question of widening Seventh
St. was put off until next year.
Ninth' St. may yet extend to
FairbanksAve. If a proposal from
Lokker, Den Herder and Botar on
behalf of Weatern Foundry Co. exchanging certain parcels of property in that vicinityIs accepted
by council The proposal which
offers exchangeof the road rightof-way for certain alleys presently dedicated between Eighth and
10th St., was referred to tho
street committee,city attorney
and city engineer.

Mayor Harry Harrington recommended that the sidewalk

committee consider the purchase
Macatawa.
of an air chisel for the street deFiremen prevented flames from
partment to cut- roots of trees
ness might well have been the
reaching the nearby Jack Divan’s
olland
which sift sidewalks and In aomo
boat
house.
However,
the
woodtitle of an address by H. J. Heinz
cases pavements. Cost of sidewalk
en structure was scorched on the
II, president of the H. J. Heinz
repalra Is borne by the property
front
and
side
facing
the
Big
Top.
Co., before Holland Rotarians
p.m. He arrived home about 10:30
owner, the mayor explained, and
Young told The Sentinel that Gets
Dies After
Wednesday noon at the Castle.
p.m. and went to bed. He rose the
such new equipmentmay prove to
ported the purchaseof a steam
The descendantof the company
next morning at 10 a.m. and a the building and contents were
be quite a saving for property
roller from Miller Equipment Co. founder outlined advances in comappraised
at
$40,000.
Half
the
half-hour later mounted his horse
Grand Haven (Special) — CirMrs. Peter L. Van Eaa, 53, of owners. The sidewalkcommltteo
for $4,560. It previously had been pany operation since 1900 on three
amount was covered by insurance, cuit court today granted a temand rode to hit friend’shome
333 West 17th St., waa fatally in was instructed to work out plana
authorized to purehase such planes — agricultural, economic
he said. His cruiser, which was porary injunction requested by
mile away.
the park beard.
equipment at a cost not to exceed and social.
He was arrested on informa- tied near the rear of the building, Holland Furnace Co. restraininga jured Wedneeday night tallowing• with
The sidewalk committee report$4,600. The old roller will be purfall
at
home
of
her
mother-inwas
scorched.
It
was
not
insured.
He credited development of
tion obtained by Sgt. Hunt of the
hearing in the case before the
chased by the company for $250. natural and human resources and
Coast Guardsmen removed four Michigan Corporationand Secur- law, Mrs. Simon Van Esa of Grand ed sidewalkrepair well under
Rockford itate police post who
way with expectation that all reCouncil approvedpurchase of a
the American competitive system
conductedan Investigationamong boats to safety. Only the Young ities commission, until the case Rapids.
pairs will be completedthis sumnew car for the assistant city as instrumental to the advancecruiser
was
scorched.
resident*in the AUendale-Pearline
now pending in circuit court can Mrs. Van Eaa and her husband mer.
engineer on low bid and trade-in ment of all business — including
A tanker and pumper from be heard.
area.
had attended the funeral of her
Council approved a recommenof $489.44 by R. E. Barber.
the Heinz Co.— during the last 50
Neahr put up no resistance Park township fire department The couflt baa reserved a decidation of the sidewalk committee
The buildings and grounds com years.
when officers apprehended him. along with a truck from Holland aion on a motion made by attor- brother-in-law In the afternoon to construct a sidewalkon the
mi tee recommended purchase of
Heinz said the company was
Oddly enough, he said he did not township station No. 1 answered neys of the securitiescommission and were aupper guests of Mr.
south side of 25th St from Stats
gas heating equipment for engine appreciative of relationshipswith
believe h# would be captured or the call.
to strike a part of the bill of Van Ett’ mother. Upon leaving tho
St. to Columbis Aft.
house No. 2 from Holland Fur- the people of Holland, and prom
he might have acted quite differcomplaint which alleges the com- home, Mrs. Van Ess fell down tho
It was reported that the police
nace Co. at a cost of $585. Coun- ised continued expansion and im
i:
ently.
mission to strike a part of the
outside stairway of the upstairs departmenthas ooatacted the
cil okayed the transaction. The provement of the company plant
Only once did his composure
of complaint pending before
<\
committee also reported instal- here.
apartment, landing on her head. itate highway commission regardElection bill
slump slightly in the official inthe commission.No decision will
lation of new lights in the GAR
She
died of a skull fracture before ing a traffic Ught at 32nd and
He pointed out that Holland’s
terrogation.In a low voice he talc
be made until briefs are filed.The
room and above the mayor's desk plant tonnage is second only to
being admitted to Butterworth Michigan and has requested the
he probably could look forward to
attorney
general’s
office
has
two
J. Earle Van Eenenaam
hospital.
proper traffic itudy at the corin council chambers.
the main factory in Pittsburgh,
a long prison sentenceif Kraker Set for Sept.
weeks in which to file a brief and
Surviving are the husband; four ner.
Council unanimouslyokayed and cited the number of persons
died.
the plaintiffwill have 10 days to
A letter from propertyowners
sons, Robert J., Raymond E.
action of the Board of Public employed.
file a reply.
N^ahr told officershe had plan
Ballots to elect four directors
Donald
L.
and
Kenneth
P., all of on West 17th St between Ottawa
Works in increasingthe salary of
The company president was in
ned to take a four-day hike and
The furnace company feels the Holland;four grandchildren; one and Cleveland objecting to the
to the Chamber of Commerce
its superintendent to $8,000 a troduced by Charles B. McCorhad received permission from his
commission is prejudiced against sister, Mrs. G. Stadt of Grand widening of the etreet for that
year. The action had been taken, mick, manager of the Holland
parents, Mr. and Mrs. William for three-year terms were being tha manner in which the company
Rapids; two brothera, John and block only was referred to the
subject to council approval.
plant Following his address, Executive
Neahr. He packed a knapsack for mailed today.
is doing business and irreparable
George Velderi, also of Grand street committee,city engineer
On suggestion of Aid. John Van Heinz was presented a pair of
the trip containing a large sized
Ballots must be in Chamber injury would result if the commis- Rapids.
and city attorney.
Eerden, Mayor Harry Harrington wooden shoes on behalf of the
baby blanket, two pairs of sox, a headquartersbefore 5 p.m. Tues- sion should revoke the firm’s licFuneral service* will be held
Clerk Clarence Grevengoed prewill appoint
three-member Chamber of Commerce by Henry J. Earle Van Eenenaam, 41, of
pocket knife, a tooth brush, two
ense to operate in Wayne and Saturday at 2 p.m. in Ver Lee sented a letter from Edwin P.
council contact committee to S. Maentz, chamber president
day,
Sept.
12.
586 Central Ave., died at his home packages of gum, a sack of rock
Oakland counties, the only counwork with the new heating panel.
The following have been nom- ties in which the commissionhas Funeral chapel and at 2:30 p.m. in Slabaugih,area supervisor for the
The basement dining room at Saturday evening. He was an exe- salt, a ghost story book, and a
Maple Avenue Christian Reform bureau of cenaua, outlining proceBPW collections for the two- the Castle overflowedwith club
sweatshirtin which he wrapped inated for the four positions: jurisdictionin the state.
ed church. Burial will be at Green- dure for checkingpeople claimed
week period totaled $50,605 68, members and guests at the lun- cutive with the Holland Furnace the pistol. He also had $8 given George M. Good, Earl F. Price,
wood cemetery Grand Rapids.
to have been missed in the census
miscellaneous city collectionsto- cheon meeting. Vice-President Co.
William H. Boer, Harry H. Coll,
Born in Zeeland May 4, 1909, him by hit mqther.
Friends may call at the funeral enumeration.Grevengoed said
taled $42,031.33 and city and Ken De Pree, presided in the abHe said he didn't know why he Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers, Clarence
chapel
the list has 262 names but this
school tax collectionstotaled sence of President Irwin J. Lub- the son of Anna Elzinga and Herpacked the pistol that he certain- E. Klaasen, Abel M. Vander
bert
Van
Eenenaam,
he
was
a
doea not mean all have been miss$216,092.85. The city clerk was bers.
Ploeg,
Burt
L
Post,
Leonard
D.
ly had no intentions of holdups at
ed.
authorized to turn over $1S1,504.- Special guests included Mayor graduate of Zeeland high school
that time. He said he walked 1% Steifens, Randall C. Bosch, Carl
and attended Hope college.
64 in school taxes.
The cleric presented warranty
C.
Andreasen
and
Warren
S.
MerHarry Harrington,members of
to M-50 and continueda
deeds from Mr. and Mrs. William
Mayor Harringtonpresided. Common Council and other city Van Eenenaam was formerly miles
riam.
vice president in charge of sales couple miles west before hitching
Schuitema, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Aids. Bertal Slagh and A. W. officials.
The ballot contains space for
his first ride.
Through the influence of Rep.
with
the
Schulte
company
in
New
Zigtermanand Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Hertel were absent
Secretary Leon Moody introother
write-in
nominations.
Clare Hoffman of Allegan, the
Throughout the afternoon, he
York city. More recently he beVan Grondelle for propertypurfor
duced guests and led group singOttawa county 4-H club orchescame associated with the Holland hitched one ride after another
chased by the city in the vicinity
ing.
tra will make a recording in DeFXirnace company as branch man- travelingin both directions and
While in Holland, Heinz toured
Cold weather during the last of Seventh and College for use as
troit that will be broadcast
ager at Lansing, then western riding only a mile or two at a
parking lots. The clerk was inthe local plant where he worked
week
forced down attendance at
throughout the world by the Voice
division manager at Denver, Colo., time. He said he didn't know why
25 years ago. This was his first
Holland State park, Park Super- structed to have deeds recorded.
of America.
and for the last year as division he followed this procedure. He
An audit report from Malhofer,
visit since that time. He spoke to
intendent
Clare Broad reported
The
county
orchestra
will
go
to
manager of the Great Lakes divi admitted that the idea of getting
Moore and De Long covering the
employes at the factory and also
today.
Detroit Sept. 5 to make the resion wit4 headquarters in Hol- a car grew in his mind. On two Details of
office of the municipal Judge waa
talked with retired employes.
Visitors for the week totaled
cording in n Detroit studio.
occasions he purchasedorange
land.
referred to the ways and means
26,500,
with
Sunday’s
crowds
J. F. Allen accompanied Heinz
While in Detroit,the 4-H group
Three young men in dungarees
In 1931, he was married to Dor- drink at a restaurant and store,
committee.
Details of the traffic accident In
to Holland.
will play for the governor’s ban- numbering 6,500, and Saturday's
and yachting caps shoved off
othy Knight of Battle Creek. Sur and once he sat under a tree to which Sgt. Henry J. Groeneveld,
The clerk reported having requet in Detroit for the queens of 4,000.
Campbell’s dock his morning
viving are the widow; three chil- read his ghost story book.
ceived a check for more .than $30,20. of Holland was killed in GerAlthough
total
attendance
has
The Kraker car was the sixth many Aug. 9 have been received Michigan. This is an annual event
aboard the 42-foot cutter, Coron- Heart Attack It Fatal
dren, John David, 16, Edward A,
500 from the county treasurer for
at the Michigan State Fair. The been down compared with last
ado, on the first leg of a three
11, and Ann, 6; two brothers,Jul car he rode In that day. It was a by the serviceman’s family.
Holland’s share in intangible taxyear,
Broad
pointed
out,
the
For
Pavilion
Manager
fair appearance is scheduled tor
to four week cruise down the
ius H., Traverse City, and Gordon ’38 model with four doors and
es, but said he had protested a reThe soldier’s mother, Mrs. Anna
camping business has been good.
Sept. 6.
Mississippi river.
F., Muskegon. He was a member looked good to the youth. He rode Groeneveld, route 4, received a
troactive adjustmenton the besis
Grand
Haven
(Special)— StanHe
estimated
campaing
areas
are
While
at
the
fair,
the
group
will
a mile or two and then asked to letter from Maj. Gen. D. C. StroJoe and Clarke Field and Tony
of Hope Reformed church.
of the 1950 official census.
ley
Bower,
49, employed this
present a half-hour program4n the filled about 75 per cent of the
get out. “I decided just before I
Butterfield,all sailors from MacWith no objections filed, counther, director of military personsummer as manager of Wharf bar
bandshell at the fairgrounds the time.
asked them.to stop that I wanted
atawa Bay Yacht club, will make
cil approved construction of saninel at Air Force headquartersIn
at Fruitport pavilion,died unex- Dutchmen Face Chix
A
total
of
1,380
camp
permits
afternoon of Sept 6.
that car,” he said.
Chicago their first port of call to
tary sewers in West 30th St. beWashington,stating that her son
pectedly of a heart attack Sunday
had been issued until Sunday
'He admitted he shot Kraker died Aug. 9 at the Fourth Mobile
pick up Clarke Field, Sr. and
tween Maple and River and in
In
Thursday
Skirmish
in the home of his employer, Rusnight,
since
Tulip
Time.
Last
without warning of any kind and
Dave Weirs as crew. Tony But31st St. between Maple and River.
Army Surgical hospitalin Munich, Gerrit Heneveld Dies
sell L Baltz, 603 Lafayette St.
year, this department totaled 1,terfield is pinch-hitting for Rex
The
Holland Flying Dutchmen hit Mrs. Kraker with the gun. He Germany, as results of injuries reCouncil approved a 1950-51
Last slimmer he was manager of
960.
At Home Sunday Noon
Young, who was to take the cruise
will be out for their fourth vic- described how Kraker tussled ceived in a vehicle accident.
maintenancecontract with MichiHyland
Gardens.
He
previously
“And we still have two months
untjl the fire at the “Big Top”
tory in a row Thursday night with him and took the gun away, The letter continues, "Sgt. |Gerrit Heneveld, 84, died at his
gan State Highway department
was a patient in Municipal hospichanged his plans. Tony wifi leave
when they face their cousins from how he (Neahr) puUed a knife on Groeneveld was driving a privately, home in Central Park on Sunday of camping season left,” Broad which reads virtuallythe same at
tal several weeks ago when he
added.
him but didn't use it. The knife
the boat at Chicago.
Zeeland, the Ohix.
last year.
owned automobilewhich collided noon, following a lingering illhad a heart attack.
Both Field brothers have had
The
Chix haven’t been able to waa an Italian atilletto, the type with another automobilewhen it ness.
Election inspectorafor the Sept
Surviving are the wife; two
sailing experience.They have
win a game from the locals in 10 in which the blade spring* when passed a stop sign.”
primaries were named as followai
Before retiring,Heneveld held Mn. Pauline Shallusky
daughters, Lee Ann and Coilla of
been crew on locally known boats
But the games have all a button is pushed.
firat ward, John Woltman; second.
Sgt Groeneveld is survived by a number of public Offices, having Succumbs at Douglas
UMing; his mother, Mrs. starts.
The gun was an old Smith and
as the Bagheera,the Revenge, the
been tough, close-scoringaffairs.
Bert Huizenga; third. A] Van
the mother; a brother Jake, of served as treasurer,clerk end supWilhelmina Bower of Port Huron
Coronado and the Bel Mer. Joe
Both contests this . season have Wesson revolver which somebody Owosso; a sister, Wilma, at home; ervisor for the township, and for
Faasen; fourth, Ed Urn; fifth,
and two slaters.
had given hit father about 20 and the father,Henry Groeneveld, fouf years as AJlegan county reg- Saugatuck (Special)— Mrs. Pau- John Van Eerden; aixth, Bert
sailed in the Chicago to Mackinad
been won by one-run margins.
line
Shallusky,
82,
died
Wednesrace early this summer and
Steglnk;
Manager Benny Batema hasn’t y«ar§ ago to be repaired.The trig- Holland.
ister of deeds.
day night at Douglas hospital folcruised in the North Channel and Mn. Effie Hoeksema, 83,
indicated who he will throw on gar spring, waa broken but the
He was born In Graafschapon lowing a short Ulneas. For 35
The body will be tent to HolGeorgian Bay with the Warren S.
the firing line but it could be gun could be ahot manually, one land for burial,with the Dykstra Feb. 18, 1866, and attendedPion- years she was a summer resident
fn/Dicbon Dissolved
Diet Wednesday Evening
•
Clyde O'Connor, who won over ahdt at a time. This explains why funeral home In charge of ar- eer school in Laketown township of Saugatuck, coming from ChiGrand Haven (Special)—Circuit
the
gun
failed
to
discharge
when
The trip will be made down the -*55. E?le Hoeksema, 83, of 60 the Chix in their last outing, or
and Hope Preparatoryschool He cago, but for the last three years
rangements.
Judge Raymond L. Smith today
Illinois waterway with stops «n Bait 21st St., died Wednesday eve- lefty Ernie Victory, who has look- Kraker ahot at the fleeingyouth.
began studying at Hope college had Ivied with her daughter, Mrs.
ning at Pine Rest sanitarium after
granted a motion to dissolve a
ed impressive in winning the only Neahr said he took the old gun
but Had to discontinue following Helen J. Haughey, 800 Lake St.
a linger® g illness She was a two games he has pitched in. / from a drawer in the barn one to Mrs. Ernest Kleis, 57,
temporary injunction restraining
the death, of two brothers.He
Mrs. Shallusky was the widow of the Jamestown town board from
member of the ProspectChristian
»ix months ago’ and kept it in a
farmed in Laketown township.
Falls From ScalloU
Paul Shallusky. She was 'born ih spending money for road ImproveDiet Sunday at Home
Rcfonned church.
dreufer drawer in hla home. He
Heneveld was active in the Re- Chicago, Oct. 26, 1867, to the late
Grand Haven (Special) — . AlSurviving are her husband, Ja- Jfficial Here
ment* other than a two-mile
said be had other guns, and shot
Mr*. Ernest Kleis, 57, died unex- formed church, serving on the Mr. and Mrs. John Rush.
bert Scott fell from a scaffold cob; four sons, Bart of Muskegon,
The executive secretary of the this old -pistol occasionally behind
stretch near Gitcbel. Complaint
consistory from the age of 24 unpectedly
early
Sunday
mdming
at
Surviving are two daughters, waa filed by township representwhile paintinghis home at 1213 Jay of Cincinnati,Ohio, the*Rev. Netherlands Chamber of Com- the barn.
til
he
was
74.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
HeneMrs. Haughey and Mrs. James ative# against the township board.
WoodUtwn Ave. at 10 a.m. Mon- Martin of Schuylerville,N. Y„ and merce in the United States, Philip Neahr answered aH questions her home, route 6, Holland.
Surviving are her husband; veld celebrated their 66th wedding Dunn of Chicago; two grandchilday and received a possible frac- Theodore of Holland; 14 grandchll- J. Gomperts, along with his wife, calmly and clearly. He said he
three sisters, Mrs. Milo De Vries, anniversary in April
dren and three great grandchilture of the left hip. He was taken dren and six great grandchildren. are in Holland today on a busihad wanted to. be a lawyer but Mrs. Martha De Vries, Mrs. Carl
Surviving are the wife, the for- dren.
Cars Collide
to Municipalhospital
Services win be held at 1:30 ness-vacation trip. The Gomperts decided the training would take
pm. Saturday from Langeland were in Chicago at the Interna- too long and hoped to be a writer E. Brandon, all of Holland; two mer Annie Braan; five sons, the . The body was taken from Dyk- Car* driven by
brothere,Maynard Manting, Grand Rev. George Heneveld of Wyckoff, stra’s chapel to Collins
route 2, and Sam
funeral home with Dr. J. T. Hoog- tional Trade fair, advising Dutch instead.He said his mother, a forFishing ‘Slow'
Haven; Dr. George Manting, St N.J., Adrian at home, Dr. John Funeral home, 5350 West North 323 River Av
stra officiating. Burial will be in exhibitors.Gomperts conferred
mer ichool teacher,once gave him Louis, Mo.; a brother-in-law,Louis and Dr. Edward of Muskegon and Ave., Chicago, where services will
Perch
rercn fishing
noting at the pier as
aa of
of Pilgrim Home cemetery.Friends with Willard C Wichem of the
Itm. today wa. reported “ratiier
«! ayheJ^Uiwne Frl- Netherlands Information bureau an IQ test 4n which he rated 130, Nordhouse, Grand Haven; an uncle Stanley of Holland ; also 14 grand- be held Saturday at
but that hit scholastic record in and aunt, M. G. Manting, and Mra. children and three great grand- ial wiU be In St.
school was not that
children.
River Grove, HI
penses incurred by the dy be paid
by Brewer. Another condition was
that contracts on maintenance of
the track be approved by the city
attorney before they are signed.
The street committee also re-

with his hands until he got into
the current. He went under the
M-50 bridge pushing the boat
from pier to pier.
The shooting occurred at 6:40

Fifty years in the pickle busi-
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Miss Salisbury, Floyd Goulooze

Wed Shirley Ann Wierda

In Softball Wins

To Leonard Schregardus

A dramatic three-run homer by
Ray Morren in the eighth inning
gave Holland Furnace an uphill

In a double ring ceremony performed Friday at 8 pm. in Maple
Avenue Christian Reformed
church, Mias Shirley Ann Wierda,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Wierda, 399 West 22nd St, was

11-8 victory over the Hulst Bros.

THERE ARE SOME interesting
vtoriei floating around Holland
these days about some lush radish
crop*.
It seems a local resident who
•hall forever remain nameless
went into a seed store some time
•go to purchase the fixings for
a nice i>ew lawn. The proprietor
was out and the clerk on duty was

Implement Co. nine in the nonleague feature softball contest

clover and half radishes.
One version said the seed store
operator is slightly chagrined. He
presumablylost money on the
radishes.
Another said neighbors are calling the land owner for the latest
prices on radish bargains.
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Friday.

In the early contest, Barbers
Fords drubbed

VFW

11-1.

Thirteen errors marked the Furnace -Hulst game and led to moat
of the scoring. At the end of the
fifth it was 8-6 in favor of Hulst
But the Furnace tied the count
without a hit by tallying two runs
in the sixth and waiting until the
eighth when Morren slammed a
hit payoff blow.
Bill Frank led the winners with
three hits while Morren had two.
Bernie Greving and Bud Hulst had
a pair apiece for the losers.

inexperiencedabout grass seed.
But the purchaser said he knew
all about It and mixed his own
teed.
The crop turned out to be half

i

three such lawns in Holland.

following the exchange of vows.

Bridal attendants were

Fennville

Lee Tapley, of 20 West 30th 8t., caught thla whopper a few days
ago while fishing alone on the bayou off Kalamazoo river at New
Richmond.Thla great northern pike measured 32i/} Inches and
weighed 7i/2 pounds.

Mia

Zeeland
(From Monday's Sentinuel)’
Peter D. De Pree has returned
to Ms home on East Central Ave.,
from Ferguson hospital where he
submitted to an operation. De
Pree who has operated the Zeeland
tin-shop for many years recently
sold the business.Mr. and Mrs. De
Pree celebrated their golden wedding anniversary last October.
Mrs. John Kleinheksel and three
children of Traverse City visited
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. G.
Van Hoven, Cherry Court, the
past week.
Mias Lois Glerum is visiting her
brother and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
L. Lake, in Three Oaks.
Mrs. FlorenceWilson of Parkridge, N. J. is visitingher children, Mr. and Mrs. Donald *Kooiman, Division St.( Mrs. Wilson is

Elaine Wierda, sister of the bride,
maid of honor, and Miss Shirley
Boerman and Miss Lucille Schregardus, sister of the groom, bridesmaids. Attending the groom as
best man was Morrie Wierda, the
bride’sbrother. Ushers were Jack
G alien and Alvin Brouwer. Billy the former Florence Mac DerTazelaar, nephew of the bride, mand of Zeeland.
was ringbearer, and Carol JaareServices at the First Reformed
me, cousin of the bride, was flower Church on Sunday were in charge
girl.
of Dr. George Mennenga of WestThe bride’s gown of white satin ern Theological seminary. The pasfeatured an off- the -shoulder ef- tor, the Rev. J. den Ouden and
fect, with a nylon net yoke and family are spending their vacation
lace trim, long sleeves pointed at at a cottage in Cedar Grove. Wis.
the wrists and a long train. A
Miss Winifred Buma is visiting
jeweled headpiece held In place relativesin Manhatten,Mont.
her fingertip veil of English ilMelvin Boonstra, general chairlusion.She carried a bouquet of man of the farmers picnic to be
white roses. Mr. Wierda gave his held at Lawrence Park next Weddaughter in marriage.
nesday, announced that indication*
The maid of honor wore a gown point to a large attendance,about
of pale green taffeta with a ny10,000 people. Activities wiU begin
lon net overskirt fashioned similar
at 7 am. when there will be a
to the bride’s. Miss Boerman and
weigh-in, for the horse pulling conMiss Schregardus wore identical test at the Zeeland Farmers'Cotowns of lavender and yellow, reop. The teams competing are
spectively. They wore matching
mostly from this vicinity. The
braided bands in their hair and
contest will begin at 9:30 am. at
matching mitts. They carried casthe high school athleicfield. Marcade bouquets of white daisies.
tin Johnson of Moline will be judge
The flower girl’s gown, of similar
and announce and will award
style, was pale green. The ring
prizes to the winners. Tables and
bear^f wore a white suit
About 100 guests attended the equipment will be available for a
large basket picnic at Lawrence
reception at the American Legion
Park
at noon. There will be enterclub house. Out-of-town guests
were present from Muskegon tainment. The program of sports
Heights, Grand Haven, Grand and games for girls and boys from
Rapid* Zeeland, Saginaw, Hamil- 6 to 18 years will be at 1 pm. At
ton, Allendale,and Midland Park, 1:30 pm. registrationtor the Holstein bull calf prize will-begin.
N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Frens assisted The bull Is donated by George Van
as master and mistress of cere- Eenenaam. The afternoon program
monies and Miss Donna Klompar- at 3 pm. will include remarks by
ens arrangedthe gifts. Punch was M. Lubbers, program cortimittee

his cause.

Incidentally, ‘ there’sprobably a
shortage of sugar among persons
in the cemeterycircles too. Some
delegates were seen sneaking a
few wrapped lumps in their pockets.

Nicholas
Schregardus,ton of Mrs. Jennie
Schregardus, 131 West 19th 3t
The Rev. M. Eugene Osterhaven
read the ceremony before an altar
decorated with ferns, palms, can-

neth Boaman, soloist sang “O
Promise Me” preceding the ceremony and "The Lord’s Prayer"

WHEN THE CEMETERY associationmade a side trip to Holland last Monday for a taste of
Dutch hospitality, the welcome included tiny wooden shoes for the
members.
“Maybe they should be wooden1
boxes,’’ Municipal Judge Cornelius
vander Meulen observed.

married to Leonard

delabra and bouquets of white
gladioli Miss Alma Vander Hill
organist payed prelude music
and the wedding selections.Ken-

In the league conteat, Fords
scored six runs in the first and
five in the seventh for all their
scoring while Harv Vander Veen
held the Vets to two hits.
Howie Diepenhoratslammed a
homer with two mates aboard and
Vander Veen had two hits to aio

Still another said there are

Wed

(Fiom Saturday's Sentinel)
Carson R. Neifert of Dowagiac,
a former coach a the local high
school, has been promoted from
major to lieutenant colonel in the
Michigan National Guaid. Col.
Neifert is in command of the
246th tank battalion. His wife
was formerly Ella Garvelink of
Holland and his mother lives in
Kalamazoo.

Mr. and Mrs. Floyd William Goulooze
Vocational Agriculture de(Von Putten photo)
has had some effect
partment of the high school is
The wedding of Miss Patricia white suit and carried the rings on
in some spots, but marriage libeing expanded for the year 1950- Salisbury and Floyd William Gou- a satin pillow.
cense figures in Ottawa county
51. Walter Dintaman of Stanton looze was performed Thursday
Attending the groom as best
reveal that the crisis has not inhas been employed as an addi- evening in First Reformed church. man was John Tien. Victor Kleincreased applicationshere to any
tional vocationalagriculture The bride is the daughterof Mr. heksel and Doliglas Lemmen were
Miss Jayne Ellen Baker and propriate selections.
great degree.
teacher. Dintaman has specialized and Mrs. Leo Salisbury, 98 East ushers and Charles Goulooze,
A total of 54 couples sought Miss Joyce Elane Baker, twin For their wedding trips, the in shop work and will be avail- 24th St., and the gFoom is the son' brother of the gioom, was junior
brides
wore
twin
ensembles,
coral
wedding permits during July, as daughters of Mr. and Mrp. Wilable for instruction along those of Dr. and Mrs. William Goulooze, usher.
compared with 47 in July of 1949. liam Leonard Baker of 1819 South gabardine summer suits, black lines. He will also give half-time 385 College Ave.
For the reception In the church
velvet
accessories
and
corsages
The increase of seven is insignifi- Shore Dr., were married Friday
work
in
the
Veterans
Institute The groom’s father officiated at parlors, Mr and Mrs. Forrest
of white gladioliand roses. Both
cant, county clerk’s office workers
afternoonin a double ceremony couples planned trips to northern which will be housed in the new the double ring ceremony. An ar- Salisbury of Grand Haven, uncle
point
in Hope church.
building.Since his graduationin rangement of yellow and white and aunt of the bride, were master
Michigan and Canada.
comparisonwith other
and mistress of ceremonies. Mrs.
Jayne became the bride of
The twins are graduatesof 1946 from Vestaburg high school, gladioliand candelabra formed Victor
months of the year, the July fi- Henry J. Visser, son of Mr. and
Kleinheksel and Miss ShirDintamon has attended Central the setting.Miss Geraldine WalHolland
high
school
and
both
gure is about on a keel Permits Mrs. Jacob Visser, 148 East 17th
Michigan
college
and
Michigan
voord, organist,played traditional ley Plaggemars arranged the gifts
grooms are graduates of Holland
issued in June were 91, while 53
St., and Joyce became the bride
wedding music. Soloist was Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Van
State college.
received
were given in May. June, of course, of FrederickJay Brieve, son of Qhristian high school. All four B. S. degree In June, 1950. His George Poppen who sang “Be- Tatenhove served at the punch
were
graduated
from
Hope
college
is tile traditional time for wedding
cause," “O Promise Me" and ‘The bowl About 150 guests attended
Frank Brieve, 141 West 21st St. in .June.
work will begin Sept. 1.
beDs and rice.
besides,
from Holland, Grand Haven,
Dr. Marion de Velder, Hope church
Funeral services were held Mon- Lord’s Prayer."
served by Mr. and Mrs. Bernie chairman, numbers by the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Visser
will
be
at
cbool's out then.
The bride, given In marriage by Grand Rapids, Pella, Iowa, Minne- Laarman.
pastor, read the double ring serday
at
four
o’clock
in Kalamazoo
Flint Antlers and a comedy act
home after Aug. 20 at 317 DiviDeputy City Clerk Helen Ter vices at 4 p.m.
for Lacey Bale, 53, of Kalamazoo, her father, wore a white slipper sota, California and Ohio.
by Bernard Sharpe and Harold De
For
their
wedding
trip
to
Cansion
Ave.,
Dowagiac.
Both
have
Meer said she thought that apThe brides were dressed in twin accepted teaching positions.Mr. a former Fennville resident. He satin gown. The peter pan collar During the reception,Mrs. Pop- ada and New York, Mrs. Schre- Koster. Ray Schindler of the Flint
plicants at the Holland city office
wedding gowns, designed by Joel. Visser will teach in the Dowagiac died at the Fairmont sanitarium was trimmed with pearls and pen sang “Bless This House," “I gardus wore a black and white Antlers will be master of cerehad increased, but no figures were Fashioned of Swiss organdy, the
rhinestones and the long sleeves Love Thee" and "The Perfect dress with black and red acces- monies.
high school and Mrs. Visser in the where he had been a patient 18
available on the question.
gowns were ankle length and elementaryschool.
months. He is survivedby the were pointed over the hands. The Day.” The Rev. Bastian Kruithoff sories and an orchid corsage.They
The evening program at 7:30 will
Incidentally, selective serviceofspoke briefly.
featured deep open necklines
wife, Leva; one son, Howard of skirt ended in a cathedral .rain.
will be at home after Sept 1 at begin with a band concert by a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Brieve
will
teach
ficials in Washington have warned
Guests were served by the Missforming decollatagesand little
Big Rapids; one brother and two Her fingertipveil was edged with
717 Sanford, Muskegon Heights. German band directed by Adrian
that marriage is not absolute sleeves. The fitted bodices and in the high school and elementary
lace and fell from a sweetheart es Verna SmalleganMary Jo Geersisters,
Ned
Bale,
Mrs.
Anna
Both the bride and groom are Wiersma. 'Tlie Paper Cow"’ a
school,
respectively,
at
Grand
'out’ for prospectivedraftees.They
bouffant skirts were finely emCrane and Mrs. Freda Bale, all of headdress with miniature calla lil- lings, Lois Elferdink,Maxine Mul- graduates of Holland high school. humeroug talk, will be presented
have instructed local boards to broidered with a flower motif. Ledge. They will be at home after
der, Winona Van Tatenhove, Maries
and
orange
blossom
trim.
She
Mr. Schregardus was graduated by Prof. Hayes of MSC. and
Aug. 20 at 232 East Front St., in Fennville.
view hasty marriages of draft age
They wore matching embroidered Grand Ledge.
Major Andrew Johnson, wife carried gardenias, stephanotis and cia Van Tatenhove, Connie Van from Hope collegeand is a teacher Mayor Frankena and President C.
jpersons with an eye to detect moZylen and Jeanette Kruiswyk.
ivy.
organdy caps which held in place
at Muskegon Heights high school Karsten will welcome guests. The
__
Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs and daughter,Judy, visited ‘from
fives other than love and comThe couple left on a wedding
Miss Eldora Goulooze, sister of
their veils of nylon illusion. They
Thursday
until
Sunday
with
his
program includes other attractVan
Domelen
entertained
45
pankmship— namely draft dodging wore matching shortie mitts and
the groom, as maid of honor wore trip following the reception. For
ions.
guests at a rehearsal dinner. The parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry a green gown with lace draped traveling the bride wore a brown Mrs. Balthais Marks
carried colonial bouquets of snow
Johnson. Major Johnson had just
event
was
held
at
the
South
and white checked sharkskin suit
PEOPLE AROUND HERE real- white roses and white gladioli.
completed six weeks R. O. T. C. bpdice and full skirt Miss Betty
Shore Supper club.
ly don't know what bugs and repVan Lente and Miss Yvonne De with white accessoriesand a cor- Birthday Anniversary
4WintersetfAttracts
The brides approached the altar
teaching at camp at Annapolis,
tiles are, according to Dr. William
Loof, bridesmaids, and Linda Kay sage of red roses. They will be at
together with their father, who
Mrs.
Minnie
Bulthuis,
who
lives
Md. He has been engaged to teach
Near Capacity Crowd
Welmers and hit family who are gave them in marriage.
Salisbury, the bride’s sister, Junior home after Aug. 18 at 1681 East
with her son-in-law and daughter,
another year at Yale university,
Bridal Shower Honors
in Holland after spending four
bridesmaid, wore identicalgowns 16th St.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De Haan, 316
Bouquets of white gladioli ac
South Haven— A near capacity
New Haven, Con...
in yellow. All wore matching Both the bride and groom are West 19th St., celebrated her 81st
years in Africa.
cented the church setting of palms Hiss Marjory Steginh
crowd
witnessed the third and
Mrs. Anna Richards and two
As for snakes, they climb trees
sweethearthats and nylon mitts graduates of Holland high school. birthday anniversaryWednesday.
and ferns. Two pairs of white
last performance of "Winterset,”
in Africa, notwithstanding publishMiss Marjory Stegink, Sep- daughters, Mrs. Ned Bale and and carried colonial bouquetsof Mr. Goulooze was graduated from
A family party was held in the powerful drama portraying a
double candelabra were placed on
tember bride-electof Howard Mrs. Cynthia Bale also the Misses baby mums, roses and asters. Lit- Hope college and will enter Wes- evening at the De Haan home. tragic niche in big city life, Fried reports that snakes never climb
the altar.
Carol
Walter
and
Inez
Billings
Busscher, was complimentedat 4a
tle Mary Alice Van Tatenhove, as tern Theological seminary in the
trees. In fact, Dr. Welmers says
Guests attended from Holland, day night in South Haven high
The wedding parties assembled
surprise miscellaneousshower drove to Grand Haven last Thurs- flower girl, wore a white taffeta fall. Mrs Goulooze will continue Grand Rapids, Byron Center and school. It was the third presentabe never saw a snake on the
as Mrs. W. Curtis Snow, organday
to attend the antique show.
Friday night at the home of Mrs.
gown, fashioned like the bride’s her education at Hope college.
ground while he was away.
Grand Haven.
tion of the LakeshorePlayers this
ist, played the wedding march.
Mrs. Kenith Jackson spent the and wore a sweethearthat and
Dr. and Mrs. Goulooze enterAt one time, the family had a
Hostesses
Refreshments, includinga birth- season under the directionof Karl
Precedingthe sendee, Miss Doroweek-end*
at
Edmore
with
Mr.
tained
the
wedding
party
at
a
renylon mitts. She carried a basket
Mrs. Fred De Boer. Hostesses
three-foot baby python for a pet.
day cake, were served. The even- Genus.
thy Ten Brink sang "Because”
were Mrs. Vernon Reidsma, Mrs. Jackson who is field man there of rose petals. John Wayne Van hearsal dinner Wednesday evening ing was spent socially.
Pythons are dangerous only in
Absence of a curtain was symand "Ich Liebe Dich.” She sang
their crushing power, and a threeDon Reynolds, Mrs. John Robbert for Michigan Fruit Canners Inc. Zee of Pella, Iowa, a cousin of the at the American Legion club
bolic of the message of Maxwell
‘The Lord’s Prayer" as the couCarl
Walter
is improving from groom w*as ringbearer.He wore a house.
and Mrs. De Boer.
footer had no such strength. It
Anderson’s modem American tragples knelt at the altar.
a $evere attack of blood poisoning
Miss Barbara Bransell
was kept in a pail of lime water
edy which was cast on the bank of
The wedding party included Notes attached to a corsage re- in his foot.
(chalk) in one corner of the kitvealed where tile gifts were hidMrs. Nathan Schillemanof Mus- Honored at Shower
a river under New York’s East
Miss Lucille Van Domelen, couMr.
and
Mrs.
Fremont
Aldens
chen.
den. The bride-elect opened her
kegon, Mrs. Mallory of California
Side bridge. Leonard Rosenson of
sin of the brides,and Miss Aland
five children of Pontiac are
But sometimes the playful berta Visser, sister of the groom, gilts under a decorated sprinkling spending the week in the Lynn
and Mr. and Mrs. H. Freriks and
Miss Barbara Bransell was South Haven, student at Uoiverepython would leave its pail and
can. Games were played and dup(From Saturday's Sentinel)
the host and hostess.
guest of honor at a miscellaneous ity of Michigan,was outstanding
as bridesmaids; Miss Myra Brieve,
Chappell cottage on Hutchins
bother the houseboys. And once it
licate prizes were awarded to
The members of the Willing Mr. and Mrs. Chris Sas visited shower Wednesday afternoon, giv- as the leading man who devoted
sister of the groom, and Miss
Lake. Mrs. Aldens is a sister of
really got in the way in climbing
Mrs. William Selles, Mrs. Isla Van
Barbara
Anderson
of
Marion,
Mr.
Chappell.
Workers Missionary society en- their sister, Mrs. C. Kiekintveld, en by Mrs. Harold Manting and his life to prove his father was
•ome rafters.
Dyke,
Misses
Leona
Busscher
Mrs. Preston Bransell at the lat- Innocent of a crime for which he
Ohio, cousin of the brides, as junLawrence Hutchinson of De- joyed a beach party at Ottawa in Grand Rapids last Sunday.
A houseboy slapped it hard, and
was executed years before.
ter’s home on route 1.
ior bridesmaids. Little Susan and Leona Jacobs.
troit is spending this week here Beach last week. A potluck supbroke its back. That was the end
A two-coursebuffet lunch was
The two stage sets one ' the
Guests
made
a bride’s book and
Lamb
of Fairlawn, N. J., was
with his father, Claude Hutch- per was served, Mrs. Harriet
d that pet
served. Mrs. C. Stegink poured.
games were played. Duplicate river bank and the other a cellar
flower girl.
inson,
and
with
his
mother
and
Bosch
and
Mrs.
Jane
Jagers
serv
Speaking of bugs, have you
Guests invited were the Mes^
prizes were awarded to Mrs. Dick apartment, were arranged on a
Attending Mr. Visser was Robsister at Gary, Ind.
ed on the refreshmentcommittee.
heard the cute louse story that
dames
Clarence
Stegink,
John
Windemuller
and Mrs. Robert pivot base and were changed in
ert De Young as best man and
Mrs. Andrew Johnson under- Mrs. Nelva Van Kampen, Marian
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
Busscher, Goldie Meppelink,Berthe dark in a matter of seconds.
Vegter.
Paul Cook, Jack Wickert and Don
went
major
surgery
at
Douglas
De
Haan
and
Martha
Nienhuis
on
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sheridan,
tells with motions ? Ask him some
nie Scholten, Tony K1 ingen berg,
Gifts were presented and a twoThe Players will present as their
Baker,
brother
of the brides, as
Community hospital, Monday.
the sports committee.
day.
Rich Jacobs, John Witteveen, Guy
Lois and Harold, and Miss Vivian course lunch was served.
last production Aug. 23 to 25, the
ushers. Mr. Brieve’s attendants
The
Women's
Missionary and
Mrs. Ned Bale, Mrs. Lillie Bale,
Guests were the Mesdames popular farce comedy, “Charley’s
were Paul Hendricksonof Grand Copier, Bert Ponstein, Bert Oel- Miss Carol Walter, Mrs. William Aid society and their husbands Aylworth attended graduation exLaugh for the day:
en.
William
Selles,
James
Kooi,
John
Bransell, Preston Manting, Aunt,” as a semi-musical mixing
potluck dinner in the ercises at Western Michifon ColOn location for a motion pic- Rapids, who served as best man, Bill Haak, Herman Meppelink, Woodall and two children of Sau- had
Jack Bransell, Andrew Bransell, song and comedy in a gay swirl
and William L Baker. Jr., Edwin
gatuck and Richard Jonathas church basement last Thursday lege of Education,-Kalamazoo
ture, the entire company was
Isla Van Dyke, James Van Lente
Bill Den Houter, yegter, Robert which approachespandemonium.
amazed at the unfailing weather Vande Wege and William Hinga, and Don Lubbers and the Misses drove to Michigan City, Ind. Sun- night. Serving on the refreshmentThursday,Aug. 3, when Alton B. Walters, Jack Manting, C. Koeushers.
committee
were
Mrs.
Dan
Ebels,
day
for
a
picnic
dinner
with
Mr.
Some 149 robberies take place
predictionsmade by an old Indian.
All the bridal attendants were Irene and Myra Stegink, Leona and Mrs. John White and Miss Mrs. Dick De Jonge and Mrs. Sheridan received a master of arts man, Windemullerand the Misses
in the United States every day.
He was consulted daily and his identically
Jacobs,
Alma
and
Virginia
WitAnne
Koeman,
Joyce
Bransell
degree
in
education,
conferred
by
gowned in ankle length
Chris Sas. The program was in
Anna White of Chicago.
forecastsproved reliable. Then
the University of Michigan for Patsy, Donna and Faye Bransell. Father's Day was originated in
dresses of soft lilac frosted or- teveen, Hazel Oelen, Anne and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Leggett
and
Mrs. charge of Mrs. Marie Bosman,
1910.
one day he refused to predict the
gandy over taffeta. Style features Kathryn Selles, Leona Busscher, Lawrence Sackett,Sr., attended Mrs. George Brower and Mrs. Al- graduate divisions.
weather. "Is anything wrong?” inLillian
Meppelink,
the
guest
of
.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Stevens
and
we/e the Queen Ann collars, cap
Foundrymen Schedule
the funeral Saturday afternoon bert Brower which consistedof
quired an actor.
It took 500, 000 pounds of paper
daughters, Marlene and Myra, of
sleeves and shirred waists which honor »id Howard Busscher.
of Mrs. Mae Gillespie of Wayland, community singing led by Gerrit
“Yes,” said the Indian, “radio
to record the Pearl Harbor invesWalloon
Lake,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
10th
Annual
Picnic
fell into full gathered skirts. They
past president of Rebekah district Lievense, marimba solos by Robroke.”
tigation.
George Whitfield, visited at the
wore matching embroidered orNo. 29.
chelle De Vries, humorous reading
Myra
Frandt
Entertains
Holland members of the WestSheridan
home
and
attended
the
gandy caps and shortie mitts and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Sanford by Mrs. C. Sas, several selections
wedding of Alton Sheridan .and ern Michigan chapter of the AmVer Hey Celebrates
carried colonial bouquets of golden In Honor ol Mrs. Luebhe
and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Atkin by trio Abel Nienhuis, Sherman
erican foundrymen’ssociety will
Vivian Aylworth last week-end.
rapture roses, pompons and lavenspent the week-end at Strawberry De Boer and Gerrit Lievense, a
Night With No-Hitter
der gladioli.The flower girl’s Miss Myra Frundt entertained lake, north of Reed City. En playlet by Mrs. A. Brower, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Carl Manninga attend the unit’s 10th annual stag
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Tuesday evening in honor of her
are the parents of a daughter, picnic Saturday,Aug 19, at Pon- 29 East 9th
Phons 3691
route home they visitedMr. and P.Sierama and Mrs. P. Bauman
Zeeland— It was “Bill Ver Hey gown was of white imported ortaiuna Golf club in Muskegon.
born July 30.
sister, Mrs. Gerhard Luebke, who
Bight” In Zeeland Friday evening. gandy with a lilac underslip and
Mrs. James lilcCartyof Ravenna and a humorous number by Mrs.
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
The
event
annually
attracts
wil leave this month for Rocky
Lee Scholma, nine year old son
And the veteran lefthander cele- sash. It was fashionedwith a
and Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Men- Jack Nieboer.
GllbartVander Water, Mgr.
of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Scholma, foundrymen from Michigan and
peter pan collar and an ankle River, Ohio, where her husband
brated by hurling the finest game
old of Diamond Lake.
The North Holland Home Econsupplier
representatives
from
has
accepted
the
pastorate
of
a
was
taken
to
Zeeland
hospital
folof his career, a no-hit, no-run 5-0 length skirt. She wort matching
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hutch omics club will have its annual
Lutheran church.
lowing injuries' received when he throughout the nation. An estivictory over the Grand Rapids short mitts.
ins are parents of a daughter picnic at Kollen park Friday
Guests were . school friends of
fell from his father’stractor Wed- mated 1,000 persons are expected.
Immediatelyfollowing the cereRed Sox.
born Wednesday at Douglas night, Aug. 18.
Events will include golf and
nesday.
monies,
a
reception
was
held
in Mrs. Luebke.
Ver Hey faced only 28 men,
Community hospital
Ther Girls League for Service
Invited
were
Mrs. . W. Van
Joyce
Cheadle
of Grand Rapids games.
the
churdJT'tfarlors;
About
250
four In the first inning and then
met in the church parlors Monday
Proceeds are earmarked for the
Dragt ami the Misses Doris Marfettled down to pitch a perfect attended, including out-of-town
night The president, Margery is staying at the home of Mr. and D. H. Campbell Memorial fund, a
cus, Lucille Schregardus, Adeline Hisscellaneoas Shower
Mrs. Bert Horlings.
guests
from
Marion,
Ohio,
Fairfame. He struck out 14, which
Bauman, presided and led devoscholarshipfund to assist students
Sybesma and Bonnie Stoltz
ups his whiff victims to 89 in six lawn,. N. J., Grand Rapids, Lantions.
play, “Come Again Mr. and Mrs. John Horlings are
Given lor Donna Kragt
building a new home in PearUne. interestedin foundries and related
sing,. Columbus, Ohio, Kalamazoo,
Friend,” was presented by Cylinindustries.
A miscellaneous showe was giv- da Dalman, Carol Nash, Norma'
The Chix collected eight hits, Big Rapids and Rockford.
Potlach
Dinner
Held
G. Witt of Holland, is ons of
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Domel-,
two each by Howie De Jonge,
en for Miss Donna Kragt, Sept- Boaman, Frances Bauman, Mar- Paint Pipes Differently
DON'T IESITAT! TO AFFIY TO
the society’sdirectors. ‘
en,
Jr!,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ted
At A. A. Boone
Gu* Walters and Junior De Jonge.
ember bride-elect, Thursday even- gery Bauman, Dolores Veldheer,
Nt
WIEN TOO NEED A 10AN
ing at the home of Mrs. Andrew Pearl Raak and Maxine Ebels. A For Easy Identification
Jade Sheridan had a triple for the Baker, uncles and aunts of the
brides, assisted as masters and
The Past Matrons club of Boeve, 50 East 17th St
qux.
Merrick Hanchetts Feted
play committee was appointed to
Painting water, gas and steam
mistressesof ceremonies. Mr. and Star of Bethelehem chapter No;
Games were played and prizes select the annual play to be given
•ifnatur*aad income ire the chid
lines
in
different
colors
is
a
good
On Wedding Anniversary
Mrs. Eugene Barense and Mr. and 40, OES, had . a potluck dinner were awarded to Mrs.. M. Donze
Mewity requirement*.
this fall. This consisted of Carol
way to identifyeach. The steam
Mrs. Don Scholten arranged the TTiursday evening at the home of and Mrs. Gerald Stlelstra.
Nash and Connie Nienhuis. Re- line can be painted with high temMr. and Mrs. Merrick Hanchett,
'Doiifkw—Steffens Food Market gifts and Mr. and Mrs. Roger Mrs | A. A. Boone, South Shore Dr.
tama ere iY.fi.bl. to tinn.Ve
Guests were the Mesdames freshmentswere served by Connie
perature aluminum paint The gas who were, celebrating their 40th
three runs in the 13th inn- Kempers and Miss Lois Mitchell
other feraooa with aceeonable inThe supper was served on the Clarence Heerspink, Stella Baker, and Shirley Nienhuis.
line can be painted with a good wedding anniversaryWednesday
to defeat Douglas AC in a and Tom Walsh served at the lawn. The group welcomed the re- C. Donze, M. Donze, J. Van Null,
quickly and privatelymad*
A family gathering was enjoyed paint suitable for metal, but the night at the home of their soncontest 6-3 Wednesday punch bowls. Mrs. Reuben Ander- turn of Mrs. Abbie Mings, who
B. De Witt G. Huidema, Nelson last week at the home of Mr. and
in-law
and
daughter/
Mr,
and
Mrs.
cold
water
pipe
ia
subject
to
con
Preston Bos was the win-. son of Marion, Ohio, and Mrs. has been in Californiafor ’six Kragt, N. Stielstra,E.‘ Stlelstra,
Mrs.,
Schilleman, honoring denaation in the summer. In that Larry Geuder, Lawndale Ct, were
or writ*—
Bqrkhead of Grand Rapids, fcunts months.
Andrew Meurer, William Boeve, Mrs. Davis Mallory, the former case a cork-base paint or tape surprised by a group of friends at
of the brides, poured at the buffet
Officers were listed who will be Ted Van Huia, A. Bosch, M. Van- Ruth Schilleman, who arrived
mede for the purpose should be the Geuder home. Cards
twins came tables. Misses Sally Brower, Col- initated in September.
der Vlies, Homer Barber, Harold home unexpectedlyfrom Sanbru- used.
played, and
l to Boston in
ombe Yeomans and Janice Parker
Barber, V. Meulenbelt, and L. no, Calif. The group included Mr.
in serving the guests.
the Misses Jennie and Mrs. Elmer SchiMeman of
Mill Ruth t’1'** C^mrnodity Credit corporlandtiieguMt Phoenix,Ariz., Mr. and Mrs. Gall
, in cash up to .
Schillemanof “

Hope Church Scene of
on romance
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Max Hildebrand Weds

Couple Married

in

Church Chapel

Miss Shirley Lindsay
Ganges

Mary Van Valkenburg and to help
Bouquets of white gladioli and
larkspur, palms and candelabra her celebrate her 90th birthday
formed the setting for the service anniversary.Mrs. Van Valkenburg
read by the bridegroom's grand* is said to be the oldest woman in
father, the Rev. E. F. Hildebrand Ganges township for the past two
of HowelL Miss Marilu Nowak years she has been an invalidand
sang “The Lord's Prayer" and is being cared for in the home of
“Because."
Mrs. Rhodes in Ganges.
The bride wore a gown of white
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green
nylon marquisette styled with a have sold their home in Ganges
square neckline, draped Chantilly on UJS. 31 to Robert Cunningham

kce

collar, a panel of lace mffles who will take possessibn,Sept. 1.
the skirt and
cathedral- The Green will move into their
length train. Her fingertipveil of cottage at Ganges.
illusion was shirred into a skull
Mrs. W. R. Hanes returned to
cap, tied under the chin with a her home Wednesday at Oak
satin Aow. She carried an orchid Park, Hi., after spending a week
with dxephanotis.
with her sister, Mrs. Rena Rhodes.
Miss Marilu Nowak of Bay
Mrs. Julia Trull has returned
City, as maid of honor, wore lilac to her home at Grass Lake. After
marquisette.
bridesmaids, spending several weeks with her
Miss Sally Hildebrand, Holland, mother, Mrs. Benson.
sister of the groom, and Miss Her brother, the Rev. Gleon BenJoyce Smith of Bay City, wore son and daughter, Elspeth, arrived
pale green marquisette gowns. All
last week from La Junta, Colo.,
the gowns were styled like the to spend August with his mother,
bride’s. They carried tiny baskets
who is ki poor health.
of yellow daisies.

a

Two

at

Showers

showers were given

last

week in honor of Miss Lillian
Walters, who will be married to
Audley Boeve next month. A miscellaneous shower Wednesday
night was given by Mrs. Harold
Kuiper, 136 West 28th St.
Colored balloons tied to the

Two

Suits

Face

Tavern Owner

ceiling contained notes telling the

bride-electwhere her gifts were
Allegan (Special)— Edward Dehidden. Duplicate prizes for games meter, proprietor of the Ed-Mar
were awarded to winners. A two- Tavern in Saugatuck, is defendant
course lunch was served.
in two civil suits brought by men
Invited were the Mesdames chargingfalse arrest and assault
John A. Walters, Edward Boeve, and battery last July 5.
Donald Boeve, Jay Dykhuis, Clyde Harvin Junior Overbeek,19, of
Dykhuis, Earl Dykhuis, LaVerne Hamilton, is asking $5,000 damKortering, Harold Hulsman, Jus age® for embarrassment and hutin Boeve and Dorothy Colburn miliation.when, he charges, Deand the Misses Lillian Boeve, meter arrested him for disorderly
Beverly Boeve, Ellalene Dykhuis, conduct and had him jailed. In a
ueanor Xolean, Jean Ceremo, subsequent hearing, Overbeek was
Marilyn Walters and the guest of acquitted of the charge.
honor.
James Newton seeks $10,000 for
On Friday night a mlscellan- a compound fracture of the jaw
ecus shower was given for Miss which he says Demeter adminisWalters at the home of Mrs. An- tered while he was a customer in
drew G. Boeve, route 5. Games the tavern.
were played and duplicate prizes
Demeter has filed an answer to
were awarded. A two-course lunch the Newton case, declaring he
was served.
struck in self-defenseafter New
The guest list Included the Mes- ton started fighting over paydames Henry Nyhof, Melvin Ny- ment of beer.
hof, James Nyhof, Joe Nyhof, Edward Boeve, Mary Lubbers, Herman Brummel and Harold Kuiper, Driver Waives on Charge
Miss Myra Boeve and the guest of Of Leaving Crash Scene
honor.

Home

of Groom's Parents

Wing

Saugatuck

Maurice Herbert has purchased
farm on the Richmond Hoad,
worthy that the findings of all known as the Ezra Tyler farm.
Georgo Pride of Benton Haibor,
thorough and scientific investigators of the starlings have been has been visiting former friends
ton, Mass.,

who made

the

'study

in favor of the species, in spite of here the past week.

the fact that the birds are too
numerous In some localities."
The starling feeds largely on
weevils, which are the chief enemies of grass and forage crops,
the study shows. It Is also a major
enemy of destructive beetles, in-

(Penno-Sasphoto)
Mr. ond Mrs. Glenn Horold Russcher
The chapel of Graafschap Christ ted bodice and full skirt. She carian Reformed church was the ried a bouquet of yellow roses and
scene of the wedding of Miss white baby mums.
Dorothy Verna Breaker and Glenn
A reception for 60 guests was
Harold Russcher last Tuesday. held in the church parlors fol-

The double ring ceremony was
read by the Rev. John Beebe.
Vows were spoken before an improvised altar of palms, baskets of
white gladioli and candelabra. Gilbert Van Wynen sang "I Love You

lowing the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Bonzelaar were master and
mistress of ceremonies.Serving the
guests were the Misses Esther
Breuker. Frances Le Poire. Angeline Wierda and Lillian Walters.
Mrs. Gradus Den Bleyker was in
charge.

Truly" and ‘Through tl)e Years"
preceding the ceremony and "The
Wedding Hymn" as .the couple
During the reception, solos
knelt. Miss Myra Lambers, who were sung by Miss Karen Ruth
played the traditional wedding Bonzelaar, and accordianselectmarches, also accompamcd the ions were played by Miss Le Poire,
soloist.
Movies also were shown.
Miss Arlene Schierbeek attendThe bride, daughter of Mr. and
ed the bride as maid of honor. Mrs. Bert Breuker;route 6, was
Marvin Russcher, brother of the graduatedfrom Holland Christian
groom, served as best man. Lloyd high school and is employed in the
Bonzelaar, cousjn of the bride, office of the Ben Lemmen Insurwas usher.
ance Agency.
The -bride wore a white slipper
Mr. Russcher is the son of Mr.
satin gown fashioned with a lace and Mrs. Henry Russcher,route
yoke edged with a wide ruffle, fit- 3, and is engaged in farming.
ted bodice, long sleeves pointed at
For the southern wedding trip.
the wrists and a full draped Mrs. Russcher wore a brown and
skirt extending into a circular white checked suit with white actrain. Her finger-tip veil was held cessories.
in place with a headdress of Pre-nuptia! showers were given
orange blossoms. She carried a for the bride by Mrs. Henry Bonbouquet of white rases. A double zelaar, Mrs. H. Russcher, Mrs.
strand of pearls, gift of the groom, Walcott and Mrs. Veenboer, Mrs.
completed her ensemble.
Bert Breuker, Mrs. Harvey BreuMiss Schierbeek wore a pale ker, Mrs. John H Breuker. Mrs.
green taffeta gown with a portrait Jacob Breuker and Mrs. Stanley
neckline, tiny puffed sleeves, fit-

Breuker.

Holland Police Find

Provide Transportation

Two Cans

Constituents of Maplewood
school district Monday night voted.

of

Blood

Dr. R. H. Mooney and family
have returned to Chicago. They
spent a vacation at "Wickwood.”
The Musses Lucy and Maria
Courtney of Chicago are spending
a few weeks here vacationing.
Mrs. Harry Weeks spent a week
with relatives at Grosse Point
Farm.
Mrs. William Weeks is spending
a few weeks with her at her home
on Elizabeth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Van Os
have been entertaining Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Valkus and daughter of

and potato
beetles,and harmful caterpillars.
However, the weevil and beetle
problems have never been great
around Holland.
Although hated as a cherry eater, Bent says examinationof stomachs indicateit is no worse than
some other birds in this respect. Chicago.
James Whitlock of Oak Park,
Bent concludes that, all in all, the
starlingsfood habits are beneficial HI., has been a guest of Bruce
Breckenridge. The boys were
to man.
And here’s some background classmate*last year at Western
materia! on the starling, which Michigan college, Kalamazoo.
may never call Holland its home Mr. and Mrs. Mark Atwood and
again— after the Saginaw exter dhldren, Nancy and Charles, have
returned to their home in Milwauminator gets through with him.
kee, Wis.
Starlings were introducedinto
Dr. and Mrs. Walter Cramer of
the United States from England
about 60 years ago. They wrre Grand Rapids announce the birth
cluding Japanese

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Broadway
Don Wallace of Saginaw was had as guests the past week Mr.
best man. Ushers were Tom Hildeand Mrs. Wm. Bowen and children
brand and Jim Hildebrand, Hol- James and Diana of Lombard, 111.,

Honored

at

for Smithsonian, said. "It is note- the

The

September Bride-Elect

Wed

ian Institution. Holland, along with many other
cities in the United State* has a
(From WedMMUy’s Sentinel)
perennialstarling problem. The
Mr. and Mrs. George Chase and
black birds roost in bunches in
Holland trees, eat fruit, and gen- son Larry of Muskegon spent the1
erally make nuisances of them- week-end with his mother, Mra.
selves.
Kathryn Chase.
Two week* ago, Common Coun- Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gilman
cil engaged a starlingexterminathad as guests over the week-end,
or from Saginaw to trim tree* and
possiblygas the birds In the Lawn- Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Harris
dale court area, where residents and son, Wayne, of Rochester.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Brockway had
registered complaints.
All you usually hear about star- as guests for a week, their son and
lings is their damage and nuis- family, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cherance value. But here is a man who win of Albert Lea, Minn.
Miss Jewel Scheehan of Chicago
reports some good things about
has been a recept guest of Mr.
them.
Arthur Cleveland Bent of Tawn- and Mrs. George Ferry.

City.

among Ganges friend’s Wednesday.
Janet Cunningham,little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cunnnigham, is ill.
Rudolph Schmidgallwas home
from Chicago for the week-end.

Study By Smithsonian Institution

Starlings havs another side— a
good one^according to the findings of a study by the Smithson-

G. Lindsay of Bay City and Max
Braden Hildebrand, son of Mr.
(From Friday's Sentinel)
and Mrs. Albert E. Hildebrand
were married in a double ring Several women met at the home
ceremony Saturday in the Madi- of Mrs. Rena Rhodes Wednesday
son Avenue Methodist church, Bay afternoonfor a visit with Mrs.

land, brothers of groom, Herbert
Mrs. Harry Richards and family
Speerstra of Adrian and Warren
of Niles spent Sunday in the home
Lindsay, of Pottersville, N.Y.,
of her sister, Mrs. Rena Rhodes.
brother of the bride.
Miss Julia Steketee of Grand
Followingthe ceremony a reRapids has been a guest in the
ception for 150 guests was held in
home of Mrs. Alva Hoover for
the church parlors. Guests were
several days.
present from Holland, Saginaw,
The annual picnic of the BapOwosso, Adrian, East Lansing,
tist Mission circle and Sunday
Howell, Flint, Grand Rapids, Unschool will be hold in Allegan
ionville, Midland and Pottersville,
county park next Thursday,Aug.
NY.
17. Potluck dinner at 1 p.m.
The bride was graduated from
Mrs. Frank Young of Maywood,
Bay City Junior college and at111., has been a guest in the home
tended Central Michigan College
of her sister, Mrs. A. N. Larsen,
of Education. The groom also atthe past week.
tended Bay City Junior college
Mrs. Eugene Starring of Detroit,
and Michigan State college. He is
visited her sister-in-law, Mrs.
a personnel worker at Universal
Richard Stehle, this week.
Motors in Owosso.
Mrs. Kirby Gooding entertained
For their wedding trip to norths
ern Michigan and the Upper Pen- a group of little friend's Saturday
insula, Mrs. Hildebrand wore a afternoon in honor of her son,
Berry’s seventh birthday anniveryellow suit with navy accessories
and an orchid corsage. After Aug. sary.
Mrs. Bessie Olson of Grand Ra18 the couple will be at home, at
pids spent the week-end with Mrs.
202% State St., Owosso.
The groom’s parents entertain- Bernice Knox.
Misses Grace and Isabelle
ed at a- rehearsal dinner in the
Thorne of Holland were callers
Wenonah hotel, Friday night

1950

Gives Starling Pat on the

MUi Shirley Mae Undiay,
daughter of Mr. and Mr*. Dfiver

on

17,

first releasedin New York city
and have spread over two million
square miles of the continent.
The bird is regardedas a pest

because of its objectionablehabits

(louwwno phot*)*

After Aug. 29 Mr. and Mrs.
The single ring ceremony war
Harvey Edward Volkers will be
at home, 279 West 29th St The performed at 8 p.m. by the Rev.'’
Oliver Breen. Attendingthe oou~
couple was married Wednesday

pie were Miss Patty Terpstn and*
night at the home of the groom's Jason Volkers.
parent*, Mr. «nd Mrs. Harry
The groom is employed by hls»
father.
of a boy, Douglas Alan, Thurs- Volkers, 86 East 32nd St.
The bride is the former Joyce Pre-nuptial showers were given
day, Aug. 10. Dr. and Mrs. Cramer
Van Kley, daughter of Mr. and for the bride by Mrs. Volkers and*
are well known here.
Miss Edna Boyce is recovering Mrs. John Van Kley, East Eighth Mrs. Van Kley.
from a major operation at Blodgett hospital, at the home of Mrs.
New Jersey Residents
L. D. Jarvis.

in roosting and flocking. Most
weapons tried against It have
Miss Fern Lawrence ha* been
proved ineffective.The Saginaw
man promise*results, however. entertaining members of her famThe starling is very democratic ily at her home on Butler St. They
about his nesting needs; any hole are Mr and Mrs. Charles Evans
or tree cavity will do for home. and daughter, Pricilla of Wilmette,
And, if needs be, it will take by 111., Sherman Lawrence and Mrs.
Lawrence Sherman, Jr., of Skokie,
force the nests of other birds. It
111.
likes city life, too. and shuns the
Mr*. Eugene Collettand daughquiet of the forest.
ter, Peggy Ann, of Detroit, have
fiav

Powers Bound

Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Edward Volkers

Ganges

Greeted at Steginh

Home

Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kuiper and
Miss Susie Hunderman of Lodi,
N. J. were greeted by a group of
Stegink cousins Thursday at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben L.
Stegink, 63 West 20th St.
Mr*. Kuiper, the former Henrietta Hunderman, and her sister,
Susie, had lived in Drenthe and
Grand Rapids. Gifts were given to
Mrs. Kuiper who was celebrating
her birthday anniversary.

Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Arens,
Mr. and Mrs, Harold Areiw
Judith Kay is the name of the
daughter born to Mr. and Mrs. and Ceila Ruth, Mr. and Mrs. Her
Robert Stillson in Douglas hos- man Prins, Mr. and Mrs. Ben G.
Stegink and Jack, Mr. and Mr*.
pital Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith and Gerald Smeenge, Beverly and Rog
little daughter of Ohio are spend- er, Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Ter Beek,
ing a few weeks In the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ben H. Stegink, Mr.
her brother, Donald Kiernan, and and Mrs. Egbert Stegink, Mr. and
Mrs. William Stuursema of Grand
family.
Mrs. Gertrude Walker is spend' Rapids, Mrs. Abe Kole and Doris
Ann of Lawton, Clarence Stegink,
ing the week in Chicago with
Henry Stegink, Misses Sena, Marfriends.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Smedberg garet and Mabel Stegink, and Mr.
and family of Chicago were visit- and Mrs. E. A. Stegink and Carl.
ors in the home of Mr. and Mr*.
Harry Nye on Friday. Jimmie
Nye returned home with them for
•(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)

To Circuit Court
Allegan (Special) — Melbourne
Powers, 57, Douglas, was bound
over to circuitcourt Thursday on
charges of murdering his sro-inlaw, Albert Strampel, last July 21.

In an adjourned examinationbefore Municipal Judge Ervin Andrews, Powers was remanded to
jail to await trial during the Sept
ember term.

Hamilton Assumes;
Shoe League Lead

*

The hectic Wooden Shoe letgu#
second round was scrambled even
more Thursday when Flllmoc^

Creamery dumped league-leadingr
Virginia Park 5-4 at VirgkU*
Park.

The

loss dropped the Pazldtea;

into second place behind Hamil-

The Creamery boys can dropt
them even further down as they
play the second of their twoy
game set tonight at Riverviei* '
park at 6:30
*
Hudsonvilleplays Hamilton at
Hamilton.
Daffy Victor pitched a six-hitC '
ton.

p.m.

ter for Fillmore. Don Schutt and*
Bob Borgman led the attack withf
two hits apiece.

Standings;
W

v

t

Hamilton ........................
5 2Virginia Park ..................... 6 3*
Anybody lose any blood lately? 89 to 43. to provide bus transporFillmore ............................... 5 T
Holland police are holding two tation for students attending the
a week’s visit.
North Shore .................... 4 4*
(From Wednesday's Sentinel)
cans of dried blood plasma that school. The matter of contract for
Hudsonville
Mr. and Mrs. Harris Lynch had
4
Jack Kingsleyhas been visiting
were found Saturday in some this service was left to the discre- his brothtr, Donald, at Holly- as week-end guests, their son and
Oakland
1 8
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ad Set for
bushes on East Seventh St.
tion of the school board. Nearly wood, Rla.
Mr. and Mrs. John Parson of air of Chicago; also a niece and
If nobody calls for them in the 150 persons attended thd meeting.
some friends from Chicago.
Zeeland (Special)— The special
next few days, police said, the Henry Kleinheksel,member of the Oak Park, 111., have been guests
Mrs. Minnie Johnson of Fenn election for the annexationof a Local
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
plasma will be turned over to the school board, presided.Previously,
Charles Sutor at their lake shore ville is being cared for in the home
U^llon^
•
section west of Zeeland will be
Holland hospital.
bus transportation was provided cottage.
of Mrs. Rena Rhodes for a few
held Sept. 23 from 7 ’ a.m. to 8
Police have no reports of any on an individual basis with parweeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Chambers
Gift
p.m. This will be the second vote
plasma being stolen.
ents paying the fees.
Mrs. Harriett Bradley of Ann
have sold their home on Washingon
the proposal in 13 months.
ton St., to Jack Simmons and Arbor has been a guest for a few
About a year ago the issue lost
Dr. William Westrate, chief o£
family of Chicago.
days in the home of her cousin,
by 19 votes. The area propased staff at Holland hospital, has
Robert Bramse of Benton Har- Mrs. Gertrude Walker.
to be annexed as part of the city announced the receipt of a $1,585,
bor, has been a guest .of his uncle
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stehle
has been enlarged and takes in check from the Kolla-Landwehr
and aunt Mr. and Mrs. W. J, Mc- spent the week-end In Traverse
more territory.
Foundation, Inc., for the purchaae;
Vea.
City with her parents, Mr. and
The
chief reasons for annexa- of a Bo vie Electrosurgical unit*
Mr. and Mrs. John Campbell Mrs. Lynus Starring.
tion are fire fighting protection and a Diathermy unit for the hoaentertained Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Dr. and Mrs. E. T. Brunson had
and sewage benefits.The section Pital.
Allegan (Special)— Orval Evans,
as
guests
for
Sunday
dinner,
their
Seells of Kirkwood, Mo., for a
to be annexed includes the terri19, PlainweU,arraigned Tuesday
Hospital officials said the gift*
son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and
couple of weeks.
Tulsa Guest Honored
on a charge of leaving the scene
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Eddy of Lan* Mrs. Walter Scott and three chil- tory extending to the C&O rail was in keeping with a policy of'
way tracks on the north and to the foundation to support the>
of an accident waived examination
At Dessert-Canasta
sing and Douglas, have gone to dren of Muskegon; also Mr. Scott’s
Ottawa county road commission local hospital.Several other gifts
and was bound over . to circuit
Boston, Mass., to attend the 330th parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Scott
garage on the west. It affects have been received in the past
A dessert-canastaparty Tues- court by Municipal Judge Ervin
anniversary of the Pilgrim Eddy of Niles.
day afternoon honored Mrs. Rob- Andrews. Evans is said to have
The late Louise Landwehr was
family. Mrs. Floy Eddy accomMr. and Mrs. E. S. Johnson had 150 families.
The last day of registrationis the original founder and presiert E. Nipp of Tulsa, Okla., who left a collision Sunday night on
as week-end guests, her son, Gerpanied them.
Sept. 2 as announced by Walter dent of the foundation which wa*s.
is the. guest of her brother-in-law M-89 in which six others were inMiss Flossie Wiley of Maywood, ald Carter and wife of MilwauVander Haar, township clerk. A established more than 10 year*andsiiter, Mr. and Mrs. Edward volved and two hospitalized.
111., is spending a vacation in kee, Wis.
Brolin, 669 Columbia Ave.
Evans gave himself up to SherDouglas.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Hoover an- majority of votes is needed for ago. Edgar P. Landwehr is preen:
Mrs. Nipp and her husband ar- iff Louis Johnson Monday morn««
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Schuham nounce the engagement of their annexation.The polling place is dent at the present
nved Saturday. He returned to ing after spending the night in
The foundation was establishedand daughter have returned to daughter Margaret Ann, to James the townshipfire station No 3.
Tulsa on Sunday and Mrs. Nipp hiding from officials, he said. He
primarily to help needy school,
their home in Oak Park 111.
E. Edwards, son of Mr. and Mrs.
will spend the wst of the week declared his brakes jammed, causchildren in Ottawa county. It al**
George Kircher, and sister*of Ernest Edwards of New Richhere.
ing him to hit the car driven by
so serves part of Allegan county.
Chicago, are spending the remain- mond.
R«d end white gladioli were Louis Harden of Gull lake. He
It provides service mainly In ton**
Gary Drusselhouse returned
der of the season at their lakeused as decorationsthroughout was frightened and ran away,
shore cottage.
Sunday to his home in Jackson
sillectomies, clothing, milk and
the rooms. Winners in canasta leaving hi& car, he said. He spent
dental
^
Miss Carol Elinger of Otsego Is after spending a week in the
were Mrs. William Beebe, Mrs. the night in the woods near the
spending the rest of the summer home of his grandparents,Mr.
Nipp and Mrs. Robert Greenhoe. M-89 section where the accident
with her parents, the Rev. and and Mrs. Albert Nye.
Grand Haven Man Dies
Tj»e guest list included Mrs. Jo- occurred.
Mr Colby of Chicago has purMrs. Clarence Ellinger.
Mrs. Bert Lockhart of Grand chased the farm from Leslie Reed
At Nunica Rett Home
mE.
TrgS?n’ Mn- Gr€enhoe, Harden's mother-in-law,Mrs.
Jean Harden, and his six-monthsRapids, visited a few days with and expects to build a ranch type
:x
Grand Haven (Special)—GerritA
old son, Clifford, were hospitalMrs. William Donley and Mrs. house.
K Uniwdi":
',n‘, E' ized after the crash. The woman
J. Sipkes, 87, died Friday after-**
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mosier and
Henry Lutz, Ferry St
noon at the Little Village Rest'.:
had chest injuries and the baby
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ellinger children of Lansing spent the
week-end
with his parents Mr. and
home, route 1, Nunica, where h*»
and
family
of
Kalamazoo,
spent
was
believed
to
have
a
broken
Jauce De Wit Hoiteu
had been since last October. f
the week-end -with his parents, Mrs. F. R. Mosier.
leg. Both cars were demolished.
Kiernan. Chase and Adam MilHe was bom in the Netherlands,
the Rev. and Mrs, Qarence ElAt Birthday Celebration
linger.
ler reunions were held in Allegan
March 14, 1863, and has lived in*
Glass
Family
Reunion
Janice De Wit was hostess to
Grand Haven 40 years, coming- 1
Mrs. John Steele and little county par^ Sunday.
twelve friends Saturdayafternoon
from Amsterdam. He was an art*4
daughter of Detroit, visited two
Held at Johnson Park
at her home, 130 West 20th St.,
1st.
weeks with her parents, Mr. and Allegan Township to Get
on her ninth birthday armiver- Thirty-four relatives were preMrs. Alex Campbell.
He is survived by three «Ltei»4
M:<
«ry.
in the Netherlandsand several
Mrs. Madie Gardner and sister, Fire Truck in 3 Weeks
sent at the annual Glass family
nieces and nephefs in Grand Hav-~
Miss Isabelle Fontaineof Detroit,
Games were played and. prizes reunion Saturday at Johnson
Allegan (Special) — Assurance
were given to Betty Lynn Dyk- Park, Grandville. A potluck dinare staying a few weeks it their
of delivery of its new fire truck
ema, Donna Sterenberg,Sharon ner was served.
cottage on Campbell Rd.
Schippers, Marcia Lapgejans, and
Mr. and Mrs. James McVea of in about three weeks has been
Attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Beverly Hernmeke./Mrs. De Wit Agle Glass; Ralph GlasS; Mr. and
Cleveland,formerly of Douglas, given Allegan township. The board
Elect
served the group a two-course Mrs. John Glass; Mr. and Mrs.
---- a cottage at Pier was informed the chassis has been
have ---rented
Miss Koren Lynn Byl
lunch.
Cove for the remainder of the sea- deliveredto the factory for outfitGrand Haven (Special) — Mr.
Ernest Glass, Shirley, Philip and
ting.
Other guests were Darlene Larry Martin; Mr. and Mrs. Waland Mrs. Gerrit Byl, 516 MadiThe townshipplana to make an son St., announce the engagement
Kobe*, Kathleen Dykema, Helen ter Lodenstine, Larry and Bobby;
Mrs. Ferdinade Garescheof St.
Louis, has arrived to spend a few underwritersteat of the equip- and approachingmarriage of their
JoWersma, Marjorie Wedeven, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Barlow; Miss
weeks at the lake shore.
ment shortly after its arrival. A daughter,Karen Lynn, to Dale
Sandra Vanderberg,David and Helen Lodenstine; Mr. and Mrs.
(Du Soar photo)
Linda De Wit.
Mrs. Sanford Plummer is spend- public demonstrationalso is plan- Van Dort, son of Mr. and Mn.
Henry Hoffmeyer; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. ond Mrs. Jerold Pomp
ing several day* in the home of ned.
Van Dort, 528 College
Don Hartman, Barbara Jean, DonNow honeymooning in northern huis, daughter of Mrs. Henry Mrs. Scott Eddy at “Burchhutch." Several members of the town- Anthony
Ave., Holland. A Sept
Famjeta got 73 c*rtrof the oon- na Mae and Donald; Mr. and Mrs.
Michigan, Mr. and Mrs. Jerold Nyenhuis, West 17th St. The
Morgan McCormick of St. ship board and fire
i, being planned.
Clarence Glass; Mr. and Mrs.
for a few who will serve as volunteer
married Aug. 1 iq groom is the son of
to attend *
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John, Preacher of Repentance
Luke 3: 7-20
By Henry Geerllnp
John the Baptist is one of the
mast rugged and forthright characters in the New Testament. All
we know of him prior to his entrance upon his ministry would
not fill more than a page or two.
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Telephone—News Items 3193
Advertising and Subscriptions, 3191

The

publisher shall not be liable
error or 'errors in printing
any advertisingunless
proof of
such advertisementshall have been
obtained by advertiser and returned
by him in time for correction with

any

a

such

errors

or

corrections noted
plainly thereon; and In such case
any error so noted Is not corrected,
publishers liability shall not exceed
such a proportion of the entire space
occupiedby the error bears to the
whole space occupiedby such advertisement.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year 82.00; Six months 81.^5
three months 75c; Single copy 5c.
Subscriptions payable In advance and
«wlll be promptly discontinuedU not

renewed.
Subscribers will confer a favor by
reporting promptly any Irregularity
In delivery. Write or Phone. 319L
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for Government saving

Since the beginning of the Kor• ean incident there has bten mountl ing demand from many ;K>urces for
• curtailment of government activi• ties in line with the curtailments
• which will be demanded of pri• vate business and individuals.In• dustry is expected to submit to
J materials allocation and to government instructionsas to prior• ity of orders; retail business h
^expected to co-operate in meas
« urea to hold down prices and re-

duce consumer buying, thus
*

i

ducing their income.

Many

re-

individ-

• uals will have to leave their civil;•

six months older

no little time ih seclusion,getting
for the heavy responsibilities that were soon to devolve
upon him. He was about as different from Jesus in his habits as he
could be, but he did a splendid
piece of work in getting the nation ready for the coming of the
Savior.
In a sense John the Baptist was
the herald of the Christian dispensation because he was the
herald of Jesus. It was part of
God's plan, and a most natural
one, that there should be a forerunner of the Lord. Some one was
needed to turn the thoughts of
men toward the greatest event in
human history and to prepare
their hearts for the advent of
the Christ.
We can easily understand howmuch of the initial effort 'of the
Messiah would have been partially if not wholly wasted, had
there not appeared one whose
voice was to be like his voice

ian pursuits and enter military
who stay at home

, service; those

« are e)cpectedto adjust their lives

to the needs of national emergency. Why should not the govern ’• im*i t, also, make sacrifices?
'* There is sound logic in this
.» argument, and the pressure has
'• hid a alight effect on the Senate.
| ’ That body has acknowledgedit by
<• voting to cut about half a billion
;• dollars from the general appro! ’ priation bill This action however,
• • wall hardly satisfy the demand
Huge expenditures for defense and
.« foreign aid are being approved, almoat casually, certainly without
deUiled study. Perhaps that is
::

Wedding

Mishap
77.
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Kenneth received third and
fourth degree buma to both legs
when he tried to stamp out his
burning bike motor on the corner
of River Ave. and Eighth St Saturday at 1 p.m. He is the son of
and Mrs. Ralph Schuitema, 633
West 22nd St.

..

iiL,m

BUTLER, Business Manager ready

w. A.

Scene of

The condition of Kenneth
Schuitema, 16, who was 'burned
eriously when his motor-bike
caught fire Saturday noon, was
reported “satisfactory”by Holland hospital authorities Monday.

and' their mothers
were probablycousins. He spent

’ism

for

,

is

With Motorbike

to his childhood are few.
Entered as second class matter at
John was
post office at Holland.Mich
thari Jesus,
i- under the Act of Congress,March 3.

Parsonage

Youth Burns Legs
In Freak

He was the forerunnerof Jesus
lay by the Sentinel and his figure is completely overPrinting Co. Office 54*56 shadowed by the One whose com'West Eighth Street, Holing he announced.The references
land, Michigan.
the

ItM

IT,

Accordingto Holland police
investigatedthe accident,
Kenneth stopped for e red light
when another boy, Fred Sherill,

who
Two new traffic lights have made their appearance
on US-31, north of Holland In Holland township.
The lights are situated at the intersections at
Howard Ave. and Lakewood Blvd. They were purchased by township funds in answer to public
demand. The Holland city Board of Public Works

In the Good

working for Holland townahip completed Installation last week. The photo taken above, looking
north on US-31 past the Howard Ave. light, shows
some of the quittlng-timetraffic lining up at ths
stop light.
(Sentinel photo)

Miss Pa tty

Lou Van Lopik

m

Uf:.

m

told him his gas line was burning.

Kenneth dropped the bike, and
tried to stamp out the flames
with his feet. Police said the gas
tank fell off, spraying gasoline
oyer his trousers which were ignited by the flames.
Kenneth then ran across the
street, police said, with his trous-

ers on

Old Days

Bride

of

tion containing a bill to

make

the night in the Chapel in the Gar-

Ottawa county

and whose message made his a salaried office, passed
the Messiah mously. The bill fixes the

unanisalary
was actually in their midst of the sheriffat not less than $2,speaking to them.
000 nor more than $3,000 per anWe do not arrive at a correct num. This news story appeared in
estimate of the proportionsof the Jan. 20 ‘issue of the Ottawa
John until we see how admirably County Times published in 1905
he turned the thought of the Jew- by M. G. Manting.
ish nation toward Christ. He was
Peter Schoon, West Sixth St.,
the steppingstone on whom multi- was pleasantly surprised Tuesday
tudes rose to an- appreciation and evening by the consistory of the
acceptance of the world’s Savior. FourteenthStreet • Christian ReHe arrested the attention of the formed church and their wives, it
people and got ready the highway being his 43rd birthday.
over which Jesus would travel in
C. J. De Roo was elected a
reaching the hearts of the people. member of the executive commitSome of the hostilityto the plan tee of the State Millers associaof God had been broken by the tion at the annual meeting held
time Christ appeared on the scene at Lansing Wednesday.
to make His appeal to the naThe Citizens TelephoneCo. now
hearers believe tha

tion.

dens, Angola, Ind. The Rev. Glenn
at Jobber’s Outlet
L. L’tterback,pastor of the Con- ecus shower was given Friday dent happened.
gregational church, read the cere- night in her honor at the home

mony.
of Mrs. James Driesenga.
Attendingthe couple were Miss
Games were played and dupJackie Michielsen of Holland and licate prizes were awarded winRobert Leroy Robinson of Rock- ners. A two-course lunch was
ford.

The bride Is a graduate of Holland high school and attended
Western State college, Kalamazoo. The goom is a graduate of
Rocktord high school, attended
Grand Rapids Junior college and
University of Michigan. He is associated with 'his father as a rep-

resentativeof

attempts to

John A. Caswell

(Followingis the third in ^the
Miss Patty Lou Van Lopik.
new series of weekly articlestak- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
en from news of the Ottawa CounVan Lopik. 769 South Shore Dr.,
ty Times published more than 45
and John Armand Caswell, son of
years ago.)
At last night's meeting of the Mr. and Mrs. Clyde B. Caswell of
Board of Supervisors the resolu-* Rockford, were married Saturday
office of sheriffof

fire. First

smother the flames with newspapers failed. But a quick- thinking
milkman, Martin Bareman of 115
Lakewood Blvd.. wrapped packing
pads from his delivery truck
Showers Compliment
around the boy's legs and put out
Shirley Ann Bontehoe
the flames. Kenneth was taken to
the hospital by ambulance.
Miss Shirley Ann Bontekoe,
Both legs were burned from
bride-elect,was feted at two above the knee to the ankle.
Kenneth wes returning to work
showers recently. A miscellan

United Farm

Agency.

Wolters-Miller Vows

when

the acci-

(Penno-Sosphoto)

Mr. ond Mrs. Allyn

Personals

Bouquets of gladioli decorated
Immanuel
Mrs. Frank Scozzola and Norserved by the hostess.
church
Tuesday,
Aug.
1,
for the
Invited were the Mesdames een, and Mrs. S. E. Lieberman,
all of Chicago, are visiting in marriage of Miss Joan Ter Meer,
Junior Driesenga, Harvey Driesenga, Gerald Driesenga and Holland with Tom and Leo Halley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Damveld.
Ter Meer, route 5, to Allyn J.
Misses Betty Driesengaand Mary
Week-end guests at the G. R. Cook, son of, Mr. and Mrs. HerLynn Bontekoe and 12 cousins.
A personal shower compliment- Gillespiehome were Mr. and Mrs. man Cook. 336 West 18th St.
John Gillespieand Mr. and Mrs.
The Rev. C. M. Beerthuis read
ed Miss Bontekoe on Monday
Ike Gillespieand family of Bowl- the double ring ceremony at 4
night at. tbe Bontekoe home.
ing Green, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. p. m.
Prizes were awarded for games
Ivan Thompson and family and H.
and a two-course lunch was M. Milbourn of Marion, Ind., Mr. Mr. and Mrs. John W. Koopman, brother-in-law and sister oi
served.
Mrs. E. G. Smith o' Elkhart, the bride, attended the couple.
The guest list includes the and
Ind., Miss Opal Smith of Wabash,
The bride wore a white waffle
Mesdames Peter Braamse, Lois Ind.. Mr. and Mrs. C. J. De Koeyer
weave pique ankle-length gown
Granberg, Thomas Godburn,Tony
and family of Detroit and Mr. and fashioned with a deep U neckline
Kiekintveld. Frank Diepenhorst,
Mrs. Harry Michmerhuizenof outlined with lace over net, puff
Harvey Breuker.Melvin Achter- Grand Rapids.
sleeves and a fitted bodice buthof, Nick De Vries and Minnie
Dr. and Mrs. Myron Van LeeuwBorgman and the Misses Nellie en of Wellesley. Mass., have re- toned to the waist. She wore a
De Jonge. Mary Lynn Bontekoe turned home after visiUng Mr. and white picture hat and mitts and a
corsage of pink roses. A triple
and the guest of honor.
Mrs. Neil Van Leeuwen, 125 East
strand of pearls was the groom's
25th St.

(From Tuesday’*Santlnel)

the parsonage of

.

J.

Cook

Mr. Cook, a graduate of Holland
high school and Holland Business
Institute,Is employed at Baker
FurnitureCo.

Before Mr. and Mrs. Cook left
on a northern wedding trip, the
group sang ‘Take the Name of
Jesus With You” and prayer was
offered. For traveling the bride
wore a tea rose gabardine suit
with white accessoriesand a corsage of roses.
After Sept. 1, the newlyweas
will be held at home on route 5.
A miscellaneous shower honoring the bride was given Monday
night by Mrs. John Koopman,
Mrs. Jacob Wiersema, Mrs. Gerben Meyering and Mrs. Ren Koopman. The event was held at the
Ren Koopman home, 147 West

charges new subscribers $24 per
Repentance was John's central year for business phones end $15 Exchanged at Ganges
message. Repentance Is more than for residence phones.
Ganges (Special)—
wedding
form. Forms of religionmay
The Holland Sugar Co. paid out
was
solemnized
in
Ganges
Methodexist without touching the soul of its third installment for beets to
religion.The Jews of our Lord's farmers on Tuesday amounting to ist church Friday night when Miss
Dorothy May Miller,daughter of
day observed forms enough to fill ovfcr $80,000.
16th St.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Duane Milvolumes, and yet actual repentThe Central Avenue Christian
Games were played and lunch
ler of Ganges, was married to Marance was of rare occurrence. One Reformed church will buy a new
was served by the hostesses.
vin B. Welters, son of Mrs. Bertha
gift.
of the bitter disappointmentsof and large pipe organ.
Guests were the Mesdames
guest, Miss Esther Bogart of East
Welters of Fennville.
Mrs. Koopman wore a yellow Zenas Gras. Edward Wolters, Delthe current religious regime to
D. B. K. Van Raalte is a candiWilliston,
N.Y.
Last
week-end
The Rev. O W. Carr performed
.* necessaryto meet the situation, both John and Jesus was the mul- date for collectorof customs at
frosted organdy gown with a bert Wiersema, John Vander
they visited M-?kinac Lsland.
the single ring ceremony at 8 p.m.,
but the taxpayer is going to pay tiplicity of forms and ceremoniesGrand Haven.
scalloped neckline and full skirt. Warf. Barney Shaeffer,Warren
Mr. and Mrs. John Galien and
assisted by the Rev. Robert Cox,
,! through the nose. He is going to and the meagerness of genuine
She also wore a white hat and Eding. Harvey Bock, Wilbur LemThe Holland Furniture Co. at church pastor.
Karen. 276 West 25th St., and Mr.
•* have to cut his personalbudget sincerity. The great words of their
gloves and a corsage of Talisman men, Maybelle Deters. Henry Ter
its annual meeting Wednesday
and Mrs. John Lappenga, 256 West
For her wedding, the bride
| * sharply to meet his increased tax
rases.
faith were often on their lips, elected J. A. Vander Veen presiMeer and Herman Cook and the
19th
St.
have
returned
from
a
two
chose a navy blue suit and a cori« burden. Let's do some correspond- but once they had spoken them
A reception for the immediate Misses Lily Kleinheksel,Donna
dent. A. L. Shepard vice president;
week’s
trip to the Bad Lands.
sage of red roses. Her only at• • ing cutting in the federal budget.
Grand Haven (Special) — The
families was held at the bride’s
they dismissedthem from their J. G. Van Putten, secretary and
;
The administrationought to lea ! thought. John appealed for reali- treasurer.The directors include tendant was her sister, Mrs. Helen fifth polio case for Ottawa coun- Black Hills, Yellowstone National home. Twenty-five guests were Priest. Goldie Kleinheksel, Marian
Vande Lune, Vera Smith, Beapark,
Colorado
Springs,
and
DenCunningham, who wore a gray ty was reported Monday by the Ot•,,ln this matter. It ought to go ty in this field.
served by Miss Betty Ter Meer trice Smith. Arloa Kleis, Vivian
the above and A. Knooihuizen, D.
suit and a corsage of pink roses. tawa county health department. ver. Colo.
• • through its budget promptly cutand Mrs. Lester Huyser of Grand Allen, Marilyn Mosher, Donna
When John looked at society in E. Vander Veen. J. Veneklasen
BUI De Vries. Kenneth Wiggers,
George Wolters assisted his
r- ting to the bone all activities
The new victim, the first case
Rapids, cousins of the bride.
general he felt it was just like a and William Ten Hagen.
Naber and Anna Deters.
Earl Vander Meulen, and Kenneth
brothel as best man.
which are not essential, and there tree that had grown old and
this year in Holland area, is fiveDr. F. M. Gillespieand E. B.
Helder
left
Monday
morning
to
Following
the
ceremony
a
re-are a great many which fit that fruitlessand was ready to be cut
Standart were in Detroit this ception for 50 guests was held in year-old Diane Riemersma, attend the Young Men’s convenr description. Every effort should
down. He told the people that Is week as representatives from the the social rooms of the church. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy tion at Lynden, Wash., for two
. be made to save money, to avoid
Riemersma, 425 Howard Ave., weeks.
ust. what would happen if they local Masonic order to the meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Green served Holland.
• needless use of materials, and to
did not improve their way of liv- of the Grand Lodge.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Skaalen and
as master and mistress of cere) make workers available to necesDiane wa.s in fair condition toDr. Donald Sage Mackay, pas- monies.
two sons of Chippewa Pt. are
. sary activities. In the absence of ing by putting forth a serious
day
in
Butterworth
hospital,
• leadership from the administra- effort to please God. He gave tor of the I" ifth Avenue Collegiate Mr. and Mrs. Wolters left on an Grand Rapids, with bulbar polio visitingMr. Skaalen’s mothei and
in
“ tion, the Congress should immedi- them to understand that if they church of New York city, has eastern wedding trip. They plan of the throat. She was taken ill relatives in Boyd. Minn.
been secured by Dr. G. J. Kollen to visit Niagara Falls and other
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kroll. and
ately. tackle the task of making would abandon their wrongdoing
Saturday and was taken to the
Water skiers from the Maca
Benjamin H. Lievense, 61, of
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Zeerip are on
these curtailments.As in the case and seek the favor of God they to be here for the day of prayer places of interest.
Grand
Rapids
hospital.
Dr.
Ra.p.i
tawa
Bay Water Ski club placed
Thursday,
Jan.
26.
On
the
follow; of the armed forces,it would be would be spared and a blessing
Upon their return, the couple Ten Have, director of the county a trip through northern Michi- in the NationalWater Ski tour route 4. died of a heart attack
ing Friday evening Dr. Mackay will live at Fennville.
gan this week.
. nice to have volunteers, but If would be bestowed upon them.
nament at Seattle, Wash, this Saturday evening at his place of
health department,received conI venture to say that these peo- will lecture on "Auld Scotland.”
they aren’t forthcomingsomeone
The bride was graduated from firmation of the polio diagnosis Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kiekintveld, week-end, according to reports business.
The Grand Haven State Bank Fennville high school and Western
ple never heard anything _o
way have to be drafted.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kroll, and Mr
Sunday.
phoned
The Sentinel by Born in Holland, he was eduWe should ali remember that harsh, and yet, strange to say, elected directorsas follows:VV. H. Michigan college.Kalamazoo.She
and Mrs. Frank Diepenhorstand
According to United Press, rf^avid, all of Holland were guests Charles R. Sligh, Jr., president of cated here and for several year*
; we are not receiving a dollar’s they heard him gladly and were Beach, C. Ver Schure, G. J. Die- has been a teacher in Fennville
Blodgett hospital reported the adof Mr. and Mrs. John Westra in the American Water Ski associa- played baseball with the old Hol. worth of government for our tax eager to know what they could kema, John Veneklasen. J. W. public schools several years. Mr.
mission
of
Merrill
Arant,
nineO'Brien.
K.
T.
Van
den
Bosch,
Muskegon on Sunday. Mr. and tion, Monday.
dollars. If you have ideas on how do to turn from what was wrong
Wolters Is employed by the counyear-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Peter Dykstra, of Muskegon,
Lxjw Withey of Macatawa and land Independents. He served 17
• we can economize why not write
what was right. For instance, C. Sherwood and B. P. Sherwood. ty highway department.
Merrill
Arant,
Sr., Benton Harbor, also were present
Grand
Rapids took fourth place months in Russia during World
The
annual
report
of
the
Fourus three hundred words. We would here was a person who was living
as a polio patient. His condition
be glad to have as many as our in plenty and enjoining was a teenth Street Christian Reform- Netherlands
Henry Alders and grandson, in the Men’s open championship War I. and was a member of the
was good.
readers would like to write. If you neighbor who had little or nothing. ed church shows that there are
Dudley Alders, of Alton, Iowa, are and Bob Sligh a seventh place Polar Bear association, Knights of
Meanwhile„autlioritiessaid only visitors at the Bert Scho’lten home Withey won points with a fourth Pythias, and former member of
will lend a hand we will publish This first person was to share o24 members, including children. Visits RelativesHere
25 cases of poliomyelitishave been 786 East Eighth St.
in slalom, fifth in trick riding and the American Legion. For the past
them and mail copies to our con- what he had with the man who The past year 55 were received
admitted to Grand Rapids hospififth in jumping. Sligh several years, he has been operMiss Ann Vander Herberg
gressmen so that they will have wa.s in poverty.
by baptism and faith and 39 memMr. and Mrs. Joe Dore and
tals this summer, compared with daughter, Lorayne, motored to placed seventh in slalom, fourth a tor of the Lievensebowling alyour ideas and this may help
Then there were the publicans, bers by letter. There are 280 in Naalduyk,the Netherlands,
•-them. Won’t you please put on or we call them tax collectors. the Sunday school. 235 catechu- visiting her cousins, Klaas Bult- 127 lest year.
Logansport, Ind., Saturday where in trick riding and eighth in leys.
your thinking cap and send along They took every advantage they mens, 60 in the Ladies Aid socie- huls. 19. West 22nd St., and Mrs.
Survivingare his wife, ' Jane;
Miss Dore met friends from Ohio jumping. Dick Pope of Cypre~;
your ideas for publication.
three brothers. Jacob N. and
and Pennsylvania. The group Gardens retained his title.
could and made merchants and ty and 54 in the Young People’s Gerrit De llaan, 316 West 19th Miss Beatrice Petroelje
St.
Liz Sharp of Macatawa tied for Frank M., of Holland, and Peter
went on to Grafton, 111., for the
traders pay a tax far beyond what society. The property of the
second in the junior girls events A. of Jackson.
Miss Vander Herberg, a prim- Honored at Showers
church
is valued at $15,736.21,
bi-annual
reunion
of
the
McLain
was
right.
There
were
the
solRestaurant Pays Fine
Members of the Polar Bear asclub. Mr. and Mrs. Dore then with Susan Stein of Beverly Hills,
diers also and they wondered'with an indebtedness of $7,553.38. ary teacher, arrived by plane at
Miss Beatrice Petroelje. Septem- went to Kokomo, Ind.. to spend Calif. Mary Ixiis Thornhill of Cy- sociation will act as pall bearers,
On Food Law Violation
what they should do that they Stables will be built for the con- New York City on July 31. She
Paul Hess, route 4. doing bus- had not been doing. They \Vere venience of those who drive In was met by Mr. Bulthuls and ber bride-elect,was honored at the week-end with relatives. They press Gardens took the title.Miss with military arrangementsat the
Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Bulthuis and two bridal showers last week. A returned home Sunday night.
Sharp, placed second in slalom cemetery by the American Legion.
iness as 'The Galley” at Maca- told to cease their acts of vio- from the country.
Gerrit Kampen and Miss Sadie daughterof Jamestown. They vis- miscellaneous shower was given
William H. Vande Water, sec- and third in trick riding. She did
tawa. pleaded guilty to a food law lence. Their cruel practices were
for her at the home of Mrs. Ben
retary-manager
the local not compete in the jumping be- Rath De Haan Honored
violationin Municpial Cburt Mon- to be stopped, vs soldiers they Taber were married Wednesday ited points of interest in the East
Keen on Tuesday evening.
before returning to Holland.
Chamber of Commerce, is attend- cause of a knee injury.
day. He paid $50 fine and $3.90 could get away with certain by the Rev. A. Keizer
Games were played and dupli- ing the 27th annual NationalInWhile in the United States. Miss
Patricia Siigh, entering the At Surprise Shower
Levi Kouw and Miss Sena De
costs for serving colored oieomar- things others would not be permitwere married Wednesday, Vander Herberg plans to visit cate prizes were awarded.A two- stitute for Commercial and Trade Women’s division for the first
ted to do.
, garine in imitation of butter.
otl}er relatives, including those in course lunch was served.
A surprise shower honoring Mis*
organization at Northwestern time this year, took fifth place
Hess was citfed by the stale DeThen there were persons also the Rev. A. Keizer officiating
According to reports from Grand Haven and Grand Rapids. Invited were the Mesdame* University,Evanston, 111. Bus- Wills Worthington McGuire won Ruth De Haan. was given Thurspartment of agriculture.
who were discontented with their
She will return .to the Nether- George Keen. Bert Keen, John iness and industrialleaders from the women's title for the fifth day night by Mrs A. Ver Schure
In traffic cases Monday, Edward wages. They thought their work Washington it is planned to exBoerigter, John Keen, John Kolands on Sept. 15.
and Miss Lois Kaashoek. The
Jcnd
tte
piers
of
Holland
harbor
all parts of the nation are attend- consecutive year.
• E. Bishop. Grand Rapids, paid $12 was worth more than they were
lean, Jr., John Kolean John Lam,
At the annual meeting Friday event was held at the Ver Schure
ing the conferencesthis week.
! fine and costs for failure to yield getting for it. John told them for 800 feet and to widen the enMarvin Wabeke, James Keen, Jusnight Sligh, was re-elected pres- home. 31 West 18th St.
. right of way: Stewart Vander that they should be contented with trance of the harbor 300 feet.
tin Johnson, James Lugten, Gordident of the association.
Games were played and dupliThe Farmers Institute of Otta• Brink, route 4. paid $7 fine and what they were receiving.
Lugten, George Boerigter, Camellia Print Suggesti
cate prizes were awarded to Mrs.
wa
County
held
its
round
up
at
. costs for speeding; and Andy
John entered the public stage
Henry Keen, Bernard Keen, Henry
Clarence Pott. Mrs. Walter HoekColor Scheme (or
< Long, 785-136tii St, paid $1 park- as a preacher. His text was sin CoopersvilleTuesday end WednesPanel Sections Ease
Buter, George Keen, Harvey Keen,
sema, Mrs. Peter Kaashoek and
‘ Ing fine.
and his sermon a talk about sin, day. There were 135 new members
Walter Alverson Harold Hoeks- , The color scheme fora recent- Painting in Bathroom
Miss
Haan. A two-course
and the applicationwas a call to enrolled The next annual round
ema,
Ben Keen, Harold Negelkerk, ly decorated bedroom was taken
lunch was served by the hostesses.
up will be held in Holland.
sinners
to
repent.
He
felt
called
; Driver Receives Facial
and Miss Julia Keen.
from a framed print of a camel- Giving the. bathroom a permaInvited were the Mesdame*Holland Council No. 109 North
on to expose sin, to show people
Mis* Petroeljewas guest of hon- lia that was to be hung in the nent finish is the aspirationof John Borgman, Clarence Borgman,
I Lacerations in Crash
the necessity of repentance.He American union, instaliedofficers
or Thursday evening at a miscelroom. Three walls were painted most home owners.
Adrian Borgman, Anthony Borg’ Grand Haven (Special)— City had many hearers, a surprising as follows on Monday night: A.
laneous ahower at the Keen home.
the pink of the framed flower, Hundreds are turning to fac- man, Cornelius Borgman,. George
vander
Berg,
president;
D.
j]
police are investigating an ac- number of them. Many were
Games were played and prizes while the bed wall was finished tory-finished materialwhich can Slikkers,Walter Hoeksema Adrian
cident early Sunday morning in heeders of his message. When ^Hiyter, vice president; P. J. Zalswere given. A two-courselunch in a deep gray.
be applied without expert help. Slikkers,George Slikkers,Jr„
Haven, received severe facial lac- hearers are heeders good results man. collector; J. S. Dykstra,
was served.
A painted garland of oamellias .Various compenies decorate hard- John Kaashoek. Robert Trumbull,
erationsafter his car hit two may be expected.
Ea|).v. P«-lale; E.
Guests were the Mesdames Ed and leaves decorated.the dark board for this purpose with bakparked cars on the left side of the
William Pott, Clarence Pott, Peter
John’s piercing outcry against jchofield,conductor; J. Van LanSchrotenboer,.Ed Meiste. Robert
!«treet.
wall. Sapphire blue and gray ed-on finishes in many attractive Kaashoek, Gerrit Kaashoek,Alice
degend,
warden;
Henry
Van
Eyck
sin and its results paved the way
Schrotenboer, Albert Schroten- were used elsewhere in the room colors.
! Hoffman wAs taken to Munlci- for a call to personalaction in guard.
Timmer, Gerrit De Han, Bernard
boer, George Tubergan, Albert
• f
and tfie adjoining dresslngroom By following simple directions, Waatman and Don Smith and the
•pal hospitaland later removed to harmony with the will of God.
The Socialistswill have a conSchrotenboer, Russel Huyser, Jul*• ?ptnd Rapids hospital for posechoed the camellia pink In a these predecorated panels may Misses Ruth and Dorothy KaaRepentance must show itself in vention at Grand Rapids Feb. 13
ius Folkert, Ben Schrotenboer,
Jible plastic surgery,
deeper tone.
readily be installed. The initial shoek, Eleeh Kaashoek, Leona
and
Arie
Van
Doesburg.
Joseph
manner of living. John must have
Paul Schrotenboer,Roger Raak,
cost is, low, and the finish hard- Cawhoek, Francis and Marjorie
• The parked cars were owned hy been gratified at the questions Warnock. O. J. Hensen, W. Leet
Jason Geerlings, Fred Ver Hoef,
3|ertld Elwell and Archie E. Jacboard* save future decorating Pott, Lois and Bernice De Haan
asked him about conduct follow- and V. H. King are delegates
Julius Sale, Bernard Meiste, Jul Jury Trial Stt
costs.
crash occurred Inear
from here.
and the guest of honor.
ing repentance. Conduct was relug Meiste,.Elmer Meiste, James
Grand Haven (Special)— James
»nd Eighth Sta.
Miss Dc -Haan and the guest of
garded as fruit of what people
Jongkryg, Alfred Langejai*,' Al- Van Hall, 48, . Grand Haven,
Hospital Note*
honor. '
are, a kind of index of character. Mailing Address
Arendsen, James Mulder, charged by conservation officer
(From Friday's Sentinel)
Miss De Haan will become the
liu Eleanor Jean Sova
Some ignorantly,or stubbornly or
Nick Blystra, Raymond Schroten- Harold Bowditch with violationof
Correct mailing addresses for
Admitted i to Holland hospital bride of Gary kaashoek on Aug.
i
boastfullyshielded themselvesby
boer,
Lloyd
Schrotenboer,
Albert
the
commercial
fishing
laws,
National Guardsmen in training
Thursday were Ronald Sebesta, 22 31 in Immanuel Christian Reformto Howard Nyhol
Miss Shirley Bolt
claiming exemption from repentSchrotenboer,La Vein Konlng,
wd Mu. Russel Sova, 618 ance because they descended from at Camp Graylingshould include Mr. and Mrs. Louis M. Bolt of Richard Brummel, Donald Ucv- pleaded not" guilty In Justice North River Ave.; Phyllis Gar- ed church, Hudsonville.
George V. Hoffer’s court Friday brecht, 163 Manley.
Shore Dr., announce the Abraham. That was a fallacious unit designations,guard postal of- Rochester, N.Y., announce the en- ense, Harvey Keen, Walter Alverafternoon. Jury trial has been set
ficers said today. A sample ad- gagement of their daughter,
DischargedThursday were Mr*.
Michigan leads the country
daughter, trust. Pharisees could make such
son, Harold Hoeksema, Ben Keen, tentativelyfor Aug. 17. Van Hall
Howard Nyhof, a claim, but it would not endure. dress would be; Pvt. John Doe; Shirley to Harold Volkema, son of George Keen. Henry Buter. Har- Is alleged to have failed to dis- August Overwny and daughter, the sale of fishing licenses.
Co. D.. 126th Infantry Regiment,
463 Harrison; Mrs. Cora Mae
* Joe Nyhof, The
ready to strike down Michigan NationalGuard; Camp Mr. and Mrs. Claus Volkema. 160 old Nagelkerk, and the Misses Es- play his license number on gill
Oudemolen and son, route 1; Mrs.
Famed Mount Fujiyama
West
18th
St
The
couple
attendther
ami
NormTHuyter
and
Loll
the tree that had no fruit.
nets
in Lake Michigan Aug. LaMar and son, rout* 1; Gloria
prayling; Grayling, Mich. ’
ed Calvin college,Grand Rapids. Schrotenboer,
Veele, route 2.
'
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Church

Warm Friend

Another week of ideal summer
Lake Shore Cabins
Additional aervicesat the Warm
weather means another full week
Enjoying their vacation at Lake
of activities for resorters in Hol- Shore are Mr. and Mra. P. J. An- Friend Tavern have been comland and vicinity. Many new derson and son, Johnnie, of Cairo, pleted, according to Gerald Helder, hotel manager. Land at the
guests have arrived to spend their Egypt; Mr. and Mra. C. Haberweat entrance to the hotel has
man
of
Downera
Grove,
HI.;
Mr.
vacationsnear Lake Michigan
been cemented to provide more
and the resort owners ha e and Mrs. V. De Bont of Chicago; parking space for hotel guests.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Feldman
and
planned various forms of enterTaxi serviceand a shoe shine parson, Freddie, of Fairburg, 111
tainmentfor guests.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Williams lor also are added features, according to Holder.
and family of LouiaviUe, Ky.; Mr.
The Warm Friend Tavern has
Waakazoo Inn
and Mrs. George Wilcox of RockThe Dutton concert trio pre- ford, 111., Mr. and Mra. W. Eng- modem and pleasantrooms for
sented a delightful program at land of Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. overnight guests. They are furnthe Inn on Saturday night. Roger R. Browne of Somerville, ished attractivelyfor rest and reJames Dutton 'head of the Ohio; Mrs. Dona)d Mackie, Joan- laxation. The spotlesslydean Bier
marimba department at the ne North, Katherineand Mary Kelder is a favorite stopping-off
American Conservatory and is re- Mackie of Jackson; Mr. and Mrs. place for both out-of-town guests
and Holland persons.
sponsible for the development of F. Mosko of Detroit; Miss Maria
Especially popular for private
this instrument in the concert C. Flederusof Jackson Heights,
parties, luncheons and dinners are
field. He is assisted by Miss N.Y.; Mr. and Mra B. Kromback
the Tulip, Centennial and Van
Diana Andrews, marimbist, and and family of Clayton, Mo.
Raalte rooms in the Tavern. The
Harrette French, pianist. In addiThis week’s activitiesat Lake
modernized rooms are favoritesfor
tion to guests at the Inn and Shore will include a get-together
college and high school functions
Waukazoo cottagers,a number of barbecue on Wednesday night, a too.
Holland friends enjoyed the pro- water skiing exhibition, cruises The Dutch Grill is noted for its
gram.
to Saugatuck and shuffleboard fine food at all times of the year.
Among new arrivalsat the Inn contests.
The hotel’s motto, "Where True
are the James Loers of IndianDutch Hospitality Prevails" also
apolis,the Kenneth Petersonsof
applies in the dining room rhere
The
flooring
Chicago, Mrs. .luth Findeisenof
Newly-arrivedguests at The guests are served by girls in Dutch
Kenilworth,111., Mr. and Mrs.
costumes. The spacious and beautiCharles Hartmann of St. Louis Mooring are Mrs. C. Ryan and ful hotel lounge is arranged for
daughters, Patricia and Frances,
and the Howard Painter family
privacy and comfort. A large fireof Pittsburgh. Dr. Willard Bart- and son, Billy, her sister, Miss place adds to the homey atmosM.
Golden,
and
Mrs.
Ryan's
molett and family of St. Louis will
phere.
be in Ouillmette cottage the bal- ther. Mrs. William Golden, all of
ance of the summer. The Rich- Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Steven M.
mond Kenyons of Barrington also Leiter and friend, Miss Betty Lou
Niehous, of Cincinnati;Charles
are guests at the Inn.
Theron Chapman's boat, the Murphy of South Bend, who is a
L

HOLUND

New

School Parties
With one dissenting vote, the
Board of EducationMonday night
approved in. principle a new policy whereby aocial dancing may be
included in partfee held in the
school.
The action followed a long discussion on a request presented to
the board by a committee of five
high high school students, consist-

ing of K. Don Jacobusse, Tom
Maentz, Andy Sail, Marilyn Westrate and Billie Houtman, the lat-‘
ter serving as spokesman. Their
appearanc- before the board followed two years of study on the
issue and a vote taken in school

is

Zeeland

lieutenant commander in the
Mrs. C. De Dee of Central ReUnited States Naval Reserve; Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Tasker of formed church, Grand Rapids,
was guest soloistSunday at the
Toledo. Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs.
Gunter Joseph and family and Second Reformed church. At the
friends,

and Mr. Joseph's brother.

one in the hotel lobby. Guests John, of

were watching the All-Star football game, dancing to Rummler's
Ramblers music, playing canasta
and bridge. A new Rockette wave
has begun on the lawn at the Inn.
Tournaments will keep guests
busy the rest of the week. A
children’sgrab-bagparty made a
big hit with the young guests at

Lansing.

morning service she sang "My
Father Watches Over Me” and

“At the End of the Road" at the
evening service.

Idlewood Beach

Miss CaroJine Vruggink furnished special music Sunday at
he morning service of the First
Reformed church. She sang "It's
Real." Miss Jerene Beltman was
organistat the evening service
and a double male quartet sang
"Meet Me in the Homeland.” Dr.
the Inn.
G. H. Mennenga of Western SemAn all-color motion picture
inary was guest preacher.
showing Waukazoo people and achymn sing, sponsored by
tivities will be made during the
the North Holland Reformed
last week of the season. Photogchurch Young Men’s class, was
rapher will be John W. Moyer
held at Lawrence Street City
who is associated with the Chipark Sunday evening. Gilbert Van
cago Museum of Natural History
Wynen directed the singing and
and produces motion picture recspecial numbers were presented.
ords of expeditions,etc., for the
The Golden Choir Union, made
Museum.
up of Christian Endeavor societies of this vicinity, will hold a
hymn sing at Lawrence park,
Castle Park
Zeeland next Sunday at 9 p.m.
Many new guests have arrived
Bud Van Eck will be song leader
at The Castle, including Mr. and
A quartet from the Eighth ReMrs. Frederic D. Anderson of
formed church, Grand Rapids,
Indianapolis,Ind.; Mr. and Mrs.
A. F. Allen and two children of men of Detroit; Mr. and Mrs. will sing and instrumentalmusic
Wilmette, 111.; Mr. and Mrs. J. Gerrit Muyskens of Mt. Pleasant; will be furnished by the De
B. Bindley and family and Mr. Mrs. Charles Stoppels and chil- Waard brothers.
The following will repesent the
and Mrs. Frank M. Boyer of dren, Mark and Laura, of Flint;
Terrfe Haute, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lemmen, Gwen, local First Reformed church at
G. A. Buder, Jr., and family of Bob and Charles Lemmen of Hol- the Camp Geneva conference this
Ladue, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. E. W. land; Mr. and Mrs. Irving Lem- week: Mae Naber. Joan Bolman,
men and son, Raymond, of Hol- Alma Gebben, Irma Derks, MaxHarris and family of Indianapolis,
land; Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Lem- ine Mulder, Sylvia Schipper, EsInd., Mr. and Mrs. Louis G. Rowe
of Glendale. Ohio, and Mrs. Clark men and children,David, Lois and ther Kroodsma, Mary Lou De
Tommy of Atwood and Mr. and Witt, Nita Van Kley and Betty
Wright of Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Davis had
as week-end guests at Summer
Hill cottage, Idlewood,Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Womack and family. Mr. and Mrs. Donald Womack
and Mr. and Mrs. Jack Womack
of Detroit and Mr. and Mrs. B.
R. Harmon of Lansing. Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence and family are
spending the week there.
A reunion of the Lemmen family was held Saturday at the’ cottage of Mrs. Ray Lemmen at
Idlewood beach. Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Lemmen were in charge of
arrangements.A potluck supper
was served.
Attendingthe event were Mr.
and Mrs. John Lemmen and son,
Bruce, and Mr. and Mrs. Cyril
Nelson of Grand Rapids; Mr. and
Mrs. Laurence Lemmen and sons,
Laurence,Jr., and Harvey, of
Ionia; Mr. and Mrs. George Urn-

Mrs. Howard Kammeraad

Your Walla

Dutch-Kraft

Sanny Brook Coart
New arrivals at Sunny

Won-Kola
Sanaatlonal new oil base paint
that eovera over any surface In
one coat Dries In 2 hours.

50

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
West
It Phone

4811

8th

YOU WON’T GO

WRONG

with

LENNOX
Aak Any Ueer.

Brook

Tourist court are Mr. and Mra. J.
Knowles of Battle Creek, Mr. and
Mrs. E. J. Gorecki and family

and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Grund
and family of Chicago,Mr. and
Mrs. G. W. Storme and daughter,
Ann, of Carbonville, 111., Mr. and
Mrs. L Willis and family of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. K. Bauman of
Monticello, 111., Mr. and Mrs. H.
Vander Veen and family of Lafayete,Ind., and Mr. and Mrs. J.

McCoy

of Brooks ton, Ind.

Willard

Timmer Receives

Pontiac Service Award
Pontiac Motor division, Pontiac,
has granted an award to Willard
Timmer, 98 East 16th St., through
its Pontiac Service Craftman ayg-

|

tem. Timmer, employed at Ter
Haar Auto Co.. 150 East Eighth
St., local Pontiac and Buick dealer. has successfullypassed the
third consecutive year of tests and
training and has received his
Pontiac Service award ring.
This award signifies that he is a

Lennox

Gas Conversion

BURNER

A

of Lou Zwyghuizen.
Next Sunday services

Kalamazoo.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lemmen
and Mr. and Mrs. Kammeraad
spent the week-end at the cottage
of Mrs. Lemmen.

tfou’llGlory In

fully credited and authorized deal-

• HEATING
116 East 14th 8t.

HOLLAND PHONE 2736
ZEELAND PHONE 3147
Buy Lennox — You Buy Quality

Trustee Lester J. Kuyper,

CAR WASHING

Used

TROPHY USED CARS
>

Bonolido

Written Guarantee

.

FROM

HAAR AUTO

Surviving are his wife, Caroline; four daughters, Mrs. Doris
Lee of Bangor, Mrs. Virginia Vander Kolk and Mrs. Esther Longenstein both of Hopkins and Mrs.
Berla Frey of Wayland; two brothers, Walter and Richard, both
of New York, and 12 grandchild-

USED CARS

Good Food

Selection

RECONDITIONEDand
GUARANTEED

Ave.

VANDENBERG
Phone 7133

8th St.
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SERVICC
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Repair All Kind*

Of Leaky Roofel
We’ll

recover old roofi
new
install new
ones reasonably. Estimates furnished promptlike

.

ly-

Join your frltndo at The
•lor Koldor.
Premium boor,
Keii
nationallyadvortlood wlnse.
A oonvaniontiylooatoe moot

GEO

Ing piaoo wltn traditional
atmooohare. Open
11:00 Ml to mldnlghl

MOOI

Dutch

ROOFING CO.

WARM

RUBEROID PRODUCTS

FRIEND

TAVERN

29 East 6th Street

PHONE 3826

V

FETER

/]

JOHN

ELZINGA & V0LKERS,

lie.

GENERAL CONTRACTING

86 East 6th

8L

CONSTRUCTION
Phont 2284

Holland, Mtok

Holland Ready Roofing
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Phones 9051

Evg 66734
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for a complete
factory

trained mechanics — Give your

CUSS SERVICE
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COM PIET E
PRINTING
SERVICE
9 East 10th
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PROVIDES THAT WAY!
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Life
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1
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COMMERCIAL

EXPERT REPAIR
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For Natarel end Bottle Gee
Phone 87523

—
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INDUSTRIAL

/

Lowest Pricee

State Farm Insurance Co's.
Fire

SUPER SERVICE
Phones 66360 and 67221

that puts economy and depend5

Phone 9210

Garland and Universal
Gas Ranges

—

HARRISON’S

M-21 and Woverly Road

ENGINEERING

car the FIRST

LINCOLN AVE.
GARAGE

CONTACT US FOR LOW RATH

Auto

Greasing
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^
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Washing

OIL

8t.

Com*

Whur*
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tiavefo

MOTOR

Reconditioned and
Guaranteed Used Can

RESTAURANT

UNITED MOTOR SALES

AF1

MERCURY MADE

FRED’S CAR LOT

FOR WORK

DUTCH MILL

723-33 Michigan Avenut

INSUR

SUPER SERVICE

150 EAST 8TH ST.
Phone 6422
Your Buick-Pontiac Dealer
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Don Hartgerlnk — Herm Blok
125 W. 8th
Phont 7777
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&

H.

MATERIALS

ing.

The

at-

LUBRICATION

ALWAYS BUYING

—

Outdoors

tively for unusual effects.
The crowning touch, making it
great cathedral of Mexico
possible to play out-of-doorseven
City was begun in 1573 and comon a windy day. is a aeries of
pleted In 1667. It is one of the
wide rubber bands — as many aa
oldest and richest churches on the
may be required—stretchedover
continent.
the top to hold down the cards.

tending his first board meeting,
asked about previous policlea, and
was informed the last time the
matter came before the board was
eight or nine years ago. At that
time, the board submitted it to a
(do Soar photo)
straw vote of the public jwhJch
Mr. and Mrs, Wayne K. Dornbush
Miss Ruth A. Prince, daughter Mrs. John Sterenberg poured. lost 3 to 2.
Details of the new policy will
of Mrs. Peter Prince. 75 West 17th They were assisted by the Misses
St., and Wayne K. Dornbush, son Jackie Marcusse, Marie Geenen, be worked out with principals,
of Mr. and Mrs. Rennie J. Dorn- Jeane Kalkman, Louise Van De deans and counselors of secondary
bush. 1118 Sheridan Ave., Grand Riet, 'Helen Hockstra and Marilyn schools.The board made it clear
that parties must be planned in
Rapids, were married Friday Bierema.
such
a way that there is plenty
night in FourteenthStreet ChrisAmong out-of-town guests was
tian Reformed church. The Rev. Floyd Dornbush of Los Angeles. of recreation and entertainment
Rolf L. Veenstra perlormedthe Calif. Others attended from Grand for those who do not care for
social dancing. The board also
double ring ceremon>
Rapids and Muskegon.
said that the new policy will
Vows were spoken before a
The bride was graduated from
background of double candelabra Holland high school and Holland be revoked if it does not work
Eleven o’clock
and large bouquets of pink and Business Institute. She is employ- out satisfactorily.
white gladioliwith lemon leaves. ed at Wolbrink Insurance Agency. was suggested as closing time.
PresidentA. E. Lampen had
Miss Gertrude Beckman, organist, The groom, a graduate of Calvin
played the wedding marches and college, received a master’s degree suggested withholding action for a
accompanied Mrs. lister Schaap from the University of Michigan month, but Trustee E. V. Hartwho seng "0 Perfect Love," "I Business Administrationschool. man's motion approving the new
plan superseded his suggestion.
Love You Truly" and "Wedding He will teach in the commercial
Prayer."
department at Holland Christian
Miss Maxine Dornbush,sister of high school this fall.
Municipal Court News
the groom, attendedthe bride as
Elmer Roy Newberry, Bay City,
For their wedding trip to New
maid of honor and Miss Carol York, Mrs. Dornbush wore an paid $32 fine and costa in MuniciYonker, the bride'scousin, was aqua suit with black velvet acces- pal Court Thursday, for failureto
bridesmaid.Floyd Dornbush as- sories and a corsage of white ros- yield right of way to a pedestrian.
sisted the groom as best man and es. The couple will be at home, 90 Mary C. Donnelly, 284 Maple Ave.,
ushers were Howard Goris and West 18th St., after Aug. 24.
paid- $5 fine and costs for imEdgar Prince.
properly pulling away from the
The bride wore a white satin
curb. Kenneth Mast 255 West 21st
gown styled with a fitted bodice Two Fnrtn This Area
St., paid $2 parking fine, and Forwhich came to points in front
rest Roberts. 195 West 13th St.,
paid $1 parking fine.
and back at the waistline,a scal- Reported Casualties
loped neckline and nylon yoke.
Grand Haven and Allegan men
The long sleeves extended to "ore included on the casually list
points over the wrists and fasten- of the Defense department issued
ed with buttons to the elbow and Monday.,
the full skirt extended into a long
Pfc. Laddy L. Buckner, son of
train. A Juliet satin cap, decorat- Roy F. Buckner of route 1, Grund
ed with rows of seed pearls, held Haven was listed as wounded. Pvt.
in place her nylon tulle veil. She Robert L. Gillette,son of Mrs.
carried a bouquet of white roses Dorothy Gillette of Allegan was
Cars Called For and Delivered
tied with satin ribbon. The bride listed as missing in action.

vo.

New York

It Ideal for

Allegan (Special) — Teachers A portable card table, Jiat t
will hold their planning confer- inches high, U ideal for outdoor
ence at St. Mary’s lake SepL 5 and
6 to prepare for the opening of playing. Make It of quarter4nch
the new school term, Supt Arthur tempered hardboard.
Kaecheleannounced
The top is 18 by 30 inches, and
Students in the city schools will the piece which serves as a leg
report for classes on Thursday, at either end is 18 indies wide
Sept 7.
and eight inches high.
Fasten the hardboards together
Rural pupils will meet at their
schools on Tuesday morning, Sept. with waterproof adhesive and
5, County Supt. G. Ray Sturgis make the legs rigid by bracing
said. Their teachers will gather at with one by two inch wood strips.
The table may be painted or
Griiwpld auditorium in the afternoon for a program of speakers lacquered in attractive colors.
Decalcomanla can be used effecand to receivesupplies.

parties in the school than leaving
the students to seek entertainment elsewhere.
Trustee C. J De Koster opposed the move on moral grounds,
and he said many parents would
not favor the change.

HADS

Man

Portable Card Table

Planned for Teachers

Miss Toutman said the vote was
649 to 110, favoring partivs with
dancing in the gym. A second vote
whether students would attend
such partieswith dancing vas 584
in favor and 174 against. She
pointed to heavy costs of renting
facilitieselsewhere and said it was
generally agreed that It was far
better to have well chaperoned

conducted by the Rev. Abraham wore a double strand of pearls,
A total of 17 from Michigan
Ryn brand t of Grand Rapids, for- gift of the groom. She was given were on the list.
mer pastor.
in marriage by her brother, EdMr. and Mrs. A. F. Streur and gar.
daughter,Frances, of Sunland,
The bridal attendants were
Calif., are visiting their mother, dressed identically in gowns of
Mrs. Henry Huxtable, Harrison, pink taffeta fashioned with low
Ave., and their brother and fam- scalloped necklines,short sleeves
ily, Russell Huxtable, Lindy St.
and full skirts scalloped at the
>
bottom and caught up in shirrings. They carried baskets of
Mrs. Moving to Teach
w’hite and pink gladioli and wore
white gladioli in their hair.
In Public Schools
A reception for 150 guests was
The Board of Education Monday held in the church parlors.Mr.
night approved the appointment of and Mrs. Ben Buikcma of Grand
Sandwich-Soda Bar
Isabelle Var Ark Hoving of Hol- Rapids were master and mistress
889 Rlvtr A
i
land as later elementary teacher of ceremonies. Misses Charlotte
PHONE
7H7
for Holland schools.
Bollema and Joyce Yonkor presidMrs. Hoving, a graduate of Hope ed at the punch bowl. Mr. end
college, has six years' teaching Mrs. Lament Dirksc were in
experience.She taught one year at charge of the gift room.
Mrs. Fred Van Dor Ploeg and
McBride high school, two years at
Sparta high school and three
years In Ottawa county rural
schools. She is expectedto teach
Quality
Cars
fifth grade at Washington school.
With the employment of Mrs.
’49 Mercury 4 door $1,695
Hoving, Supt. C. C. Crawfoni an’47 Buick Station Wagon
nounced the teaching staff is com$1,345
plete for the coming year. The
teaching staff includes 11 new OTHER GOOD LATE MODELS
Alio aeveral '36 to '41 cars
teachers, nine of whom are reIn Good Condition
placements.
IRON and METAL CO.
120 River Ave.
TER
CO.

Hopkins

Pre-School Conference

last year.

Hopkins (Special)
Alfred
Anyone in the US. may change
Schumann, 70, former Hopkins
his name at will, without legal
resident,died at his home in Galprocess, if he does it in good faith
lupville, N.Y., early Monday mornand for an honest purpose.

Sold WIU,

.

BRAKE SERVICE

at

the
First Reformed church will be

er and has all the knowledge to Former
repair and service the Pontiac
Dies in
motor car.

HARRY HOOP

Policy for

1

;

Mingin, is anchored off the Waukazoo docks this week. Mrs. Chapman and children are guests of
Mrs. Roger White at Laurel
Lodge.
Last Friday night was a busy

Board Approves

We recommendwhat
really netfdt

your cor

—

NOTHING MORE!

Street Phone 2326

THE HOLLAND CITY

NEWS,

Building Permits

3

Is

In Justice

week for

esti*

mated valuationof $56,750, figures
released by City Clerk Clarence
Grevengoed and Building Inspect-

tanced the previous week’s figures,
when valuation was estimatedat
$6,279.

Permits issued include five for
residences, four residential
remodel and repair, three new
garage, two commercialconstruction and one for church construc-

new

week was
the permit issued to Wesleyan
Methodist church, at Pine Ave.
and 17th St. Permit calls for an
figures for the

•elf.

Other permits issued:
Henry Ter Haar, 132 East 31st
St, new residence 26 by 30, using
frame, cement block and asphalt
roof, $8,000; Bernard Wassink,

/
Co. D.f 126th Infantryregiment, Michigan National
Guard, left Holland by train and truck early Sat-

urday for two week’s tummer encampment

at

Camp Grayling. Company personnel consists of
104 enlisted men and six officers. The
company formed at the Armory at 6 p.m. Friday,
loaded baggage and checked personnel.Then they

were releaseduntil 3 a.m., when they re-formed at
the Armory and marched to the C40 depot where
part of them boarded the train at 4 a.m. A truck
load of 39 men and two officersleft Holland at
5 a.m. Pictured above are guardsmen loading the
second of three trucks with baggage to load on
the train shortly after the first formation Friday

evening.

(Sentinel photo)-

contractor.

Harold Wanting, 89 East 31st
St, residence, 37 by 26i, using
frame, cement, cement block and
asphalt roof, $7,000; Hilbink and

'

fine and costs for failure to have
car under control; Earle D. Mikkelsen, Chicago, $5 fine and costs
for speeding; Donald L. Kramer,
Chebanse, 111., $5 fine and costs
for speeding; Fred J. Mathis. Towanda, Ken., $10 fine and costs
for speeding.

Lupwe to Eritrea.
Dr. Welmers uses the Roman
alphabet in his work, plus whatever modification is necessary for
added sounds and distinction in
tones.

En

route to America via Italy,
France and the Netherlands, the
family was plunged into modem
languages.'On one occasion, Dr.
Welmers put to use his ancient
Greek to decipher one choice signpost.

Raalte Ave, add room, 12 by 12,
using frame, cement block and asphalt roof, $700; Hilbink and

Dr. Welmers was graduated
Dr. and Mr«. William Welmers and their children,
Robert Bruce, 7, and Margaret jean, 3i/2, have
arrived here from Africa where Dr. Welmers spent
four years analyzing spoken languages and putting
them Into writing.There are an estimated 1,000
differentlanguages in Africa and Dr. Welmers

analyzed dozens of the native tongues, mainly as
an aid to missionaryand government workers.
Young Bobby celebrated his seventh birthday anniversary Thursday in Holland. In front of Peggy

is her mother's handmade bag purchased in

Eritrea.

(Sentinel photo)

ed a fellowship by the American
Council of Learned Societies to
continue the work on other languages. He purchased a half-ton
truck and the family drove from
Liberia to the Gold Coast colony,
stopping at many places en route
to study different languagesand
will tell everybody in a piping
help missionaries in the problem
voice. Running barefoot in the
of their particular languages. At
grass is the children's favorite
the Gold Coast, he prepared a
diversion. This was not allowed in
series of lessons on the Fante
Africa where the danger of picklanguage.
ing up foot infectionswas great.
It was during 1948 that his
The youngsters have plenty of
place to run, since the family is mother, Mrs. Thomas E. Welmers
staying with relatives at the Old spent eight months with the famWing Mission farm southeast of ily in Africa and celebrated her
75th anniversary there. Since the
Holland.
Dr. Welmers was sent to Lib- death of her husband, former regeria in June, 1946, to analyze the istrar of Hope college, Mrs. WelKpelle languagewhich was spok- mers has been spendingmost of
en by an interior tribe of some her time with another son, Dr
500,000 persons. His aim was to Everett Welmers. in Buffalo, N.Y

He Put Spoken African
Languages Into Writing
Putting African spoken languages into writing has been the interesting assignmentof Dr. William Welmers, former Holland
man, for the last four years.
For the average American, it’s
hard to conceive that there are
languageswhich have no way of
communicationother than the
spoken word. But that’s the case
in Africa where it is believed
there are close to 1,000 languages.

There was an estimated 400 alone
in Liberia where Dr. Welmer and
his family lived the first two
years.

The family, consistingof

reduce this language to writing
Other African languageswhich
to aid missionaries in their work Dr. Welmers worked in were the
among the primitive peoples. He Bariea language, used largely by
was sent there by the Mission of thqi Sudan Interior Mission; the
the United Lutheran church and Jukun language used by the
his work ‘in the Kpelle language Christian Reformed mission*' a
led to publicationswhich included Lupwe, the Saho and Tigre lanwere played
lesson materials and Bible stories. guages used by the Mission of
awarded.
Peggy, an attractive little He also worked with several other Orthodox Presbyterianchurch in
Mr. and Mrs. Cyrene Huyser blonde, was bdm in Africa and
Sudanic languagesduring the two Eritrea as well as many other
spent Saturday and Sunday in
this is her first visit to America. years in Liberia.
tongues the family encountered
Kalkaska with Mr. and Mrs. Frank And she likes America fine, she
In June, 1948, he was grant- in a 6,000-mile truck trip from
Brower and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman
spent Sunday in Fremont with
Herman Vliem and family.
his

wife, the former Beatrice Fairbanks of Holland, and two children, Robert Bruce Snd Margaret
Jean (Peggy), arrived in Holland
a few days ago. Bobby was seven years old Thursday and Peggy
and prizes were will be four in September.

is still confined

showing

—

The Welmers were married

Mr. ond Mrs. S. Craig Van Zanten

(Master).

Wedding vows were exchanged as master and mistress of cereWednesday evening in Beechwood moniees.
Reformed church of Holland by
A reception was held in the
Miss Judith Ellen Mulder and church parlors following the cere
Smith Craig Van Zanten. The mony. Miss Agnes Mulder of Zeebride is the daughter of Dr. and land served at the punch bowl
Mrs. B. J. Mulder of Metuchen, and Miss Lena Van Zanten of
N. J., and the groom is the son Grand Haven and Mrs. Bert Borgof Mrs. Neal Van . Zanten, of man of Kalamazoo poured at the
buffet table.
Grand Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Van Zanten left
Both the bride and groom are
on an Eastern wedding trip. For
graduates of Hope college.
The impressive double ring traveling the bride wore a navy
blue suit with blue and white acservice was performed by the
cessories and a corsage of white
bride’s father at 8 p.m. The
daisies. They will be at home af
bride’s brother-n-law, the Rev.
ter Sept. 1 in Lansing.
Harold Ver Berkmoes of PlainMrs. Van Zanten will teach at
field, N. J., assisted Dr. Mulder.
the Lansing Junior high school
The church was decorated with
while her husband continueshis
baskets of gladioli,palms, ferns
studies at Michigan State college
and lighted candelabra. Candles
were placed in the church win-

in

1940 in Holland. At that time hey
said they would celebratetheir

10th anniversaryin some

Stressman (Pal O’Mine).
Open Hunters — - Jim Helder
(Vagabond); Dr. De Vries (Red
King); Fred Boudeman (Miss McNeill II); and Fred Robinson

little

spot in Quebec they had visited.
But that date rolled around a
month or so ago while the family
was en route home.
"We celebrated in Milan, Italy.
That was the best Bill could do

at the moment,’’ Mrs. Welmers

dows.

Miss Jeanne Ver Beek of Muskegon played the wedding music
and accompaniedMrs. Harold
Ver Berkmoes, the bride's sister,
as she sang "At Dawning’’ and
"How Do 1 Love Thee.’’
The bride approached the altar
with her father. She wore a love
!y gown of white nylon marquisette. Style features were the
sweetheart neckline and long tapering sleeves, and the full skirt
with train over a hoop skirt. A
satin appliquedpattern accented
the bodice and the front the
skirt. Her fingertipveil of
tulle was held in place by a seed
pearl tiara. She carried a bouquet of pale yellow roses with
satin streamers.

laughed.

Mrs. James Robbers,
Is

Honored

,A

at

Speed and Action— Henry Switzer (Pal); Carolyn Lee (Honey
Boy); H. Degraffindreid(Sonny
Boy) and Jerome Switzer (Cyclone).

Jr.,

Shower

—

Open jumpers
P. T. Cheff
(Tilford);Jay Kelly (Owl); Katie
Kolb (Wizard); and Ed Garrett
(Storm Cloud).
Pairs of hunters — Katie Kolb
and (Wizard) and P. T. Cheff
(Vagabond); Jim Helder (Red
King) and Fred Boudeman (Miss

McNeil II); and Ed Garrett
(Storm Cloud) and Jay Kelly
(Owl).

—

Jumper stake
P. T. Cheff
Jim Helder (Wayspun);
Fred Robinson (Master);and Ed
Garrett (Storm Cloud).
Working hunter stake — Katie
Kolb (Wizard); P. T. Cheff (Vagabond); Ed Garrett (Star Flight);
and Fred Boudeman (Miss McNeil
(Tilford);

II).

miscellaneousshower was Furnishings

Bam

given Friday night at the home of
A trailer-load of home furnishMrs. Max Stover in Benton Har ings was damaged by fire Saturbor, honoring Mrs. James Rabbers, day at 5:20 p.m. on Butternut Dr.,
Jr., the former Ruth Pittmen just off US-31. Holland township
Hostesseswere Mrs. Stover and fire station No. 1 answered the
Mrs. Dan Bittner.
call. Chief John Vande Burg reA two-course lunch was served ports that the victim was a stuJohn Henschke showed moving dent returning from St. Paul,
pictures,including movies of the Minn, to Muskegon, and that fir©
wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Rabbers. was caused by a cigaret butt that
Fifty guests attended from Berrien Center, St. Joseph, Sodus and
Holland. Local persons at the
event were Mrs. George Kleinheksel, Mrs. Fred Kleinheksel, Mrs.
Ted Kleinheksel,Mr. and Mrs.
William Kleinheksel,Roger Kleinheksel,Mrs. A. B. Hulsebos, Clara
Rabbers, Kenneth Rabbers, Mr.
and Mrs. J^mes Rabbers, Sr., end
Mr. and Mrs. James Rabbers, Jr.
A surpriseshower also was given in July honoring the bride.

Mrs, Ver Berkmoes attended
her sister as matron of honor.
She wore a pastel green embroidered organdy gown and carried
Jury
pink roses. Mrs. Anno Vander
Kolk of Ann Arbor, who attended
as bridesmaid, wore an orchid or Hostesses were Mrs. William
Guilty
gandy gown of similar style and Kleinheksel, Mrs. Fred Kleinhekcarried a bouquet of pink roses. sel and Mrs. Ted Kleinheksel.ForJohn Stam, 34, of 121 Fairbanks A yellow dotted Swiss gown was
ty-five guests attended.
Ave., was found guilty on a reck- worn by little Suzanne Ver Berkless driving charge at a jury trial moes, flower girl. She carried a
Friday in MunicipalCourt.
basket of pink, yellow and white Announce Engagement
Stam was cited following an ac- rosebuds.
01 Esther Schrotenboer
cident April 30 on US-31 at the
Attending the groom as best
curve north of West Olive, when man was his brother, Neal Van

Returns

Verdict

Zeeland (Special)— Mr. and Mrs.
Zanten. Ushers were Maurice Ver Gradus Schrotenboer, 142 South
Paul Pressentin, Muskegon.
Heist, Jr., and H. James Wierenga Elm St., announcethe engagement
The defendantwas ordered by of Grand Haven and Wayne Lesof their daughter, Esther, to Bill
Judge Cornelius vander Meulen to
siter of Belding. Mr. and Mrs. Bouwman, son of Mr. and Mrs.
pay $30 fine and $25.95 costs. The
George Anderson of Traverse Henry F. Bouwman, route 6, Holjury deliberated 25 minutes and
City completed the wedding party land.
returned the verdict at 4:30 p.m.
The hearing started at 10 a.m.
MM H MIMMIMMMM
his car collidedwith one driven by

SEPT.no
DETROIT
GREATER

Witnesses who appeared were

Pressentin, Stam, Reed Harris of
the state police,Don Oosterbaan
of the Holland police, Sylvia
Scholl, Ruth Bos and George Man-

THAN EVER!
Thousandsof blue-ribbon attractions•
• Cattle• Swine • Sheep • Poultry

Horses
•

the jury were Cor-

Pigeons

Rabbits and Cavies

•

• Dairy Products• Junior
Show • Home Arts.
• Vegetables

Also Auto

September Bride-Elect
Honored

at

Show

•

Art Exhibit •

and Mrs. Joe Huizenga
spent a few days in a cottage at
Green Lake with Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Stone. Mr. and Mrs. John
Posma also spent a day there.
Miss Minnie Lubbers, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lubbers,
submittedto an operation In Zeeland hospital last Saturday.
The male quartet of the Reform church supplied special
music for the congregation at the
evening service last Sunday.

Shower

• *

CARMEN
SfPT.

deweg, and Bon

:

week with . playoff

Den

Uyl.
Back row (left to right) are
Jerry Victor, Bo* Van Dyke,

Bob Van!
Dick Crawford.Missing when
the picture was taken were
Carl Visscher and Dean Vander u-i.

Washington leads in crimes of
violence among major United

JERRY

COLONNA

3-6

SfPT.

7-10

plus eight sensational acts of vaudeville,
the famous 24-girlRockets dancing chorus

and augmented theater orchestra.

BROWN

JOHNNY MACK

RODEO

INDIAN CREEK
SEPT. 1-9

100-MILE IRISH HORAN'S
AUTO RACI HILL DRIVERS
.

SEPT. 10

Farowe, Luenne

Marlene Kleinheksel.
Also Roger KJeinheksfl, Allen
Cook, George and William Kleinheksel and Glenn Geerts.

1-2

MIRANDA

ley Zoet, Marian and Hazel Nyhof, Aletta Lohman, Myrtle Zoet,
-

HUTTON

SIFT.

sel and the Misses Lois Zoet, Shir-:

Loraine Van

Co/iMum:

BITTY

Guests were the Mesdames

']

Nationality

MICHIGAN'SOWN

Henry Geerts, Albert Van Farowe,
George Lohman, Bernard Lehman,
Gerrit Zoet, Albert Zoet, Ed Nyhof, Justin Oetman, Harold
Koops, H. Ryzenga, Gerald Ryzenga, M. Oetman, Joe Zoet, K. Elgersma, Earl Albers, Paul Schrotenboer, Allen Cook, M. Timmerman, Ann Deters, Ralph Gerrits,
Jerald Gerrits, George Kleinhek-

. championship Monday

•

SHOWS**

GREAT
In thn

prizes
won by Mrs. Ed Nyhof, Mrs. Paul
Schrotenboer, Mrs. J. Oetman and
Miss Loraine Van Farowe. A twocourse lunch was served.

night wih a rousing 9-6 victory
over Virginia Park.
Car! Reimink allowed 12 hits
and was the shaky winner for
. the Cubs. A big six-run sixth was
the .margin of victory. For the
winnen, Bemie Waterway, Fred
and George Kolean
Ben Wiersma,

Old

Group Programs • Needlework• Flower
Arrangements• Food Exhibits,etc., etc.

Games were played and

Me/ers North Shore Cubs sliced
themselvesst least a share of
the first-roundWooden Shoe

•

Also Beauty Queen Contest• Organ
Concerts • Dancing Pageants

Geerts.

Of lit Roond Shoe Title

Cooking

Fireworks

100-PI«c«
U.S. ARMY BAND

Fred Kleinheksel and Mrs. Ted
KleinhekselThe event was held
at the George Kleinhekselhome.
The guest of honor will be married in September to Glenn

North Shore Cops Share

•

Time Dancing • Horse Pulling, Sheep
Shearing, Hog Calling,Husband Calling,
Axe Choppingand Wood Sawing Contests
• Drum Major and Majorettes • 75 Band
Concerts, including the one and only

A surprise miscellaneous shower honoringMiss Lily Kleinheksel
was given ' Wednesday evening by
Mrs. William Kleinheksel,Mrs.

Hop

Apiary •

•

Horticulture• Floriculture• Agriculture

School • Daily Parades

Mr.

b

bond); Jerry Helder (Red King);
and Fr^d Robinson (Master).

lard Haan, Merrick Hanchett and
Nicholas Hoffman.

Those from here who had their
exams last Thursday in
Detroit were John Kloosterman,
Willis Masselink. Kenneth Knap,
Lee De Vries, Chester Top and

league

Working hunters — Miss Kolb

(Wizard);Jim Helder (Vaga-

from Hope college in 1936 and received degrees from Westminster
seminary in Philadelphia and the
Universityof PeniLsylvania. He
taught languagesfor a time in
ASTP during the war in Chinese
and Japanese and spent eight
months with the Army compiling
a dictionaryof spoken Chinese.

Members of

physical

'

—

nelius Steketee, R. E. Barber, Wil-

Jenison.

(

Carolyn Lee
Switzer
(Pal); Freddy Stressman (Fly);
and Eddie Braun (Streak).
Musical chairs
Knowles,
Nancy Lee, Bob Wilson and Car-

nes.

improvement
Mr. and Mrs. S. Hungerink,Mr.
end Mrs. Herm Berens and Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Huyser and fam
ilies spent Friday evening with
Mr. arid Mrs. Richard Huyser in

—

(Honey Boy); Henry

payment of fines. They were
Richard E. Vogch, Chicago, $12

phalt roof, $1,000;self, contractor.
Chesapeake Railroad Co., East
Eighth St reroof, $800; self, contractor.
Lester Van Der Schaaf, 582 Van

‘

(Wizard).
Barrel Bending

Palamino
Louis Kooiman
(Capt. Douglas) and Freddy

Vanderberg, 69 West
14th St., new garage, 22 by 24,
using frame brick, cement and as-

r'

U

at state park.
Norman J. Hop, route 2, Hudsonville, $22 fine end costs for
speeding in Borculo.
Four drivers who pleaded guilty
to charges during July completed

E

Clinton

Lee (Sandy).
. Western Horsemanship— Nancy
Lee (Honey Boy); Freddy Stressman (Fly); Petty Garrett (Silver) and Judy Patrofka (Dolly).
Western pleasure — - Mrs.
Hoffman (Pal); Nancy Lee (Honey Boy); Freddy Stressman (Fly)
and Bob Wilson (Roll).
Knock down and out t- Cheff
(Tilford);Jerry Helder (Nassau);
Jay Kelly (Owl); and Miss Kolb

olyn Lee.

21st
St, new residence,26 by 30„ using
frame, cement, -cement block and
asphalt roof, $6,000; Harry Maatman, contractor.
Bud Norris, 377 Lincoln Ave.,
new residence and tear down old
building, 20 by 32, using frame,
cement cement block and asphalt
roof, $4,500; aelf, contractor.

Mrs. Herman Berens entertain
ed at a grocery shower Thursday
evening in honor of her niece, Miss
Norma Hungerink of Vriesiand,
whose marriage will take place
Aug. 18 to Robert Westerhof of
Holland. Mrs. Millard Andrews of
Muskegon assistedMrs. Berens in
serving a two-course lunch. Games

English horsemanship— Betty

Cook (Honey Boy) and Carolyn

Francis McKee, Lansing, $17
on the
Ottawa Beach road.
John D. Haas, 119 East Ninth
St., $7 fine and costs for speeding

^Marvin Veldhoff, 311 West

Beaverdam

copped first place ribbons in three
events.
Results In order of finish were:

fine arid costs for speeding

asphalt roof, $6,800; self, contract-

to Holland hospitaland is

The fun-filled Muskegon Horse
show was held on the Bob Saunders’ Silver Star ranch Saturday.
Holland riders - led by Katie
Kolb and P. T. Cheff — grabbed
most of the honors in the 14-event
show. Both Miss Kolb and Cheff

truck.

Jacob G. Essenburg,384 West
18th St., new ‘residence,28 by 23,
using frame, cement block and

Cook, contractor.
Shell OU Co., 15th and River
Ave, build marquee, two feet and
eight inches by 40 feet using
frame, cement and steel, $600;
Jacob Postma, contractor.
Walter Kruithof, 363 West 19th
St, remodel kitchen, using frame
and sash, $350; self, contractor.
Egbert Gerritson, 509 Washington Ave, new garage, 18 by 22, us
ing frame, cement block and as
phalt roof, $350; self, contractor.
Jacob Stremmler, 150 West 16th
St, build two-stall garage, 20 by
22, using frame, cement and asphalt roof, $250; self, contractor.
Mrs. Mary Crock 329 West 19th
St, reshingle house, using asphalt
foofing,$200; Jacob G. Essenburg,
contractor.
Rev. Brouwer,71 West 13th St,
remodel kitchen,using frame, sash
and glass, $200; John Wigger, contractor.

Show

Muskegon

Court

Joseph J. Stelmaszek, Grand
Rapids, $17 fine and costs for
speeding on Lakewood Blvd.
Richard G. Sweetland, Kalamazoo, $17 fine and costs for speed
ing on Lakewood Blvd.
Kenneth Akers, Huntington,W.
Va., $7 fine and costs for running
a red light.
,
John Homeniuk, * route 2, $12
fine and costs for speeding on
Lakewood Blvd.
Jay Hamburg, route 3, $17 fine
and costs for overloeded truck.
Marvin Den Bleyker, route 6,
$22 fine and costs for overloaded

Cook, contractor.

Andrew Gelder

Horses Dominate

•

tion.

addition to rear of church, using
frame, cement, cement block and
asphalt roof, 50 by 61 feet, for
$20,000. Contractoris listed as

lolland Riders,

cident.

Last week’s totals far outdis-

Dr.

Holland

ing on a curve.
Stuart C. Veltman, 515 West
32nd St., $7 fine and costs for following too closely causing an ac-

day.

Hign

rn

Those who paid fines:
Harvey Van Voorst, 272 East
15th St., $12 fine and costs for
driving without due caution, pass-

15 buildingpermits
last

Wed

week.

in Holland

A total of
were issued

Hope Graduates

Fifteen trafficviolationsend
fines were listed by Park township Justice C. C. Wood for last

More Than

Total of Previous

Week

1950

Traffic Charges

New Garages
Figure

17,

Pay

15 Drivers

Houses,

List Five

THURSDAY, AUGUST

.

30
.

Mite Eleanor De Free of Zeeland will Join the Hope collegefaculty
In September. She will be a member of the art department etaff. A
free-lance artiat eince 1944, Mias De Free hat a master of arts degree from Washington university,St. Louie, and has attended
several art schools. Above, she is shown at work at one of the
National Sllveremithingworkshop confer-

On

ffca

Midwayt

SHOWS

31 IIMS

SALLY RAND
13

MAMMOTH TOWBS
•

ADMISSION

------
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Humbert Spaces

Victor,

Humbert

Neat Four-Hitter

Star in

Winning

17,

1790

Wedding Performed

at

Parsonage

Holland

WANT-ADS

In 1916
(Following is the 471st in the

For Fourth
Two

Win

Big Innings Spell

Left?

Two

Out 4 Solid Safeties

Lead Attack

The Holland Flying Dutchmen
combined a neat four-hitter by
Lou Humbert and tyo big innings

k

Wins 2nd Tusle

Thii

Week; Lon Cruhei

•go.)
Holland stood strongly for G. J.
Diekema for the Republican nomination for governor at the primary election Tuesday, according to

A couple of Dutchmen pitchers
—one on the mound, the other
with a bat — combined talents

to score an easy 8-1 victory over

Thursday night to power the

Allegan Blood Brothers at Riverview park Monday night
Humbert was master of the situation,strikingout 13 Bloods and
being ki trouble only in the early
innings due to a mild attack of
wildness. Meanwhile, the Dutchmen got a maximum mileage from
eight hits to tally four runs in the
third and three more in the eighth.
The locals didn’t get a hit off
the righthandedslants of Jerry
Gilpin until the third, although
they scored one in the first on Ron
Fortney’s walk, a wild pitch and
two infield grounders.
Allegan tied the score in /the
first of the third with a coupie of
walks and an error by Humbert
Four runs in the last of the
third was more than enough for
the locals. With two away, Fortney singled to right. Ernie Victor
walked and Borgman scored Fortney with a grounderover second.
Frank Wlodarczyk legged a hit to
short with both Victor and Borgman crossing and Gene Schrotenboer cracked a ground-rule double
in the left field stand to score

cal express to another familiar

Wlodarczyk.
The game continued with Humbert mowing the Bloods down and
Gilpin doing an equally effective
Job on- the Dutchmen until the

from news of the Holland Daily
Sentinel published almost 35 years

Victory; Fortney’s
Hits

series of weekly articlestaken

One-Rmmer

Ninth

the tough

Grand

228 Washington,Grand Haven
Adv.

North Shore Wins

Round

Rapids Black

Although Cornelius Dornbos
ran far ahead of all other candidates for the nomination of
sheriff In Holland and in this vicinity, Del Fortney received such
a large vote In Grand Haven and
the north end of the county that
when The Sentinel went to press
there was only a few votes difference between the two men and

mi
:.s#/

5-4.

Lefty Ernie Victor was the man
the -mound for the Dutchmen,
holding the heavy-swatting Sox to
eight scattered blows and winning
his second start in four daya, and
little Lou Humbert was the man
with the bat, as be pounded out a

on

j

vV-

$

the race is undecided.
Attorney F. T. Miles was nominated prosecuting attorney of
Ottawa county on the Republican
ticket at primary election Tuesday. He defeated his opponent,
Thomas N. Robinson, also of this

B

%

victories against nine defeats for
the season. This includes the forfeit game with thb Benton Harbor
Buds. It also makes the ninth
time this season the locals have
come out on the heavy end of a

(Du Soar photo)

LOANS

a story appearingin the Wed-

lo-

double and three tingles and
scored twice to become the hitting star of the game.
Victor pitched a smooth ball
game and except when the Black
Sox loaded the bases with one
out In the seventh and when Jake
Robinson home red in the eighth,
the husky lefthander was in command all the way.
The win gives the Dutchmen 14

LOANS

$25 to $500
Holland Loan- Association
10 West 8th Street, Holland

nesday, Aug. 30, issue of the Hoi1st
Title
and Daily Sentinel published in
1916. There were 1,889 votes cast
Meyers North Shore Cubs are
for the governorship in the various wards. Of these, Diekema re- the first-roundWooden Shoe lea*
ceived 1,655.
gue baseballchampions.

one-run victory,this time over

Sox

LOANS

Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Diekema
(Pod photo)

The

Hamilton entry furnished the

Cubs a decisive assist, a smash*
ing 7-0 victory over Fillmore
Creamery at Riverview park
Tuesday. Fillmore and North
Shore had been tied for the title.
Hamilton's M. Johnson tossed a
neat five-hitter and kept the plate
uncrossedas his mates clubbed
loser Roger Eggers for 12 hits.
R. Lugtchide, C. Johnson, M. Lu«
gethide, and Sale each had two
hits for the winners. Merrill Human hit two singles for the losere.
Standing*:(second-round)

W
Fillmore

Although reports were not received on the county clerkship
race, Orrie J. Sluiter of Grand
Haven is concededto be the winner, even by his opponent, Jacob
Glerum’s forces.
Mrs. M. Tromp, 26 West Sixth

Hamilton .......
Virginia Park
North Shore

The wedding of Miss Bertha hat of white with navy velvet
St., gave a surprise party for her
Mae Glass, daughter of Mr. and trim and other matching acces- daughter, Gladys, the occasion
one-run game and the 14th such
sories. She wore a white orchid
Mrs. Edward Glass, route 1, Zee-

L

6

city.

3

Hudsonville

Van Dyke Autos #••••••••••••••

••!

Mas

Ants,

Moose

being her 18th birthday.
have been involved In.
corsage. Miss Glass wore a simi
Both teams scored In the first land, and Bernard Diekema, son larly atyled suit, navy accessories • Mrs. Ella Whitman and daugh
ter, Ada, have returned from Bear
inning in rather simple fashion of Mrs. Agnes Diekema, 20 East and a yellow rose corsage.
Lake where they spent the sum- Id Softball
Bob Smart cracked a single to McKinley St., Zeeland, was solemA reception for 24 guests was
center to leadoff for the Sox. He nize Tuesday, Aug. 1, in the par- held at the Homestead following mer.
eighth.
The Holland Furnace, Barber
Miss Lucy Oook leaves Saturadvancedall the way to third as sonage of Noth Blendon Christian the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs. G. D.
The Dutchmen struck suddenly
Fords
game Wednesday night
day
for
Shelby
where
she
has
Sammy Robinsonbounced out and Reformed church. The double ring Bolhuis served as master and misagain in the eighth.George Czerkwhich will close regular action
scored on the same play when ceremony was read at 3 p.m. by tress of ceremoniesand also ar- been engaged as teacher in the
ies‘ pop fly dropper for a single
fourth grade of the Shelby public In class B softballplay looms as
Victor threw wild to third in a the Rev. H. Sonnema.
in short left. Gerry Witteveen Miss Lizabeth Sharda, daughranged the gifts.
the most important game ol the
schools.
struck out, but with two gone, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Shar- the subject kne^ less than noth* vain ‘effort to flag him.
Wedding attendants were Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Diekema are now
third round.
teaching at Baxter Christian
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Geerlings
The
locals
tallied
in
a
rather
Jack Van Dorple singled to right da, Sr.. 186 West 20th St., became
Shirley Glass, maid of honor, and at home at 3681 North State St
Fords can share in the title by
school Grand Rapids. Mr. Tuuk shoddy fashion when Humbert
and children are on a week's trip
advancing Czerkies to third. Van
Anthony. Diekema, best man.
Zeeland, following a wedding trip
the bride of David Bruce Tuuk, was graduatedfrom Ottawa Hills
upsettng the pace-setting f\ir*
was safe on an error, advanced The bride wore a blue-gray to the Wisconsin Dells and north- to Niagara Falls.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack A. Tuuk, high school and Calvin collegeand
Mrs. Frank Meyer and children, nace. The Merchants could posLake MichiganDr., Grand Rapids, received an M. A degree from the to third when Frank Wlodarczyk sharkskinsuit, a small-brimmed ern Michigan.
Marion and David, of Wooster, sibly make It s three-way tie by
was
safe on Smart’s bobble and
in an evening wedding Thursday University of Michigan.
Ohio, former residents of Hol- winning the rest of their games.
scored on a balk by Jelly Tay
in Sixteenth Street Christian ReThe bride was honored at four lor, Sox pitcher.
Main Auto eliminated Sunoooe
land, are visiting here for a few
formed church.
pre-nuptialshowers. Hostesses
from contention by upsetting the
days.
Then
the
roly-poly
Taylor—
Sailing
Escorted to the altar by her were Miss Ruth Van Genderen and
Mrs. Ben Wlerseraa and daugh- first and second round kingpins
who allowed only seven hits all
father, the bride wore a lovely Miss Phyllis Groot; Miss Kathleen
ters, Marjorie and Nelvina, are 6-2 behind the three-hit pitching
night— and Victor settled down
white slipper satin gown with fit- Tuuk, Mrs. Gordon Lamberts and
Thrills
spending the week In Grand Rap- of Jason Ebels. Ebels helped Ms
ted bodice, long pointed sleeves Mrs. Alvin Tuuk; Miss Minnie to some real pitching.
cause with a two-run homer. Van
ids, with Mrs. E. Rodenhouse.
•
In
the
fourth,
the
Dutchmen
and full skirt with cathedral train. Marcusse,Miss Ruth Koop, Mrs.
With more than half the sea- season margin.
John Whelan, now a second Langeveldealso hit a round triptallied
another
run
without
the
Style features were the net yoke David Thomasma and Mrs. Martin
son over, the small sailing craft • Jack Hobeck in the "C" class Is classman at Annapolis, is in the per for the winners. Howls Glup*
outlined by a satin bertha collar Stegink and Misses Lois Sharda benefitof a hit. Lefty Van Wlerker had two hits.
en
drew
a
pass,
advanced
to
secare still in the midst of hot bat- the only leader whose position city on a 39-day furlough followgathered in front by tiny satin and Helen Sjaarda.
In • heavy scoring tussle, the
seems safe. Ann Lowry, Peter ing a summer cruise on the Atond
on
Whitey
Witteveen’*
sacbuttons which matched the buttles for honors In the four diviButtertieidand Frank Knoop are lantic from Cuba to Portsmouth,Moose club scored an 11-7 win
rifice,
to
third
on
an
infield
tons down the back of the bodice.
sions after week-end races on vying for second and third place Me., and finishing with target over Baker Furniture. Fred
bounder, and scored when Taylor
A fitted stomacher at the hipline
Lake Macatawa.
honors.
practice and a sham battle at Handwcrg was the winning hurtuncorkeda wild pitch.
ended in short streamers in the Best-Ball
The fleet, which numbers 32
or. Ted Bos had three hits for
Results
of
Saturday
races
in Sandy Hook.
The
Dutchmen
upped
the
count
back. Her fingertip veil of bridal
boats and more than 60 sailors, order of finish:
Moose, and Stu Baker, Jason De
Mia
Anna
Aakken
entertained
to 3-1 in the fifth. Humbert flapillusion was caught up in a satin
has been racing each Saturday Crescents— Field, Dalvini and her Sunday school class with a Vries, i and Handwerg each hid
ped his second hit to left, stole
band. Sne carried a colonialbouand Sunday throughoutthe sum- Boyd.
picnic at Macatawa 'Tuesday af- two.
second,and came across as Wlodquet of stephanotis centered with Pairings Listed
mer.
Lawleys—
J&lek,
Stewart
and
ternoon. Mia Carrol Leenhouts,
arczyk smashed a alngle to cen
white gardenias
The racing season will reach Its van der Velde.
their former teacher and Mrs. E.
ter.
Accentingthe church setting of
Here are the pairings of the
climax with a special Labor Day
Lightnings— Curtis, Jim Pollock W. Lindberg assisted in giving
In the seventh, the Sox broke
palms, fems, candelabra and bou- best ball tournament which will
regatta for all classes.
and Boyd.
and
the little folks a good time.
through to tie the score. Paul
quets of white gladioliwere the
In races so far, Charles Dalvinl
start this week at the American
"C"— Hobeck, Lowry, and But
The total vote In Holland TuesBrown opened with a single to
delicate pink gowns of the bridal
has a slight edge in the Crescent terfield.
day was close to 2,000. This is one
attendants. Miss Lois Sharda, the Legion Country club golf course. left. Stalin Hamilton advanced
class. But Paul Harms, Grettie
Sunday’s results in order ol fin- of he heaviest votes ever cast in
bride’s sister, was maid of honor,
First flight— Walt Hoeksema- him to second with a hit to right.
Boyd and Jim Field are a con- ish:
the city and it is almost three
Miss Kathleen Tuuk, sister of A1 Timmer; Henry Ter Haar- Brown tallied on an infield out.
stant threat to the leader and the
Crescents(first race)— Harms, times as many votes as was cast
the groom, and Mrs. David ThomHamilton advanced to second on
• Barber Fords and Pelon Sunocos
battle may carry Into the last Dalvini and Field. Second race—
Vern Tuls; Ed Brondyke-George
last primary election day.
asma of Grand Rapids were bridesTaylor’s walk and he went to
race oi the season.
won
softball contests staged
Slikkers; Ray Van Ess-Bill KraDalvini,
Harms
and
Boyd.
Benjamin
Brower
of
56
West
maids. Their gowns were fashionthird on a force play and scored
Thursday night at the Fourth St
Jack van der Velde and Bill Jesmer; Gerald Kramer- Ed Rackes;
Lawleys
(first
race)-Jeslek,
16th St. was surprised Tuesday
ed of marquisettewith pink satin
when Borgman threw wild to iek are fightingit out for the LawLee Kleis-Louie Jalving; and Tom
Walker and van der Velde Second by several of his relatives,the diamond. Barbers bounced Holland
trim. The boat shaped necklines
third trying to get him.
Moose 7-2 while Sunocos blasted
ley trophy. After 14 races, van der
and cap sleeves were bound with Vander Kuy-Elton Cobb.
A single by Humbert, a walk, Velde still leads by the narrow race— van der Velde, Jesiek am occasionbeing his 21st wedding Baker Furniture 9-2.
Second
high— Julius LubbersBob
Den
Herder.
satin cording and tiny satin butanniversary. It has always been
and Wlodarczyk’* singles proSam Bosch; Donn Lindeman- duced a 5-4 count In the seventh margin of five points. Mary Stew- Lightnings(first race)— Cope hard to put a surprise over on Ahead by only one run. Fords
tons extendeddown the front to
RON FORTNEY
broke loose for four in the seventh
art and Charles Walker are ki land, Curti* and Boyd, second
Roger White; Les De Ridderthe ex-aldermanbut this time it
Dorple took second on the throw the waistlines. The bouffant skirts Ben Boumaster; Jim Hallan-Fred which was short-livedwhen Rob- contention for third place.
to sew up the contest. Ed Bos
race—
Boyd,
Curtis
and
Herb
Pol
were
trimmed
with
satin
cording
worked.
Thoee
present
were
Mr
inson parked a liner Into the
in. Humbert then came through
slammed a two-run homer and
Caryl Curtis has been a constant lock.
Colqman;
Lous
Dalman-La
Vern
and Mrs. Herman Brower, Mr.
with a single to left scoring two at the hiplines and satin sashes De Vries; Ollie Dorn-Jim Von stands in left in the eighth frame. winner in the Lightning races.
"Cs” (first race) — Hobeck, and Mrs. Hein Brower of Hamil- Bernie Dykema got a pair of hits
and Fortney followed it with a circled the waists. They wore Ins; Dell Koop-John Vrieling; But the Dutchmen broke Improved sailing by Herb and
for the winners. Herk Cramer was
through In the eighth when Con Jim Pollock,Jane Boyd and Sally Lowry and Butterfield.Second ton, Mr. and Mrs. Brower and the winning pitcher.
two-bagger Along the right field matching marquisettemitts and
Arie
Ter
Haar-Don
Lievense;
and
race—
Hobeck,
Lowry
and
Bill
marquisetteheadbands with satdaughter, Julia, of Overisel, Mr.
Boeve was hit by a pitched ball,
line to tally Humbert.
For the losers, Bill Zych and
Arnell Vander Kolk-Frank Lie- went to second on a passed ball Copeland has cut Caryl's early Canute.
and Mrs. Henry Brower of Fill- Fred Handwerg had two hits,
Humbert had excellent control in bows at one side. They carried
vense.
colonial
bouquets
of
white
pommore, J. Kronemeyer and daugh Handwerg • homer with a mitt
by Scott, and came home on Vicafter the third inning. The game
Each team is to play with anter, Minnie, John Kooiker and on.
tor1 * game-winningsingle to cenwas the fastest of the season, last- pons, centered with pale pink astother in its flight. The low total
ers.
daughter, Mary, of Hamilton.
ing an even two hours.
ter.
Sunocos power was much In eviLittle Carol Lamberts, the for 36 holes in each flight will
The Sox outhit the Dutchmen,
Fortney led the Dutchmen with
Today is the 36th birthday of dence last night even though Case
groom’s niece, was flower girl he the winner. Jach team mem- eight to seven. Only three men
a double and a single in fom trips.
Queen WUhelmina of the Netherber listed first is asked to conBy Arnold Mulder lands, according to a story appear- Veldmar pitched a three-hitter.
He scored two runs and batted an- She wore a white taffeta gown
were able to solve Taylor’s leftJay Hoffman clouted a homer with
with
peter
pan
collar and tiny tact his partner. All rounds should
other across. The hits were well
handed craftiness.Wlodarczyk That writers can’t as a rule rise ing about the Arab*. Robert Hich- ing In the Thursday, August 31, two on and Vande Water and
divided with all but Victor and buttons to the waistline.The be completed by Aug. 24.
added two to Humbert’s four and above their own level was once ens was about as Ignorant as all issue. All of her loyal and loving Harry De Neff collected two hits
short sleeves were puffed and the
Witteveengetting into the act.
people in the Dutch territory of apiece.
Victor had his ’ ital hit.
more demonstratedin the case of the others, but he at least had a
The victory is the third in a full skirt was trimmed with a
the earth and in this country arc
It is the second victory for the
certain
grace
of
style
that
recomrow for the locals and their 15th ruffle at the hemline. She wore a
Dutchmen over the Grand Rapids Robert Hichens, a British novel- mended him somewhat to the dis- celebrating this fact. They have a
band of white pompons in her hair
success against nine defeats. Humist who won worldwide fame ear- cerning.
just cause of celebration. The Allegan Schools Share
Mia Jean Bontekoe and Mrs. crew this season.
and carried a basket of rose
bert’s mark now is 4-1.
A
good crowd watched the pro- ly in the century with his best
Henry
Tuls
of
HoLand
were
visitA woman writer of that time Netherlands, through the integrity In Sales Tax Money
Allegan
AB
H petals.
ceedings despite overhanging seller, "The Garden of Allah.’’ out-Heroded all the others by and far seeing wisdom of their
Alvin
Tuuk
attended
his brother ors at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor, c ............................
4 0 0
clouds which threatenedrain all Hichens died the other day at the callingher book ‘The Sheik.’’ She Queen, have kept out of the EurAllegan (Special) — Allegan
as best man. Ushers were Melvin Albert Geertman Tuesday.
Wells, 3b ............................
4
age of 85. When he passed off the
The annual Home Economics evening.
sold millionsof copies, and her opean struggle and have main- county school districts are splitting
and
Martin
Sharda,
the
bride’s
Johnson, cf ........................2 0 0
The Dutchmen were heartenedscene physicallyhe had been novel had a big run on the stage tained neutrality without offend a $73,550.38 fund in sales tax dibrothers.Richard Sharda, Jr., also picnic was held at Tunnel Park
Higgs, lb
........................
by
the quick return of Witteveen "dead" so long as a literaryrepu- and later in the movie*. Yet it ing either side. The Queen is de version money just received by
last
week
Tuesday
evening.
A
potFlynn, 2b ..........................4 0 1 a brother of the bride, lighted the luck supper was served, followed to the lineup. Although Whitey tation that most readers probably
was more than 99 per cent phony votedly attached to her daughter, County Treasurer James Boyce.
candles before the ceremony.
Burton, If ......................4 0 0
were
surprised that he had not
didn’t
break
into
the
hit
column
Larger shares go to the followby
games.
Arrangements
were
in
both as fiction and as a portray- Juliana Marie Emma Wilhelmina,
Boe, rf ................................
4 C 1 The Rev. Arthur W. Hoogstrate charge of Mrs. Gerrit Driezenga he performed in his usual fault- been dead for a generation.
now seven years old.
ing: Allegan, $7,734; Dorr, $1,496;
read
the
double
ring service by
al of reality. She almost certainly
Meyer, ss ............................
4 0 0 candelight at 8 pjn. The service and Mrs. Ervin Kimber. About 50 less fashion around the initial Hichens belonged to the era just
Football will start with a rush Maplewoodin Fillmore, $2,560;
would not have recognized a real
Gilpin, p
.......................4
0 1
before the first World war. It sheik if she had stumbled over at Holland high on the very first Banning in Gun Plain, $1,087;
sack.
was preceded by organ music, were present.
The time of the game was two may perhaps be aptly described as one. But the reading public in day of school. A call for candid Hamilton, $1,069; Hopkins, $2,Mrs. Gordon Loucks was taken
38 1 4 played by Miss Thelma Huizenga to Holland hospital last week hours and 20 minutes.
the age of "sheik literature’’in both Britain end America much ates is already out and will be 488; Fennvillc,$1,863; Martin,
of Zeeland, who Also played the
Dutchmen
AB
H
world fiction. A surprisinglylarge
Black Sox (4)
wedding marches and accompanied Wednesdayfor observation. Her
preferred her phony figures to the announced Tuesday morning in $3,317; Otsego, $7,109; Plalnwell,
Fortney, ss ......................
* 4 2 2
number of writers, both British real thing.
school and in the afternoon the 54.525; Saugatuck, $1,063; and
AB
R
H
the soloist, Paul Van Oss of Grand mother, Mrs. Gladys Cornell of
Victor, rf ............................
4 1 0 Rapids. He sang "At Dawning" Grand Rapids, is caring for her Smart, ss ..........................5
and American,discovered the Moold practice grounds at 15th and Way land, $4,801.
Robert
Hichens
was
somewhat
Borgman, 2b ....................3
S. Robinson, cf ................4 0 0 hammedan world as material for more authentic in his background River Ave. will be the scene of
and "Because" precedingthe ex- family.
Wlodarczyk,3b ................4
Keith A. Nieboer, who; is aboard Scott, rf, c ........................3 0 0 fiction. They were, so far as I pictures and in his portrayal of kicking, plunging and tackling
change
of vows and "The Lord’s
Schrotenboer,lf ................4 0 1
2 0 0 know, without a single exception, characters than that. He had at and the careful moulding into Driver Trying to Raise
the ice-breaker Ediste, has arriv- Perry, 2b ............................
Prayer" as the couple knelt.
Czerkies, cf ........................
4
second rate writers, and many of
A
reception was held at the ed in Greenland and is impress- J. Robmson, c, rf ___________ 4
least made a visit to the Sahara form by Coach C. E. Drew start Fine on Drunk Charge
Witteveen, lb ....................4 0 0
them were fifth and even tenth desert, which formed hi* fictional ed.
American Legion club house. ed by the beauty of the northland. Brown, If ....................... 4
Van Dorple, c ........... .... 4
rate. Hichens ranks fairly high background.But the witchery of
Returns from several of the
About 120 guests from the Hol- $ome of the ice-bergsare 70 feet Hamilton, lb
Grand Haven (Special) — HarHumbert,
3
among those secondary novelists moonlight on African sand that townships in Ottawa county are ry Willis Stienert, 50, Vernon,
34 8 8 land area, Chicago, Highland, Ind., high and they are only one-fifth Saveson, 2b
that held the attention of novel the stage version created for "The not yet in, but enough informa- Mich., was attempting to raise
Clifton,N. J., and Kalamazoo at- above water. They are mammoth Taylor, p ..
readers in those daya when a glo- Garden pf Allah" was a premoni- tion has been receivedby tele- $100 fine end $12.05 costs Impostended.Gordon Lamberts, brother- and when the waves break over
bal war was stil unimaginable.
Workhone Ziiverink
in-law of the groom,* was master them they are a bright blue, he
33 4
tion of Hollywood Imagination be- phone from these missing town- ed by Justice Truman A. Husted
He was only 17 yeare old when fore Hollywood had become an ships to get an estimateof the Monday rather than serve 30 daya
of ceremonies and Mrs. Gord- writes. This is really the land of
Dutchmen
(5)
Wins 12th for Padres
on Lamberts and Mrs. Alvin perpetual sunshine as the sun
AB B H he rang the beU with his book, American institution.And his two county offices, sheriff and in the county jail.
......
5 0 0 'The Garden of Allah.” The novel characters,
Stienert was arrested by dty
renegade Catholic registerof deeds, in which there
San Diego — George Zuverihk tuuk were the mistresses never seta. It dips low on the hori- Fortney, ss
of
ceremonies.
Serving
at
the zon and rises again, and is never Humbert, rf ..................... 5 2 4 was taken very seriouslyin those priest and his sweetie, were about was a doubt as to who was nom police at 9:24 a.m. Saturday for
won his 12th game of the Padfic
neive days when most American as unreal as his locale.
inated County Clerk Glerum in drunk driving at Seventh and FulCoast league oampaign for the punch bowl were Miss Ruth Koop out of sight at this season of the Borgman, 2b .................. 3
and Jack 'Yeomans and arranging year," he writes. The temperature Wlodarczyk,3b
and British readers regarded the
forms
this paper that deputy ton Sts. where his car struck a
..
4
0
2
But
the
reading
public
bought
San Diego Padres last week by
the gifts were Mr. and Mrs. Mar- is around 38 degrees and we are Schrotenboer, c ................ 3 0 0 Mohammedan world as “mysterIt up In carload lots, and the boy game Warden Cornelius Dornbos, parked car on the opposite aide of
besting the San Francisco Seals
tin Stegkik of Grand Rapids. Mrs. very comfortable.’’
ious” or "romantic” or "mystic,” Hichens’ reputation was made is elected by less than 100 votes the street
L Van WIeren, If ............ 2
3-2 in the first game of a doubleTed
Newhof
of Grand Rapids and
or aythlng else that they wanted
Albertus
pe
Haan
is
suffering
Witteveen,
lb
2
0
0
header.
overnight on two continents.All Herman Vanden Brink, city treaMiss Ruth Van Genderen of Clif- from severe burns on his foot sus- H. Van Wieren, cf
...... 2
0 0 it to be. We of today know a the rest of the de>^ of his many surer, and candidatefor register
It was a. seven-hitterwhich
ton, N. J„ poured at the buffet tained at a dairy in Holland where Boeve, cf ..........................0
great deal more about that world,
years he could trade on that ear- of deeds of this city, was not ao
kept the Padres just a half-game table.
he is employed.He was. taken to Victor, p
50,000 men and women roteri to
........
3 0*3 forced to acquire our Information ly reputation, but he never rose fortunate. Although Herman
out of aecond place. George allowMr. and Mrs. Tuuk left on a
from the exploits of such persons above his normal level. When he not out of the race altogether,„ nominateand elect—
ed two earned runs, passed two wedding trip to northern Michi- the hospital for treatment, later
m Lawrence of Arabia. We know died at 85 he was still only the appears there will be either a reand struck out two. He aided his gan. For travelingthe bride wore returning to his home.
that there is nothing really “mys• CLARE
Mr. and Mrs. John Vander Ploeg
author of ’The Garden of Allah," count of a straw pulling contest
own cause by slapping a pair of a cerise silk' shantung' dress, a
terious" or "romantic"about the all hit other books forgotten. And between Mr. Rycenga of GrandE.
of
Holland
were
entertained
at
singles in four appearances.
white linen mandarin coat and
Fined, Sentenced
Arab world. And today a book like even that book had achievedthe Haven and Mr. Vanden BrinMf
HOFFMAN
Zuverink’s record now is 12 navy accessories. Cerise carna- the home of Mrs. Henry Redder
Grand Haven (Special)— Jacob Tne Garden of Allah" would fall
oblivion It deserved. The present Holland. Mr. Rycenga concedes
wins and 13 defeats.He has hurl- tions were tucked under a bow on Thursday night
to Congress
R.1 Vander Zwaag, 20, Grand Hav- on deaf ears. *
this morning that the vote begeneration knows not Hichens.
ed 10 complete games, pitched 181 the coat and were tied with long
In
return for
en, paid $100 fine and $li.95
But in those days the subject
tween him and Mr. Vanden Brink
Innings, has given up 176 hits streamers. They will be at home Porter# Pay Fines
your vote you
costs Monday .; In Justice George was a natural for writers who
is a tie.
good for 83 runs, and has an earn- after Aug. 26 at 145 Auburn Ave.,
will get patriFour drivers paid $1 parking Hofferiscourt, who also sentenced knew how to exploit public curi- Licenses Soar
Miss Jeanette Scboon of this otic. faithful
ed run average of 4.13. He, has S. E., Grand Rapids. Both the fines in Municipal Court Saturhim to serve five days on a drunk osity about a type of life that was
Grand Haven, (Special)— The city is spending a week with
worked more than anyone on the bride and groom will teach at day. They were Elmer Holkeboer,
efficient
driving charge. Vander Zwaag completely new to them. To ex- county clerk’s office reported to- friends in Portland.
service.
Padre staff.
South West Christian school, Grand Rapids, Mrs. Effie Sprong, was arrested by city police fol- ploit that interest.it was not nec- day that through Monday, 55 marAtty. Thomas N. Robinson left
Grand Rapids, in the fall
139 East 19th St, Charles Knooi- lowing an accident early Sunday etMry lor t writer to know any- rlge licenses have been issued this
last night for Pentwater,to join
Natural gas travels through Mrs. Tuuk is a graduate of Hol504 Lakewood Blvd., and morning in which his car hit the thing about Mohammedan life. As month compared with 67 for the his wife and two .children in a
pipe-linesfrom 10 to 12 miles an land Christianhigh school and
J. Schutt, 113 Weft 17th parked car of Carimer J. Zajac on a matter of fact, most of the nov- month of Augustjastyear. A total visit at the home of his
hour.
Calvin college. She has been
PoUtical Adv.
Columbus St
elists who made reputations with of 21 were issued last week.
Mr, and Mrs. David Bruce Tuuk

Miss Lizabeth
Bride
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Walcott, Mohr, Boon, Swart, Ros- said Board of Buperviaoiu Ottawa
County, of such authorisation,
tha dire*,
bach, Misner, Harrington,Koop, tor of the Ottawa County Department of
Grass
Galien, De Boer, Cross, Franke- Social Welfare be instructedto give proper notice to the First National Bank of
na and Cook. (28)
Holland. Michigan, all stata and eounty
Mr. Szopinskimoved that the department! and ofliclala affaeted.and
appointmentof George De Vries, all hospitals participatingin tha afflicted
Hospitaliiation
program."
OF THE
742 Myrtle Ave. Holland, Michi- Adult
This resolutionis subject to the apgan as Deputy County Drain Com- proval of your Board of Supsrvisoraand
missionerbe approved by this your eommittaa on Social Welfare herewith recommendsthat the Board of SuPlant
Board, which motion prevailed. pervisors go oa record approvingand
Mr. Galien moved that the mat- adopting said resolution.
Respectfully Submitted,
ter of salary of the Deputy CounOf Ottawa County, Stata of Michigan
Muggy, wafra, summer weather
Committeeon Social
College Specialist!
ty Drain Commissioner be reWelfare,
is the ideal time for the molds, to
JOHN GALIEN.
ferred to the County Officer’s
Conduct Research
HARRY HARRINGTON,
grow that cause mildew. They
Committee to report hack at this
MARTIN
BOON.
thrive on cloth, Taper, wood and
session
of
the
Board,
which
moOn Pasture Grass
Mr.
Galien
moved
the adoption
leather, warns a Michigan State
tion prevailed.
college, extension specialist MilPresent at roll call: Messrs.
For the past five years the exMr. Reenders reported that the of the Resolution,which motion
First Doy
dew discolors, leaves a musty odor
Gemmen, Vollink, Hassold, Low- Conservation Committee had met prevailed as shown by the followtension service and the West OtThe Board of Supervisors met ing, Hecksel, Reenders, Helder, relativeto the Grand River Basin ing vote:
and causes decay.
tawa Soil ConservationDistrict
Yeas: Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
First step in preventing mildew pursuant to adjournmenton Mon- Smallegan, Stegenga, Nieuwsma, Flood Control and request more
In Ottawa county have emphaHassold, Hecksel, Lowing, Reen.is to remove moisture. Windows
Ter
Avest,
De
Ridder,
Szopinski,
time
for
investigation
before
recday, June 26th, 1950 at 1:30 p.m.
aized the value of good grass for
and doors should be opened for
ommending the appointment of ders, Helder, Smallegan, Stegenga,
and was called to order by the Bottema, Slaughter,W a 1c o
pasture and h y. Many farmers
Nieuwsma, Ter Avest. De Rid-*
airing only when the air outside is
Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach, Mis- an official delegate.
are now “grass conscious." Many
cooler and drier than the air in- Chairman, Mr. Frankena.
ner, Harrington, Koop, Galien, De
Mr. Lowing moved the adoption der, Szopinski, Bottema, Slaughacres of Reed Canary grass. LadMr. Clarence Reenderi pro- Boer, Frankena and Cook. (27) of the report which motion pre- ter, Walcott, Mohr, Boon, Swart,
side. A cool night Is a good time
ino, Sudan grass are now to be
Rosbach, Misner, Harrington,
Absent: Mr. Cross.
to freshen the air in the entire! nounced the invocation.
vailed.
found in the county. Rye for covPresent at roll call; Messrs.
house and a little heat in a stove
The journal of the first day’s
Mr. Mohr, Chairman of the Koop, Galien, De ‘Boer, Cross,
er crop purposes, also for pasture
will speed up the drying process. Geramen, Vollink, Hassold, Heck- session was read and approved. County Officer’s Committee re- Frankena and Cook. (28)
Is growing in importance. Fescue
Mr. Stegenga moved that the
Electric fans are helpful in cir- sel, Lowing, Reenders, Helder, Report of the Finance Committee ported his Committee had met
for ochards is now a common
Grand Haven. Michigan jointly with the Committee on Chairman appoint a Committee of
culating the warm damp air out. A Smallegan, Stegenga, Nleuwsma,
June 26, 1960
grass.
Drains and recommenda salary three to prepare a suitable Resosmall electric light burning in a Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski, To the Honorable Board
Bottema, Slaughter, Walcott, of SuptrviMm
Just what is the value of grass
of $50.00 per week from July 1st, lution on the death of Mr William
closet is sufficientto dry the air
County, Michigan
for pasture?Last year Michigan
1950 to and including July 16th, Ver Duin, a former member of the
and a fan may be used for cir- Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach,MIs- Ottawa
Gentlemen
:
ner, Harrington, Koop, Galien, De
State college research specialists
1950 be paid to the Deputy Coun- Board of Supervisorsand Road
culation.
Tour Financo Committee would
made a survey in Ionia county.
ty Drain Commissioner, which mo- Commission.
One of the chemicalsavailable Boer, Frankena and Cook (27). •poctfully report that they have
Absent: Mr. Cross.
•mined all the elalma presented to them tion prevailed as shown by the
The Chairman appointed Mr.
On 39 farms which were studied,
to absorb moisture is calcium
Ince
the
April
seaaion
and
in
pursuThe Clerk read a communication ance of a previous order of this board following vote:
Stegenga, Cross and Smallegan
the return was $31.90 per acre of
chloride.If a musty odor persists
from George A. Pelgrim on behalf wo have ordered the foregoing paid by
Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink, to prepare the Resolution and repasture grazed.
it may be removed by sprinkling
of property owners on South the County Treasurer.
Hassold,Hecksel, Lowing, Reen- port back at this session of the
Low land, mainly Reed Canary,
chloride of lime in the areas, as on
Respectfully
submitted.
Shore Drive.
was valued at $35.00 per acre;
PHIL F. ROSBACH, ders, Helder. Smallegan,Stegen- Board.
a basement floor.
Resolution
D. E. SMALLEGAN
Mr. Mohr moved that the matter
ga, Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De Ridrotation pastures, meadow and
A few simple rules will help you
MAYNARD MOHR.
Report of Special Committee:
be referred to the Committee on
der, Szopinski, Bottema, SlaughSudan at $28.00; native upland
to prevent mildew from growing
Bills allowed for May 4, 1960 f8.127.44
Whereas it has pleased our Father in
pasture mainly June grass at
on clothing and other household Good Roads, which motion pre- Bills allowed for Juno 2, 1960 f6.161.30 ter, Walcott, Mohr, Boon. Swart, Heaven to call from our midst Capt.
vailed.
Mr. Rosbach moved that the re- Rosbach. M i s n e r, Harrington, WilliamVer Duin;
$13.00 per acre. This seems to Inarticles. Never allow damp or wet
Now Therefor* be it resolved by tha
The Clerk read a communica- port be adopted which motion pre- Koop. Galien, De Boer, Cross, Board
dicate that establishment of good
of Supervisorsof Ottawa County,
articles to lie around. Stretch out
tion from the Department of Cor- vailed as shown by the following Frankena and Cook. (28)
Michigan
grass pastures does pay.
to dry all moist or wet soiled
That w# commend the faithful servrections,relative to alterationsat vote:
, Resolution
L. R. Arnold, County Agriculclothing and unironed dampened
ices rendered by Capt Ver Duin as a
the jail.
Yeas, Messrs. Hecksel. Lowing,
tural agent, believes that Ottawa
Holland. Michigan
Member of the Board of Supervisors of
garments. Sprinkle only enough
Mr. Ter Avest moved that the Reenders, Helder, Smallegan, StegJuna 22. 1950
this County, and
farmers are well aware of the
pieces for one day’s ironing.Give matter of alterations at the jail
That we further commend the servenga, Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De Honorable Board of Supervisors
Value of pastures. A few have
ices which he so faithfully rendered as a
leather articles a coat of wax be- as well as boiler repairs be reOttawa County, Michigan
Ridder, Szopinski, Bottema, Gentlemen
member of tha Board of County Road
even established irrigationto infore storing. Remember to wax ferred to the Committee on BuildThe following resolutionwas adopted Commissioners.
Slaughter,Walcott, Mohr, Boon,
crease the amount of grass.
the soles of shoes, too.
Be it further resolved that the Clerk
by
the
Ottawa
County
Department
of
Soings and Grounds and the Ways Swart, Rosbach,Misner. HarringMichigan State college specialcial Welfare at their regular meeting of thia Board transmit s copy of these
A
Means
Committee
which
motion ton, Koop, Galien,
Boer, held .Tune IS. 1950
(Bulford photo)
resolutions to the family of the deceased,
ists are pushing hard for more
prevailed.
Frankena and Cook. (27) Nays: "WHEREAS. In the beet Interestspf and that this resolutionbe mads a part
Mr. ond Mrs. Ronold Gene Nykomp
teres of low land to Reed Canthe
department
certain
relief
orders,
of the record of this meeting.
A Petitionfrom the City of Zee- None.
commitments,checks and vouchers be
ary grass. Most farmers plant in
ALBERT H. STEGENGA
land seeking to change the bounBethany Christian Reformed down the pointed waistlines,peter
Communicationfrom County
executed without and unnecessary delay,
ORIENT. CROSS
August and September due to the
dary lines of said City was read
and
church was the scene of a summer pan collarsand short sleeves outDrain Commissioner
D. E. SMALLEGAN
fact that good sites are generally
"WHEREAS. Mr. A. Ralph Van Raalta
by the Clerk. Note: Notification
June 26, I960
lined with a satin binding. The
Mr. Stegenga moved the adopbeing a full time bonded employe of the
too wet to work before August. wedding Friday night when Miss skirts featured lace scalloped pepof
such
action by the Board of To Tbs Hon. Board of Supsrvisora,
Give
department, is considered a proper per- tion of the Resolution which mo’ Reed .Canary will furnish more Elaine Ruth Boeve and Ronald carried the rings on a white satin
Supervisors was sent to Walter A. Ottawa County, Michigan.
son
In
the
absence
of
the
director,
to
Gentlemen
tion prevailed.
Vander Haar, Clerk of the townpasture per acre than any other Gene Nykamp exchange their pillow.
I have this dsy appointed GEORGE sign eueh relief orders, commitments,
checks
and
vouchers
on
behalf
of
the
deWe
usually
think
of
the
dairy
Mr. Cook moved that the Chairship of Holland, as required by DE VRIES. 742 Myrtle, Ave., Holland, partment* thereforebe K
grass. It must be fertilized well marriage vows. The Rev. Oliver
Kenneth Lousma attended the cow primarily as a source of inman appoint a key man to repreStatute on the 27th day of July, Michigan, as Deputy County Drain Comin order to get good results. Arn- Breen solemnized the double ring
RESOLVED
that
A.
Ralph
Van
Raalte.
missioner.
groom as best man and ushers come for farmers and fresh milk 1950.
old states that there are hundreds service at 7:30 pm. before an arappointmentmust be approved during the absence of the directoron ac- sent thi Board of Supervisors at
were Paul Boeve, brother of the for our tables. G. G. Quackenbush, Mr. Cook moved that the Peti- byThis
the Board of Supervisors.May I ask count of illness or extended absence from Fifth DistrictMeetingswhich moof acres of good Reed Canary rangement of ferns, candelabra bride,- and Roger Nykamp. Mr.
the office for any other reason, he and
dairy economist at Michigan State tion be granted which motion pre- that said appointmentba approved by hereby is authorisedand directedtd' sign tion prevailed.
land lying idle. This land could and bouquetsof white gladioli.
and Mrs. Glenn Mannes were mas college,says we shouldn’t over- vailed as shown by the following your honorable body.
relief orders, commitments,checks and
The Chairman appointed Mr.
Respectfullysubmitted.
produce much milk or beef if proThe bride’s parents are Mr. and ter and mistress of ceremonies.
for jmd on behalf of the departFRED VAN WIEREN. vouchers
look her important role as provid- vote:
Henry Slaughter to represent the
perly handled.
ment.
and
be
ft
further
Mrs. Russell Boeve, 942 Lincoln
Drain Commissioner.
A reception for 125 guests was er for specialized manufacturing Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
RESOLVED that the aforeeaidauthor- Board at District meetings.
Mr. Smallegan moved that the izationbe and doea become effective imAve., and the groom is a son of held at the Woman’s Literary operatioiis which have become big Hassold,Hecksel, Lowing, ReenMr. Ter Avest moved that the
mediately
upon approval of the Board
communicationbe referred to the
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Nykamp, 135 club house. Misses Joan Kragt and business in Michigan.
ders, Helder, Smallegan, Stegenga,
of Supervisorsof Ottawa County, and be Clerk present the pay roll which
Committee
on
Drains,
and
report
Barker, Hudsonville.
Dorothy Kaashoek arranged the
More than two billion pounds of Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De Ridder,
it further
motion prevailed.
James Quist, pianist, play- gifts and Misses Faith Bos. Ann milk, over half of Michigan's total Szopinski, Bottema, Slaughter, ton, Koop, Galien, De Boer, Cross, RESOLVED that upon approval by tha
f (From Monday’s Sentlnuel) edMrs.
prelude music and the bridal Knoll. Marjorie Funckes and Lois commercialsupply, is processed Walcott, Mohr, Boon, Swart, Ros- Frankena and Cook. (28) Nays:
Robert R. Linn, South Shore
Stata of Michigan, County of Ottawa.
marches. The soloist, James Ny- Becksfortpresided at the punch into manufactured dairy products bach, Misner, Harrington,Koop, back at this session of the Board.
Dr., was a recent visitor of Rep.
We. the undersigned.Chairman and Clerk of the Board of Superviaoraof the
Mr. Stegenga moved that the
Galien,
De
Boer,
Frankena
and
kamp,
sang
“O
Promise
Me,’’ “I bowls.
said
County of Ottawa do bereb> certifythat tbe followingia the Pay Roll of said
in state dairy plants each year.
Gerald Ford in his Washington ofappointment
of
a
County
Road
Board
of Superviaoraas presented .and allowed by the Committeeon Claims, for
Cook.
Nays:
None.
Guests were served by Mrs.
Butter accounts for 40 per cent
fice. Linn spent a few days in Love You Truly” and ‘The Lord’s
A
Communication
from
the Ot- Commissioner to fill vacancy be attendance and mileage during their June Session A.D. 1960.
Prayer.**
Richard
Fairchild,
Mrs.
Charles
of
all
milk
used
for
manufactured
Nam* ef
Milas MileageDays Per Diem Total
Washington office. Linn spent a
tawa County Department of Social postponed until the Octqber Ses- John H. Gemmen .... .
f 31.20
f 24.00
7.20
.............. 24
few days in Washington on busi- The bride chose a gown of shim- Helder, Mrs. Kenneth Bonnema, dairy products, according to
sion of the Board which motion Louis Vollink
20.90
' 24.00
6.90
Welfare
relative
to'
cancellation
2S
mering blush pink satin fashioned Misses Arloa Arends, Ruth Knoll, Quackenbush.The next most Imness.
32.10
24.00
8.10
prevailed as shown by the follow- John Hassold
of
claim
in
the
Zych
Case
was
27.00
with
an
off-the-shoulder
neckline
portant
use
of
milk
for
manufact8.00
24.00
Connie Nies. Audrey Helder and
A school reunion of Zeeland disErvin Hecksel
inf? vote:
read by the Clerk.
S3 00
24.00
9.00
Roy H. Lowing ___
trict No. 4, known as Huyser with a tulle yoke and crushed tulle Rosalie Boeve. Out-of-townguests uring was for evaporatedand conYeas: Messrs. Hassold, Lowing, ClarenceReenders2' *<0
24.00
1.80
Mr.
Galien
moved
that
the
Clerk
fichu
trimmed
with
satin
rosebuds,
densed
milk
products.
were
from
Gmnd
Rapids,
Chicago
31.20
24.00
school, will be held Saturday af7.20
be instructed to write the Admin- Helder, Stegenga,Nieuwsma, De John H. Helder -S‘i-40
24.00
11.40
Ice cream was third. About 362
Dick E. Smalleganternoon at the school. The event a fitted bodice and long sleeves and Muskegon.
Ridder,
Bottema,
Slaughter,
Mohr,
istrator of the Eding Estate re50 00
24.00
6.00
H. Stegenga _
The bride and groom are grad- million pounds of milk were used questinghim to file his account Harrington, Koop, Galien, De Boer, Albert
will begin at 1:30 pun. The pro- tapering to points over the wrists
24.00
52.40
8.40
Dick Nieuwsma ---and edged with a tiny ruffle.A uates of Holland Oiristian high to produce more than 26 million with the Probate Court showing Frankena and Cook. (15)
24.00
29.10
1.10
gram committee includes the M<
John Ter Avest
24.00
29.10
6.10
dames Henry Lookers, Bert Berg- deeper tulle ruffle outlined the school.Mrs. Nykamp is employed gallons of ice cream. Cheese rank- the conditionof the Estate to date,
Nays: Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink, Henry De Ridder
24.00
28.20
4.20
Case Szopinski -ed
fourth,
using
245
million
pounds
skirt
and
formal
train.
Her
fingerhorst, G. G Groenwoud and Henry
in the office at Baker Furniture
Hecksel, Reenders, Smallegan, Ter Gerrit Bottema ----25.05
1.05
24.00
which motion prevailed.
of
milk.
24.00
30.60
6.60
Van Faro we. Lemonade will be tip veil of illusion was caught up Co. and Mr. Nykamp is an emApplications for the position of Avest, Szopinski, Walcott,Boon, Henry C. Slaughter _
51 80
24.00
7.80
Albert J. Walcott_
•erved. The reunion is held every in a satin band. She carried a ploye of Holland Hitch Co.
Road Commissioner submittedby Swart, Rosbach, Misner. (12)
81.60
7.80
24.00
Mohr -24 30
Mr. Rosbach moved that the Maynard
24.00
.30
two years and was discontinued Bible with a white orchid corsage
For their wedding trip to the Shower Compliments
Jacob P. Smith and James E. De
Martin Boon
24.00
21.30
.30
only during the war.
and streamers of white delphin- WisconsinDells, the bride wore a
Spelder were read by the Clerk. boilers in the heating plant as George Swart
24.00
24.30
.30
E. Misner —
Mr. and Mrs. Perry Meek and iums. Her jewelry was a pearl light green dress with brown ac- Grand Rapids Girl
Mr. Mohr moved that the com- well as the hot water heaters be Charles
21.50
24.00
.30
Phil P. Rosbach --80.00
repaired
at
a
cost
not
to
exceed
24.00
6.90
•on of Indianapolis where week- necklace, gift of the groom.
munications be received and placed
cessories.They will be at home,
Harry Harrington_
24.00
SO
90
6.90
Miss Dorothy Hoeksema of on file which motion prevailed. $3000.00 which motion prevailed William Koop ---end guests of Dr. and Mrs. A. E.
Miss Charlotte Bouman attend- 34 i East 21st St., after Sept. 1.
80.00
24.00
6.90
John
Galien
----as
shown
by
the
following
vote:
Grand
Rapids
was
honored
at
a
Mr.
Frankena
reported
on
the
Sharp at Macatawa Park. They ed the bride as maid of honor, and
24.00
80.90
6.90
Showers, for the bride were
Simon De Boer
Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
8.00
10.50
2.30
plan to return to a cottage at Misses Belva Van Tatenhove and given by Misses Ann Knoll and shower given last Friday evening Third Annual Meeting of the
Orien 8. Cross ---24.00
32.40
8.40
Hassold,
Hecksel,
Lowing,
ReenNicholas
Frankena
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Bert
Streur,
Grand
River
Water
Control
AssoMacatawa for a week.
Mary Lou Nykamp. sister of the Belva Van Tatenhove, Mrs. Ny24.00
32.40
8.40
Nick Cook ---------ders,
Helder,
Smallegan,
Stegenciation
which
he
and
Mr.
Cook
24
West
27th
St.
Hostesses
were
S666.00
3810.66
Members of the Goetz and Sey groom, were bridesmaids.They kamp, Mrs. Grad Knoll. Mrs. OldeS154.65
TOTALS
forth families held a reunion Sat- wore pink, green and blue gowns, mulders and Mrs. G. Kuiper, Mrs. Mrs. Bud Cook, Mrs. Jerry Streur, attendedon June 1st, 1960 at ga, Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De RidG„..
und„
^
jj™.
{XV
HORSSEN.
urday at the summer home of respectively1styled identically with J. Brinkhuisand Mrs. S. Ver Mrs. Arnold Streur and Mrs. Ionia, Michiganand requested that der, Szopinski, Bottema, SlaughClerk of Board of Supervisors.
ter,
Walcott,
Mohr,
Boon,
Swart,
a
member
of
this
Board
be
apNICHOLAS FRANKENA.
Mrs. Harry C. Hagy, 1717 South lace bodices, self-covered buttons
Gerald Tinholt
Chairman of Board of Supervisors.
Shore Dr. A potluck. buffet supper
Games were played and prizes pointed to serve on a committee Rosbach, Misner, Harrington,
The
foregoing
Pay
Roll
paid
in
full
tha
2?th _dar. of _June._ A.D., I960.
Koop,
Galien, De Boer, Frankena
on
Flood
Control
of
said
Associa
Was served. Among the guests
awarded.A two-course lunch was
FRED DEN HERDER,
Mrs. Fred Frundt of Holland
and Cook. (27)
tion.
County Treasurer.
served.
were Otta A. Seyferth of Muske
Lemmen Cousins Have
has
left for St. Ignace, where
Mr.
Smallegan
moved
that
the
Mr. Cook moved that the request
gon, president of the U. S. Cham
Mr. Stegenga moved the adopInvited were the Mesdames Dick
hoard adjourn to Thursday, June
she will stay during the hay fever Outing at Kollen Park
None.
her of Commerce.
Derks, Ted Derks, Don Walters, be referred to the Conservation
29th, 1950 at 1:30 p.m. which mo- tion of the report which motion
The journal of the day’s session
Charles Gibson and party of season.
Andrew Ver Schure, Seymore Committee for further study and tion prevailed.
prevailed as shown by the follow- was read and approved.
report at a later session of this
The
condition of Harry BeekAn
outing of the Lemmen famGreenville,aboard the 65-foot luxKrol, Marvin Albers, Harry Fik,
NICHOLAS FRANKENA, ing vote: Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Mr. Galien moved that the Board
ury cruiser, Sally Forth, were man, who has been a patient at ily cousins was held Friday at Harold Groth Dick Hamberg, Board which motion prevailed.
Chairman
Mr. Swart moved that Mr. Cook
Borgess
hospital
in
Kalamazoo
Vollink,Hassold, Hecksel, Lowing, adjourn, subject to the call of the
dodeed at Jesiek’s in the MacaKollen park. Holland persons at- Gilbert Van Wynen, Will Com- be re-imbursedfor expenses inANNA VAN HORSSEN, Reenders, Helder, Smallegan, chairman, which motion prevailed.
for
five weeks, is improved. Beektawa Yacht basin this week-end.
Clerk..
tending the event were Mrs. M. pagner, Albert Reimink, Gerald curred while attending the meetNICHOLAS FRANKENA,
Stegenga,Nieuwsma, Ter Avest,
- Mr. and Mrs. Russell McDer- man, now of Allegan, is a former
Reimink, Donald Boerman, Henry ing at Ionia, on June 1st, which
Chairman
De Ridder, Szopinski, Bottema,
Steketee,
Mrs.
Ruth
Lemmen,
mott and family of Indianapolis, Holland resident. He expects to
Streur, Harold Streur, Richard motion prevailed as shown by the
ANNA
VAN
HORSSEN,
Slaughter,
.Walcott,
Mohr,
Boon,
be
at
the
hospital
at
least
three
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
Brinkman,
Mr.
Third Doy
who have been spending the sumStreur, Henry Sandy, Albert Kort- following vote:
Clerk.
Swart, Rosbach, Misner, Harringmer at the Macatawa hotel, left more weeks.
and Mrs. Benjamin Lemmen, Mr. man, John Kortman, Herm Van
The Board of Supervisors met
Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink,
The Rev. and Mrs. Marion de
today for their home.
and Mrs. John Nytand, Mr. and Meunsteren, Chet Dykhuis, Her- Hassold, Hecksel,Lowing, Reen- pursuant to adjournment on
Mr. and Mrs. Nicolas Moll and Velder, Mark, Mary and Anne,
Thursday, June 29th, 1950 and
Michigan Rank! Second
Mrs.
Dick Nyland, Mr. and Mrs. man Bekker, Henry Hoeksema ders, Helder, Smallegan, Stegenga,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Van Wieren have returned from their vacation
and Bert Streur and Miss Hilda Nieuwsma, Ter Avest, De Ridder, was called to order by the chairin
Sioux
City,
Iowa.
Mrs.
de
VelRichard
Nyland,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
In Foreign Student!
drove to Quincy Sunday to visit
Boerman.
Szopinski, Bottema, Slaughter, man, Mr. Frankena.
der’s mother, Mrs. Jacob Wand- Ben Nyland, Mr. and Mrs. LawMrs. Moll's mother.
Mr.
Bottema
pronounced
the
inWalcott, Mohr, Boon, Swart, RosMichigan ranked second among
Miss Doris Diekema and Miss scheer, returnedto Holland with rence Nyland, Mr. and Mrs. Harbach, Misner, Harrington,Koop, vocation.
the states in the nation in 1950
them
and
will
stay
with
the
de
Olive
Center
School
old
Lemmen,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Present at roll call: Messrs.
Joyce Gunnerman have left for an
Galien, De Boer, Frankena and
for providing facilities for foreign
Gemmen, Vollink, Hassold, Heckeight-day vacation to New York Velders several weeks. Rev. de Boeve. Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Welters
Cook. (27) Nays: None.
Reunion Set Saturday
A Communication from J. E. sel, Lowing, Reenders, Helder The pen-type barn seems to people to study agriculture and
City, Philadelphia,Washington, Velder’s sermon at the 11 a.m. and Mr. and Mrs. G. Slenk.
service at Hope church will be
Other guests were Mr. and Mrs.
D.C., and Niagara Falls.
Olive Center (Special)— Olive Brooks, Fifth District Chairman Smallegan, Stegenga,. Nieuwsma, become more popular year by to study operation of the agricultural and home economicsextenDr. and Mrs. Charles B. Ride- 'Invitationto Adventurous Liv- Harry Lemmen of Cutlerville,Mr. Center school will hold its fourth of Supervisorswas read calling Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szopinski
year, remarks L. R. Arnold, Otnour of Chicago, announce the ing.” Paul Kranendonk will be the end Mrs. George Lemmen of De- school reunion Saturday, Aug. 19. attention to the Annual Meeting Bottema, Slaughter,Walcott, tawa County Agricultural agent. sion program.
Michigan is handling a total of
troit. Mr. and Mrs. G. Muyskens
birth of a son, Charles Barrett, soloist.
A short program will be given in to be held at the Masonic Temple Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach,MisMrs. Russell Koeman, route 4, of Mt. Pleasant, Mr. and Mrs. the evening followed by motion at Muskegon on June 28th, at ner, Harrington, Koop, Galien, De As yet few Ottawa farmers have 26 foreign visitors a total of 1,297
Jr., in St. Francis hospital, Evans10:30 a.m.
Boer, Cross, Frankena and Cook. turned to this type barn. This is days, according to information
ton, on Aug. 11. Mrs. Ridenour is is home from Holland hospital, John Lemmen of Grand Rapids pictures.
due mostly to the fact that good from the U. S. Department of
The
Clerk
read
a
communica(28) Absent: None.
after
undergoing
surgery
a
week
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Hooker
the former Dona Zwemer of Hoi
Hot lunches will be available tion from the State Association
stanchiontype barns are on the Agriculture.Iowa, with 36 visitors,
The
journal
of
the
Second
Day’s
ago.
of Fremont.
land.
on the grounds along with other
farms. Anyone buildinga new ranked first in the states. Ohio
of Supervisors.
session was read and approved.
Plans
were
made
for
the
1951
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Bean of Cocanteen service.
barn should consider construction
Mr. Slaughter moved that actual
Report
on
Good
Rnsrig
outing.
also had 26 visitors but for fewer
lon, who have been visiting Mrs. Farmers Use Plastic
Officers this year are Jack Nie- expenses be allowed to any SuperJanuary 29. 1960
of a pen-type barn.
total days than Michigan.
Bean's parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
boer, president; John Knoll, vice- visor desiring to attend the meet- To tba Honorable
College specialists do not reBoard of Superviaoraof the
V. Hartman, 73 East 10th, left to- Underground Cables
president; Mrs. John Wedeven, ing, which motion prevailedas County of Ottawa, Michigan!
Pastor, Wile Honored at
commend the pen-type barn, they
day for Howell to visit Mrs.
secretary; Harold Vander Zwaag, shown by the following vote:
Your committee on Good Boada report* leave the decision up to the Prune Climbing Rue!
The newest wrinkle in farm Party in Altena Home
Bean’s grandmother,Mrs. Flora
correspondingsecretary; Bert Yeas. Gemmen, Vollink,Hassold, aa follows
farmer. However, they do state
L
wiring is to have cables buried unAdams.
Kraaai, treasurer.
Hecksel, Lowing, Reender# Hel- That ft haa made an investigationwith that a pen-type barn can be con- After Flowering Seaion
farewell
party
was
held
at
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
derground. A farm magazine reCommittees have been appoint- der, Smallegan, Stegenga. Nieuws- reference to the communicationreceived structed at minimum cost which
Mr. George Pelgrimby thia HonHarry Broek, Sr, and Mr. and ports many farmers are making the home of Mr. and Mrs. John ed as follows:
Climbing roses should be pruned
ma, Ter Avest, De Ridder, Szop- from
will do the housing job, allow
orable Board at tta present »a
Altena, 117 West 18th St., WedRlrs. William Dekker and family,
after flowering.Those which form
inski, Bottema. Slaughter,Walcott,
Sports,
Mrs.
Florence
Brady,
11.
maximum
labor
efficiency
in
•re spending a few days in Chi- use of a new touch long-lasting nesday night, honoring the Rev. Mrs. Cornie Vanden Bosch and Mohr, Boon, Swart, Rosbach,Mis- That Mr. George Pelgrim la Incorrect
strong new shoot from the base
In hia statement that 94000.00 was al- chore work and maintain economplastic-coveredcable that requires and Mrs. Henry Zuverink of
Mrs. Albert Meengs; ball game, ner, Harrington, Koop, Galien, De lotted to work In the improvementand ical production and milk sanita- should have all the old canes taken
Brinkman and A1 Rcimink no special tubing. It is covered Grand Rapids, who are moving to Richard Nykamp and Jack J. Nie- Boer, Frankena and Cook. Nays: repair of South Shore Drive.
away when the new ones are at
tion standards.
III.
were in Chicago Thursday to at- by laborsavkvg small trench dig- Munising to take up work at their boer; seating, Herman Vanden None.
least five feet long. Others, not
Management
of
a
herd
in
a
That
Six
Thousand
Dollars
was
altend the Detroit Tigers- White Sox gers which hold down the cost of new charge, the Munising Free Bosch, Manley Kuite, Marvin
Mr. Clarence Reenders,on be- lotted by the Ottawa County Road Cominclined to form new shoots from
pen-type barn involves an entirely
Methodist church.
baseball game.
half of the West Ottawa Soil Con- mission for the improvementand repair
the base, or close by, need virtualinstallation.
The evening was spent singing Hassevoort and Jake Jacobsen; servation presented a check in the of Sonth Shore Drive, of which Poor different system with ideas that ly no pruning except for the reMiss Constance Ryan of Grand
Farmers who are putting their
parking,
Markus
Vinkemulder,
Thousand
Dollars has already been ex- many “stanchion bam” dairymen
Rapids is a guest of Miss S?ndy wiring systems underground are hymns and visiting.A trio, Mr. Albert Redder and Albert Tim- sum of $5,000.00to Ottawa Coun- pended, and the balande of which will
moval of superfluous canes and
Swaney at the Swaney summer looking for safety, permanence, and Mrs. Bub Nienhuis and Mrs. mer; lighting, Albert Meengs and ty in appreciation of past financial be expended in the near future, open find difficult to accept
shortening unduly long ones.
this
highway.
Handling
a
herd
in
the
loose
H. Postma, sang. Forty-eight
support received from the County
borne, 1708 South Shore Dr.
When the plant Is in full vigor,
convenienceand sightliness,says
Respectfully submitted.
Cornie
Vanden
Bosch;
program,
housing system provided six sepMrs. Florence Bickford has re- a story in the nationally-circulat-guests attended from Grand Rap- Mr. and Mrs. Fred Veneberg, since 1938.
ALBERT STEGENGA..
one old cane may be taken out
Mr. Swart moved that the check
Chairman arate and distinctareas: 1. Milkids, Lament, Zeeland and Holland.
turned to her home after being a ed farm magazine.
for every new one coming from
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hassevoort be accepted and that same be deDICK NIEUWSMA,
house 2. Milking parlor 3, Lounggift
was
presented
to
the
patient for two months at HolNICK COOK,
the lower part of the Diant, Most
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gifford
Nienposited in the General Fund of
honored guests.
ALBERT J. WALCOTT, ing area 4. Feeding area 5. Ah ever-blooming climbers produce
land hospital. She observed her
huis;
canteen,
Franklin
Veldheer,
the
County
which
motion
pre-.
SIMON
DE
BOER.
area
for
freshening
cows
and
82nd birthday anniversary at the Inspection Report Filed
Good Roads Committea. young calves 6. Area for young their recurrent blooms from the
Herman Smeyers and Lrvi Bar- vailed.
COLD-RESISTANTGRASS
hospital on Aug. 3. Her grandMr. Stegengft moved the adopfirst eye below the June flower
On Certified Wheat Crop
tels.
Mr. Mohr moved that the Board
stock.
Cold-resistant
grasses
are
makdaughter, Mrs. Florence Murray
tion of the report which motion
cluster so that cutting beiow that
adjourn
to
Tuesday,
June
27th,
ing possibleyear-round grazing in
of National City Calif., arrived on
point will affect the subsequent
A field inspection report on a
1950 at the hour of 1:30 p.m. prevailed.
BALER TWINS IMPROVING
July 30 to spend a month with certified Yorkwin wheat grower of moderate climates. Heat-tolerant
Mr. Slaughter, Chairman of the Many Unit Exhibits
display.
Baler twine, first developed10 which motion prevailed.
grasses are extending the Spring
her mother, Mrs. Ben Weller, and Ottawa county is on file at the exWays and Means Committee reNICHOLAS
FRANKENA,
grazing period and limiting the years ago, has been steadily imMrs. .Bickford.
ported that said Committee and Scheduled (or 4-H Show
SOIL LOSS
tension office, reports L. R. ArChairman
proved. Some twine available toA group of relatives held a nold, Ottawa county agriculture slump in summer growing.
A New Yerk experiment showed
ANNA VAN HORSSEN, - the Buildings and Grounds Comday is so strong that it would take
More than 4,000 exhibits will be that the amount of soil lost on a
mittee have investigatedthe matbeach party Tuesday evening at agent.
Clerk.
OTSEGO MAN FINED
1300 bales piled one on top the
ter of removal, of the kitchen at on display at the 4-H show at 20 per cent slope seeded to a conOttawa beach. Attending were: Robert G. Hovingh, Hudsonville,
Allegan (Special) — Kenneth other before the strands on the
the jail and recommend that ac- Michigan State college Aug. 29- tinuous corn crop was more than
Mr. and Mrs. Don Stoepker, Miss planted certified seed in 1949. This
Boerman, 23 Otsego, pleaded guil- bottom bale broke from the treStcond Doy
tion on same be deferred until a Sept 1.
300 times greater than on a slope
Shirley Stoepker,Jack Stoepker was inspected by Michigan crop
ty to stealing money from an Ot- mendous pressure.
The Board of Supervisors met later date, which motion prevailed Exhibits were entered’ from 79 protected by grass.
tnd his fiancee,Miss Arlene Gris- improvement association officials
sego store and was fined $25 and
counties of the state last year and
pursuantto adjournmenton Tues- as shown by the following vote:
•ion, all of Grind Rapids; Mr. and and was passed. It now can be
$4.30 costs Thursday.He appeared
The annual of soil fertility
Yeas, Messrs. Gemmen, Vollink, more than 1,700 persons attended. BALANCED PROGRAM
1 2 '2LErW1'Z d*y’ June 27th, 1950 and was
Mn. John Krol, Mr. and Mrs. H. sold as certified seed.
before Municipal Judge Ervin An- through erosion and leachingis called to order by the chairman,
New events this year include A balancedgrassland program
Hassold, Hecksel, Lowing, Keen
Krol, Mr. and Mrs. Frank DiepenArnold believes that Yorkwin is drews. Boerman was arrested by estimated to be about seven
xnit seven times Mr. Frankena.
public speaking contests, tractor with the aid of good machinery
ders, Helder,
•nd David and Mr. and Mrs. the most popular of alJ wheat state police who charged him with
the amount used by planted
operatorscontests, and a model n^eans less labor, less erosion,lowNieuwsm*, Ter Avest,
tU oL Holland, varieties jgrown ip the bounty.
taking $30. ’ . *
crops.
SzopinsU, Bottema, Slaughter, business meeting demonstration,
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